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INTRODUCTION AND LITERATURE SURVEY 
Introduction 
What is System Identification? 
System identification is the pro~ess o~ determining a 
suitable mathematical model for a dynamic system. A sche-
matic flow diagram is given in F~gure t. In order to ex-
plain this diagram in complete detail, it will be 
hypothesized that the system shown. schematically in Figure 2 
has been built and is undergoing experimental testing in the 
laboratory. The previous statem~nt implies that the physi-
cal system must be subjected to some experimental runs in 
the laboratory before system iden~ification can be 
performed. 
In the system shown in Figure 2, it is assumed that the 
hydraulic ram has reached the end of its stroke and that a 
constant flow pump is still delivering oil to the system. 
Hence, the relief valve must open and allow the oil to re-
turn to tank. In this system, t~ere are two variables 
which might conveniently be measured. The. first is the 
movement, as a function of time, of the stem of the poppet 
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Figure 1. System Identification 
2 
.3 
Figure 2. Hydraulic System 
pressure in the inlet cham~er of the p9ppet valve. If the 
valve were performing improperly, typical response plots 
might appear as shown in Figure J. 
4 
The oscillating nature of the pressure and stem posi-
tion as indicated in Figure J is unde~irable, and it would 
be to the manufacturer's advantage if he could determine the 
cause of this improper performance. This is the point at 
which system identification enters into the problem. If a 
satisfactory mathematical model can be found which will 
yield a response which is ident;ica], to tpe response shown 
in Figure J, the engineer can probably determine how·to 
adjust the_ physical systeQI to im:prove its responses by ad-
justing the mathematical mod~l ~nd observing how the mathe-
matical model response varies as the model is varied. 
At this point it is now possible to return to Figure 1 
and explain the basic flow diagram for system identification 
in greater det~il. First of a+l a physical system must be 
built and subjected to experimentc;tl tests in the laboratory. 
This yields the information in the upper left~hand portion 
of the flow cliagram. Next, the user must hypothesize a 
mathematical model for the system, and this model is then 
used to simulate the respon~e of the system. This provides 
the information in the upper right~hand portion of the flow 
diagram. The response of the mathemi3-tical model and:the 
actual system must then be compared, and if they do riot sat-
isfactorily agree, the mathematical mopel must be adjusted 








philosophies as to what is the best way of comparing the 
system response with the mathematical response and how the 
mathematical model should be varied if they do not agree 
satisfactorily. 
As stated earlier, the user must hypothesize the basic 
form of the mathematical model which is to be used in the 
identification procedure. H~nce, depending upon what the 
mathematical model is to be u~ed for, the user may be inter-
ested in either a "black box" model or a "parameter 
estimation" model. An example of a situation in which the 
user might be :interested in a "black box" mathematical model 
is that of determining the dynami~ response of an internal 
combustion engine which is being used tQ s1,1pply power for a 
dynamic process. Since the user is sure in this situation 
that the structure of the interi,.al combustion engine is not 
going to be varied during the e~periments to be performed, 
he will be satisfied with any
1 
mathematical model which will 
predict the :respc:>rtse speed of the engine versus its dynami-
cal load. In other words, the parameters j_n the mathemati-
--·=...,..-~··- =·""·~==-___,·=;--..,.-f"''----•·'··-'..,,,,.."·~'""""'""'- ·-«c ..• -.·-.c.,=..,,.a,,-,_,.,.•~-~·=~-~-...._ .... ~,_.,::., 
cal ntodel need not have any :i::~J,~tionship to the physical 
........._._...~="'-'"""'h·'"'"',,..,,,,,,....,."~<..~•-·....c."'"'·~'"-",<-·<-~- .. ,. ..,, ,_.,,, ····~~-=·=-.:..c.,s:--,·-; ,- .. ,,._•-~:" .· .:;.,•[-> ·,- ·- -'--~,.., •. _,,· •..• ·--·,<>•·~·--~ ,,,,;,,,-. ,o.._:;.n · ·,-, ·.-,•·.-~r· .-.~.'c-c•·,v-,,~c., ·,: •1•· .. ..;,,,,,, ·_,·-,;,,.._.,,.,• 
.. ~~~1:~!!~J~J~ . 9 t,'. t.11; e e~~ f.~~ . 
The previous example of the hydraulic relief valve is a 
situation in which the user would be interested in a 
"parameter estimation" model. This is due to the fact that 
after th~ system has been satisf•ctorily i~entified, the 
user will want to adjust the ml;l.i;hematical model to improve 
the predicted response. If the 1.1ser ~annot, at this point, 
7 
relate the adjustments on the mathematical model to physical 
components in the system, his work cannot be used to its 
greatest advantage. 
What is System Design? 
O,ne way of looking at a system design is to consider it 
as the process of determining the proper sizes of physical 
components in a system from its mathematiGal model. A 
schematic flow diagram for this view of system design is 
shown in Figure 4o It ;is interesting to note that in system 
design the first thing that must be STiecified is the desired 
system respons~. For the poppet relief valve example of the 
previouB section, typical desired responses might be as 
shown in Figure 5, 
The next step is to determine a relevant mathematical 
model for "parameter estimation". It must be a "parameter 
estimation" mathematical model s;i.n~e :i,,n th~ design problem 
you must be able to relate the parameters of the mathemati-
cal model to the physical compone~ts of the system. Once 
the mathematical model has been established 9 a systematic 
method for comparing the res.ul ts of the response of the 
mathematical model with the desired response must be formu-
lated. If the mathematical response does not compare favor-
ably with the desired response, tne ~athematical model must 
be adjusted. When the model has been satisfactorily ad-
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10 
At this point it is very informative to compare the 
flow diagrams for System Design (Figure 4) and System Iden-
tific~tion (Figure i)o The two diagrams are quite similar. 
: 
Hencej it is not surprising that any method which can be 
used for system identification can also be used for system 
design. 
Method Presented in This Thesis 
The System Design and System Identification problem can 
be approached by either classical 9 statistical 9 or non-
statistical methodso All three methods are discussed later 
in this chaptero Within this thesis a new non-statistical 
method is presented which is called the method.of seeking 
principal planes. 
In Chapter II the method of se~king principal planes is 
completely developed for the problem of determin;i.ng the mini-
mum of a function of several variableso Chapter II might be 
called a "capital goods expenditure" since the algebraic 
minimization techniques are not directly applicable to Sys-
tern Design and System Identification problemso 
But in Chapter III it is demonstrated that optimal con-
trol theory can be used to convert a system design or iden-
tification problem into a two-point boundary value problem. 
The two-point boundary value problem can in turn be reformu-
lated into an algebraic minimization problem 9 and the method 
of seeking principal planes becomes applicable. 
If enough care is taken 7 the System Design or 
11 
Identification problem can be directly approached as an 
algebraic minimization problem. In Chapter IV the method of 
seeking principal planes is applied directly to System 
Design and Identification problems. 
Chapter V presents some problems which arise when the 
dynamical systems which are being considered have certain 
types of ~iSLC£fil:}J!l!Ltie.i~tb Several approaches for resolving 
some of these difficulties are presentedo 
In Appendix A a description of a computational algo-
rithm which is capable of analytically differentiating most 
mathematical expressions which can be written in the Fortran 
IV computer language is given. This algorithm was used 
extensively when programs were written to .implement the 
method of seeking principal planeso 
The analytical differentiation computational program 
relieves the user of the responsibility of determining the 
partial derivitives of the dynamical system equations. This 
eliminates most of the hand manipulations of the equations 
which the user must perform in order to use contemporary 
system identification techniques. 
The rest of this introductory chapter presents the 
various methods available for solving System Design or 
Identification problems, a precise mathematical statem9nt of 




The classical methods of system identification are 
based on s-plane analysis. 
,-------------~-"·~ .. -~~--·--~,r-~= 
The methods are applicable only 
to linear systems and, in general, only to systems which 
- ~-~-"""'·- ~-,,,.~·-,..,,,.-~ .... ~-, ... 
have one input and one 6utp1,1t. ~------~--~-·----~·-·~-----, The essential final result 
of ~-plane analysis is that the characteristic roots are 
placed i~ pos~tions such that the system is both stable and 
properly damped. 
The use of classical methods of system identification 
requires that the input must be eith~r sinusoidal, step, or 
> ,-~~ -=rc=•",·--c,r:,,--·•.,~* .--c~-"'-~ ... ~ '-~~,•.---"--~ . .:-.:.,_--.-%'\.,., 
impulse. When a sinusoidal input is used, the frequency of 
the input is varied and the a~plitude of the response is 
noted. A log-magnitude (or Bode) versus frequency plot is 
then drawn and the systems is identified as well as possible 
from the shape of the p~ot. 
Detailed discussion of the procedures of using fre-
que:p.cy response methods for determining models is found in 
most texts on automatic control. 
The main shortcomings of classical methods are: (1) 
they are applicable only to linear systems, (2) they are 
applicable only to systems with one input and one output, 
and (J) the system must be subjected to special inputs. 
Statistical Methods 
The three basic statisti9al methods used for system 
identification as presented by Aoki (1) are Least Squares 
_________ ,__ • ,~ ••- ~.,.•,><a••A.~•--
13 
Estimation. For linear systems with Gaussian (normal 
:,:,_.,d:,-5. ·" .- '·- ".)--,·.,:.-c,r.; •• ,-•. ,0,.~.' 
distribution) random noise'3these three methods are equiva-
rent. In order to estimate the parameters by Least Squares 
Esti!llatic;m, ~°-~~~~ needs to be known .about .~?~ .. ~':rious 
probability distributions. In order to use Maximum Likeli-
hood Estimation or Bayesian Estimation, further statements 
cqncerlling variou.s probability d:i,stributions must be made. 
Non-Statistical Methods 
In the literature survey which was performed for this 
report, there were five non-statistical methods of system 
identi.f'ication found. They are: (1) Optimal Control, (2) 
~E:.~!:;~3.~.c1);. Appr.9x:i,ma t !~A, (JJ .. :Sq~ on'. 9 ... Ivle -t<.110,s:l, .. L4J. ,,,, .. ,,,,,, 
Paramete;r Influence Coeffiyients, and (5) Quasilineariza-
·ss"',,.=·,;,,_t.=l, ... ", •..• ;,"';,,-,-,,.,,:,.;,,.,...,.r,,,,,,,;;· ... ,.-.,""~'""·~ ··.·' ' •. ,,,, ,•.•-·,-.:·,· "<'• .;·_-,,,:·r ·,.·,,..-:.,·r-occ,,,.,, .. .,,.,·.···::,·,, , ·,.• .. -,,.~··. ..-~,. . ........ -_.,.,,,:--" .. -..,,.-.,.· •, .,,.--.,,·,,: '1.>.C·· 
tion. A discussion of the basic philosophy of each of these 
methods will be presented later in this chapter. 
Stat~ment of Problem 
Mathematical Model 
In this section the identification and modeling prob-
lem will be stated in precise mathematical notation. The 
first thing which is necessary is for the user to supply 
the basic form of' the differential equations in state vari-
able notatiol).. 
X;:,: F(X, P, t). (1-1) 
In th,e abov:e equation, Xis the N dimensional state 
14 
variable vector, Pis an M dimensional vector of unknown 
parameters, F ;is the functj_onal form for the derivatives of' 
the state variables, and tis the independent variable 9 
timC\!. 
The precise values for the parameters i.n Equation 
(1-_1) are not known, and the values for some of the state 
variable initial conditions may also not be known. 
Specified or Measured Ip.puts and Responses 
The inputs to Equation (1.,,...1) need to be specified as 
functions of time. If the problem is an iden~i.fication 
,.,, •. •. • ·<: ·----~--. -, ., ....... ,,,,-.-;~ .. ;,, ..... 
problem, the inputs to the physical sys!ern would be.meas~ 
~=-~"""•'."1;!c'-,.,;,,,~.<oc·'--,·;.,..,·,.1,·~.~.,,,~;-,::•u<"c'•'C"··, ••.. , ... -,~ •• ,, "/,?-- - •; ~r-· ,'·cv.: ,• ·-~ • : ,,.,., ,-.-~·.%V:,~.,-·>-.>'••'•" .-:·.:. ,;·, ·. ,.~'"""""\.:·· -.,: ~- - ·- a-">'C...:. .. '.P'.'.:..C:::.-:ec,· 
If the problem is a system design 
problem, the input to the physical system and 9 hence~ for 
the mathem~tical model must be specified. 
The measured or desired responses for the mathematical 
eq~ation must t~en be specified. For the poppet valve 
example, typical desired responses for state variables 1 
and 3 (poppet position and chamber pressure) are shown in 
Figµre 6. 
Performance Index 
Some measure must be set up to describe how "close" the 
re$ponse of the mathemat;i.cal equation (1-1) is to conforming 
to the specified or measured response. 















follows for the poppet valve example: 
(1-2) 
In the above equation, W 1 and W 3 





are the resp9nses of state variables 1 and 3 in 
Equation (1-1), and x1d and x3d are the desired state 
variable responses as shown in Figure 6. 




, must be specified by 
the user. If for instance, the weighting factors are chosen 
as W = 1.0 and w
3 
= 0.0, then the performance index depends 
1 
only on the error which is present due to the amount that 
the mathematically predicted position of the poppet stem 
devi~tes from the desired po~ition. If w1 = o.o and w3 = 
1.0, the~ the performance index depends only on the error 
which is present du~ tp the pressure predicted by the mathe-
matical equation not agreeing with the desired pressure 
response. As a gene:r.::al. rt(Le,. the weighting factors will be 
--~-·~- --=·~~-, ·- -"''"" -~r -~••-.J.v,•=''-"'•·=·•·~•""-•._,~, ... -•..,,-~s=-----'>•=,c~q~, ~=~•-'°'""' V.>'. ••• ·-"CA~•-·~"- ,,--->c.-.- •• -.~ •. -, • _,,_.-,,_.,y~s=,~ . .,,.-:.-···'•-c···-,-
chosen so that their sum is unity. 
~-.__,,__,,.,,l!'-9 ....~,-- ~.,.~ '"=•<>V"~"'~""'"·••-'-''"'""Y~<<' ,.--o.;V",'..0'"""~/~_t>,,u,,"..,<."='' c.,.,,,_.,,_,,,..,,,~--~·~•J .. C.z,,J :..;;_ 




The other general rule to be used when choosing 
( 1-3) 
weighting fa<;:tors is that the ratio of any two weighting 
factors should be inversely proportional to the square of 
the maximum expected error associated with each weighting 
:.factor. Hence, if the maximum expected errors in this 
17 
the weig~ting factors should satisfy 
(X - X ) 2 
3 Jd max 
:::;: (X X ) 2 
1 1d max 
( 10) 2 
= ( • 001) 2 = (1-4) 
If Equations (1-3) and (1-4) are solved simultaneously, 
the following values are obtained: 
(1-5) 
Determination of Pc;1,rZ;1i;neters 
The system identi:t;icatiqn and modeling problem can now 
be summarized in the following short paragraph. 
The ;parameter vector, P, and unknown initial conditions 
are to be determined so that the response of the system 
eq~ation (1~1) will minimize the specified performance in-
dex. When these parameters and initial conditions have been 
determined, they represent the "best" values for the system 
eqtia.tion according to the specified performance index. 
1
The~e pararileters and initial conditions th(;ln represent the 
'optimal "identification of the system" or the optimal 
values for system design. 
Comparison of Non-Statistical Methods 
In this section the following five methods of system 
identification are discussed: (1) Parameter Influence 
Coefficients, (g) Optimal Control, (J) Differential 
18 
Approximation~ (4) Bacon's Method 9 (5) Quasilinearization, 
and (6) the method of' seeking principal planes. 
All of these methods 9 excepting Bacon's Method, deter-
mine the parameters. f<:>r the. ~tate ntC>~/=:Li Equation ( 1,-6), 
-·-·-~~-~--- __ ,. ·r-·- .- -- -. -· 
which will minimize a specified performance index, Equation 
(1-7). 
X = F(X, P, t) (1-6) 




A special case of the ~bove performance index is the inte-
gral error squaredo 
(1-8) 
The term~ x 1d? is the desired response for the :(irst state 
variable. 
Parameter Influence Coefficients 
Meissenger (2) presents the basis for this powerful 
technique of parameter identificationo It is based on the 
.~!2::.E.e.~_:r:ec~. to .. t!te pc1.~a~ete:r_ :":~c:to~~. c:.cl:!1-.~1?~- ~':.~.:rmined, it 
~2.1:.~----~-~~l:c:ate the prop_er direc::tion·~-~-!'.1 .. ~!:1.~~~~- tf:.~ y~rameter 
vector must be moved_in order to re9.:~£E: the performance 
-----~-·----·--·--·"' --- ·--· . . ·~ ~-,.--~- ··--~·-
indexo Upon calculation of ;the gradient of the performance 
index, it is realized that the parameter influence coeffi-
cients which are defined below are quite important. 
oX. 







These param~ter influence coefficients can be obtained by 
performing some mathematical manipulations and expanding 
the original state modele 
The solution procedure is an iterative technique which 
utilizes the steepest descent. Each iteration requires the 
solution of 1+N+M+NM fi;rst order differential equations 
where N is the order of the state model and Mis the number 
of parameters being optimized. 
Optimal .Control Theory 
Optimal control theory can. be applied in a straight-
forward manner, to yield a set of 2 ( N+M) ordinary differ en-· 
tial equations with split boundary conditionso These 
equations r~present a set o:f neces1=1ary conditions which the 
optimal pal;'ameter vector must satisfyo 
X = F (X' P, t) (1-10) 
p = 0 
N oF. 
AK 
-oG -I A. ..........J_ K 1, 2, N = ·- ,.., o, ~ oXK J oXK 
j=i 
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The boundary conditions which the above equations must 
satisfy are, 
X(O) = Xo 
A ( T) = 0 
(1-11) 
µ(o) ::: 0 
µ ( T) = o. 
Any method such as gradient techniques, quasilinearization~ 
or dynamical programming can be used to solve the set of 
differential equations. This is not a simple problem and 
considerable effort is necessary for finding a solution. 
Dptimal Parameters for Linear Syst~ms 
Bacon (3, 4) has presented a method which is applicable 
to constant coefficient linear systems 
X = [A]X + [B]U 
(1-12) 
Y = [C]X + [D]U. 
In the above equation [ A] , [ B] 1 [CJ , and [ D] are con-
st ant coefficient matrices. However 9 ea~h--~.~~-~~~-du_<:l __ ~_!e,-
ment of these matrices can be a function of the parameters, 
,-.......---·------~··-------~- - •· •- • -" -, •. - --· • ,,., ········-"'"'' ··~•-,..,_. _____ , ''<•, - --,,.,.,,_, ---·-----,.-.. ~-,-~~r--··-.,., 
an~-.!~.=-~~~~-~~ure. ... ~'l'li_ch Baco!l cl~y~}~Ei;;. ?Ptimizes the 
parameters and no:t_JJ1.~t co.effic.ienJ,s. This .is a definite 
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advantage since it is quite common for one parameter to be 
involved in several coefficients. 
The principle handicap of Bacon's procedure is that the 
desired response, Y, and system input, U~ must be specified 
as linear combinations of analytic functions. These analyt-
ic functions must be of the class which is obtainable from 
the solution of a linear constant coefficient homogeneous 
state model. This means that the inputs and outputs ob-
tained from measured data must be fitted with analytic 
functions. 
The iterative procedure which determines the optimal 
parameters does not require that the state model 9 Equation 
(1-12), be solved over a time interval. 
to other methods. 
Differential Approximations 
The method of differential approximation as presented 
by Bellman, Kalaba ~ and Sridhar ( 5) utilizes the f'act that 
Equation ( 1-1) can be rewritten as, 
X - F (X, P, t) - O. (1-13) 
From this simple observation, it is evident that if X, and 
X, are known, then the correct parameter vector must mini-
mize the following performance index. 
T 
PI == J < X - F (X, P, t), X - F (X, P 1 t) > dt. 
0 (1-14) 
In the above equation the symbols < 9 > stand t·or the dot 
product of the two vectors. 
The fact that the gradient of the performance index 
with respect to the parameter vector mu.st be .zero at the 
minimum point is utilized to obtain a general equation for 
determining the optimal coefficients. Bose (6) has devel-
oped this procedure for use with a discrete performance 
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index a This is a powerful technique which does not require 
an iterative procedure for determining the optimal 
coefficients. 
However 9 the dif'ferential approximation method requires 
that the entire state trajectory and the derivative of the 
state trajectory be known. This is an extremely large 
amount of information which is often quite difficult to 
obtain. This method requires the solution of a set of non-
linear algebraic equations if optimal parameters are to be 
det-ermined. It often occurs that a change in one parameter 
w~ll cause a change in several of the coefficients. 
Quasilinearization 
This approach as presented by Bellman~ Ka.laba, and 
Sridhar (5) 9 and Allison (7) can be used to determine the 
parameters of the state model (t-1) which will minimize a 
general integral error squared perf'ormance ind.ex ( 1-2). 
This is accomplished by .solving a sequence of linear models 
which approximate the original systemo If' this sequence of 
linear models converges to a final solution 9 the resulting 
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parameters are the optimal parameters for the original sys-
temmodel. 
The major weakness of the method of quasilinearization 
is that the method may diverge rather than converge to the 
desired solution. A proof which is presented in Appendix C 
can be used to show that the method of quasilinearization 
may diverge from a desired parameter point regardless of how 
close to that point one starts if the mathematical response 
does not fit the desired response exactly. 
Method of Seeking Princi_pal Planes 
I 
This is a new method which is developed in this thesis. 
It is based upon the Taylor series expansion which is 
truncated after the second-order terms. 
Com;earison of Methods 
Among the qualities which are of interest in comparing 
these methods are: 
1. Is the method restricted to linear systems? 
2. DoEls the method require knowledge of the 
entire state vector of the physical system, 
or is knowledge of just one of the system out-
puts sufficient? 
J. Does the method require that a set of differ-
ential equations be integrated for each 
iterative step? 
4. Can the method be used with data in graphical 
form? 
5. Does the method require the solution o.f a sys-
tern of dif"ferential equations with split 
boundary conditions? 
6. Is the user free to specify the criteria which 
are used to determine the "goodness" of the 
parameters which are selected by the method? 
7" Does the method determine the desired physical 
parameters or a set of coefficients for the 
mathematical equations? 
8. Can limits be placed on the parameter values 
which the method selects? 
9" Does the method converge from even a poor 
original guess of the actual system parameters? 
100 Does the method converge when the parameter 
guesses become close to the optimal parameters? 
The comparison of the various methods can most easily 
be presented in the form of a table which is given in Figure 
7. An X has been placed over each undesirable 
characteristic. 
From Figure 7 it is seen that the method of seeking 
principal planes has only one major weakness: It requires 
---""~=~-,._~-.,,,.=r..-. 
the solution of the entire state model over the time p_~)'.'iod 
..___.-.; rv.;,,=~- ·=···'» ·· ·· · "f· · · "'"··~. -·, • .., ~~·-,-~---~---··-----•-.,,.c....,_-.. ~..,.,u,,-, 
of interest fop"l;l,<;tch i:terative step. 
~-~---------<.,..-.,,.,_~,=· _,,,._ ...... ~ ; .. 
However 9 it has very good convergence characteristics. 
In Chapter II this method is developed for the problem 
Limits can be placed on 
parameter values 
Can adJust parameters 
rather than coefficients 
Type of performance 
index allowed 
Requires knowledge of 
entire state vector of 
physical system 
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Figure 7. Comparison of the Various Methods of Parameter 
Identification 
(An X has been placed over each of the 
undesirable characteristics.) 
of determining; the minimum of' a fu.nction of' several vari-
ableso Chapter III expands the method so it can be used 
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to work two-point boundary value problems. Chapter IV uses 
the method of seeking principal planes directly on the prob-
lem of system design or identification 9 and Chapter V pre-
sents several a,pproaches for minimizing problems which arise 
when the dynamical system is discontinuous. 
CHAPTER II 
MINIMIZATION OF A FUNCTION 
OF SEVERAL VARIABLES 
There are two basic methods fo;r attacking the problem 
of determining optimal parameters fqr a dynamical system. 
The first approach which is called the direct m~thod adjusts 
! 
the free parameters until a mi~imum of the performance index 
is obtained. The second method which is called the indi;rect 
method and utilizes the fact that tpe gradient vector of the 
pe:cf'ormance index must be zero at an extremum point. This 
provides a set of necessary conditions whicp must be satis-
fied. 
these nece~§~~y conditions~_ 
~_.._-.,.. __ ~--·,.--".,.~,.,-.. ,-, ~.,.,.,,-aa-.· ... · - -.. • • _ ••• • 
Both the direct and indirect methods of approach for 
determining optimal parameters of a dynamical system can be 
eral variables. Hence, it is see~ that the problem of 
determining the minimuqi of a function of several variables 
is important. Chapter III discusses the indirect method; 
Chapter IV discusses direct methods, 
The first section of this chapter summarizes briefly 
the standard approaches for the minimization problem. Next, 
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a new procedure which is called th 1e method of seeking prin-
cipal planes is presented. The third portion of this 
chapter is devoted to a discussion of methods for solving 
systems of algebraic equations which is an inherent part of 
the indirect procedures. Finally, several example problems 
which have been solved by the method of seeking principal 
planes are presented and compared with :results obtained by 
other methods to illustrate the method's versatility. 
Standard Methods for Determining a Minimum 
of a Function of Several Variables 
An important problem both from a mathematical and prac-
tical viewpoint i.s to determine the minimum of a scalar 
function of several variables. The independent variables 
will be denoted by the vector X which is of dimension M, and 
the function to be minimized is 
Y(X). ( 2-1) 
Extensive work has been performed to determine methods 
for minimizing a scalar function. There are many methods 
which have been devised for special scalar functions, but 
three methods of particular interest which handle general 
scalar functions are: (1) gradient tech:niques 9 (2) the 
Newton-Raphson method, and (J) the conjugate gradient 
°'--'"'"'"""'--· ··-,. >-·,-~ ·ep -~-·-~•--~-.- ·---.,.,.~,._,.----·-- -..,-.-._.~:.·-=----.,.~~-
Gradient techniques normally proceed in the negative 
gradient direction. The distance traveled in the negative 
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gradient direction depends upon which IrJruethod is being used, 
but it is quite common to travel in the negative gradient 
direction until a local minimum is reached.' The gradient is 
then reevaluated and one proceeds in the new negative gradi-
ent direction to a local minimu,m. This is continued until 
one is sufficiently close to the desired minimum point. The 
principle shortcoming of gradient techniques is that they 
may be very slow in converging to a desired minimum. An-
--- --......~ ·--~ .. ..-.,,~,,--.· ---·•-~·,,· .. · . .,..~ .. ~,..,.,_ •-•>-· ··;-·,"S•· ,.-,.~_,~ Cc • ..-~-· '"····-~·· _,,..,_. • -. '·• -'" ·o.-~-- •,.-··"o''··•-··-•,- ,. · --, ... ,,. -.. ~ • ·.•- .-::>::t::, 
other problem associated with gradient techniques is the 
determination of the initial estimate of how far one should 
... ......-, -······-~ 
proceed in the negative gradiep.t direction as one searches 
for t:ll.e_loca,l minimum. 
The Newton"'-'Raphson met-hod as is ·described by Wilde and 
Beightler ( 10) utilizes the expansion of the scalar function 
in a Taylor series about some initial point, X. 
The gradient and matrix of second partial derivatives 
of the scalar function are defined as 
. 
00/j YX [ oY oY - oX ' oX
2 
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It is assumed that the new function which is obtained 
by truncating the Taylor series after the first two terms 
describes the scalar function accurately. Then one looks at 
the required conditions for extremizi.ng the local function 
which has been obtained by truncating the Taylor series. 
The result is that the new estimate for the minimum of the 
scalar function is 
(2-J) 
In Equation (2-3) the superscripts -t and T 9 respectively, 
represent the matrix inverse and matrix transpose. 
The assumption that the truncated Taylor series expan-
sion desc~ibes the scalar function accurately 9 in general 9 
is not valid globally. This implies that if' one is not 
close to the desired minimum 9 then the new point which is 
predicted by Equation (2-3) may not be a good estimate. The 
Newton-Raphson method will often diverge if one is not close 
___ ,,,.,._,.._.Cs_....,,, ---.-,_.,,n_,,..,_~-~----·- .---· ~''-~·• ~~-•.--,-,· .-~-, .. •--'"' ··,•,,_ '"'-~~~ >• ·--, •..•• ,_~-,- •~c.,o.•• 
enough to a desired minimum. 
_.....,,,,,..=~o,..C..•- ,- •, ,.--" '.~• ," '•.C ,«~·,-- _••• ~-,-~ .-.-w,.,,.,.,,-··-•·•~-·---·.,-,,, 
Another shortcoming of the Newton-Raphson method is 
that it requires evaluation of the gradient of the function 
and the matrix of second partial derivatives" This can 
amount to significant computational effort. 
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The feat~re of the Newton-Raphson method which is very 
desirable is that if one is sufficiently close to the 
desired minimum, then the method is quadratic in 
convergence. 
Another method for minimizing a scalar function which 
has received recent attention is called the conjugate gra-
dien~ method. Fletcher and aeeves (8) have demonstrated the 
computational feasibility of this method. 
In the conjugate ~radient method, the first step is 
normally taken in the negativia gradient direction. It is 
required that a local minimum alop.g the negative gradient 
direction be located. Then, a new direction is calculated 
·which might be termed a deflected negative gradient direc-
tion. This deflected grad,i~nt direction is not the same as 
the true gradient direction, and this is the prim~ry differ-
ence between conjugate gra~ient and normal gradient 
procedure so 
The deflected negative gradient direction is such that 
if you proceed a small enough distance in thi~ direction, 
L...------·~-----------·- -·- --·-
you will .. obJain a smaller value for the scalar function --~---·----· ·---···~-~·-- ..... . ·-· . - . ···- . . 
wh),QJLis. to .be minimized. 
The next step of the procedure is to determine a local 
minimum along the deflected negative gradient direction. 
The iterative proced,ure of det~rmining (1) a new deflected 
gradient direction and ( 2) a minimum along this direction 
is continued until one is sufficiently close to a desired 
mini.mum of the scalar function. 
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The basic reason that this method is so 0 powerful is 
that it is quadratic in convergencea This means that once 
you are close to a des.ired minimum value 9 the method will 
converge very rapidlyo Hence 9 the method of conjugate gra-
dients eliminates the principal fault of gradient tech-
niques 9 but it still does not remedy the selection of an 
,_ 7 (iri]_t:i.~1, __ E:!si:.imat'e of the distance to be traveled along the 
selected direction. 
Method of Seeking Principal Planes 
A good amount of insight into the scalar minimization 
problem can be obtained by investigating the ~calar function 





are b0th positive nurnller.s. In Figure 8 
contours of constant value for the scalar function have been 
drawno They are concentric ellipses 9 '7nd th\e amount of 
.. 1 • 
eccentricity is governed by the relative magnitudes of,_,C 1 
It is inf'ormative to investigate how it would be possi-
ble to reach the exact minimum of this function by going 
successively in negative gradient directions. 
It is first noted that the normal gradie:nt technique 
will never reach the minimum of the scalar function 
exactly. Starting from an arbitrary point 9 the standard 
gradient technique will zigzag back and forth about one of 
the principal axes 9 but it will never reach the exact 
A. Contours of Constant Value for Y 
X 
2 
a. Typical Trajectory for Gradient Technique 
.. / 
C. Trajectorie~ Which ProcE:ed Sequentially in Negative 
Gradient D!rection and Which Reach the Exact Minimum 
Figure 8. Minimization of Y = 
c1 X\ + c2 xz2 
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minimun11 point, This is shown in part B ot· Figure 8. 
In part C of Figure 8, seve,ral trajectories which 
proceed sequentially in negative gradient directions and 
which reach the exact minimum of the scalar f'unction are 
shown. In general? two steps a~e required to reach the 
minimum for this particular problem. 
The minimization procedure presented in this section is 
called the method of seeking principal planes. For the two-
dimensional minimzation problem in Figure 8 9 it is evident 
that the points at which the negative gradient direction 
intersects the axes are important, but the figure does not 
indicate why 9 in general, the points at which the negative 
gradient direction intersects the principal planes ar~ 
important. 
The three-dimension,tl minimization problems given by 
I • ' • ' • .. \ .• ' • 'I 
will exemplify why the points of intersection of the 







numbers in the preceding equation. 
A contour of constant value for Y Ls shown in Figure 9. 
In gener~l 9 constant value contours f'or Y will be ellips-
oid~?_and the amount of eccentricity is governed by the 
relative magnitudes of c
1
? C~? and c
3
. 
It will now be demonstrated that by proceeding three 
steps in the negative gradient direction the exact minimum 






Minimization of' Y = Ci X21 + C2 X 22 + C 3 X23 by Method 
of Seeking Principal Planes 
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An arbitary point denoted by O in Fi-gure 9 will be used 
• 
as the starting point. The point 1 of Figure 9 is the point 
at which the negative gradient direction from point O inter-
sects the plane which contains the axes x
1 
and x2 • The 
point 2 of Figure 9 is. the point. at which the negative gra-
dient direction from point ~1 intersects the .plane which 
contains axes Xt and x
3
. Similarly 9 point 3 of Figure 9 is 
the point at which the negative gradient direction from 
point 2 intersects the plan which contains axes x2 and x3• 
The mathematical development which indicates the dis-
ta~pe to the intersection of the prin£ip~l planes in nega-
tive gradient direction will now be presented • 
. ·, .. 
The first step of the mathematical development is to 
expand the scalar function in a Taylor se:ries such as in 
Equation (2-2), 
Throughout the rest ~f this development? it will be 
assumed that all of the third partial derivatives of the 
scalar function are continuous in the neighborhood of x
0
. 
This implies that the matrix of sec.onct :,;p:ttrtial .,derivatives 
will be symrnetric 9 and the scalar :function can be approxi-
mated locally by truncating the Taylor series as 
yl (X) oc 
The gradient vector of the local approximation to the scalar 
function is 
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YX (X) <a-.5> 
· loc 
The question which must ;now be Finsw~red is: How :far in the 
negative gradient direction should one travel in proceeding 
from the pl;"esent position of the' iude'pe:hd.eht variable, X. , 
1 
to the new independe~t variable? X. 
1
• Note that the pres-
1+ 
ent posi ticm, Xi, wil;:t. be equal to x
0 
on the very first 
step, but i;n general Xi will not be the same as x0 . Also, 
the subscript refers to i;he it~rat;i.q;n p.umber; that i·s, Xi 
. 1 · th X t t th . th · t t · . imp· .+es e vec or a e ::i, 1 erfl :i,.on. 
l:n mathematical terms 7 thi;s1 .amounts, to ,{let~r".mining the 
magnitude of Kin the following equation: 
(2-6) 
An excellent approximation qf'·~_x(Xi) ;i.51 YX (Xi) which 
· i• loc 
is given by Equation (2-5) prqv,ided tµat Xi is sufficiently 
close to x
0
• If it is assumed that tb~y are exactly the 
0 --,,~ p.,, • • • • • • 
samef Equation (2-5) can be ~ubstii;;Qtetl :j.,nto Equation (2-6); 
and the resulting expression is 
(2-7) 
The predicted dif~er~n~e betwe~n i;he value of the 
scalar function at th~ p(;)int X:i,+i and the point Xi provides 
valuable informc!.tion for det~rmining the magnitude of Kin 
Equation (2-7). This predicted q.:i,fferen,ce can be obtained 









Several coordinate transformations need to be performed 
so that Equations (2-8) and (2-9) can be better interpreted. 
These coordinate transformations involve the eigenvalues and 
eigenvectors of the matrix of second partial derivatives. 
Athans and Falb (9) show that all of the eigenvalues will be 
real numbers since the matrix of second partial derivatives 
is real and symmetrico 
In general, there will be P positive eigenvalues, N 
negative eigenvalues, and Z zero eigenvalues. The eigen-
value matrix~ A~ is arranged so that the positive eigen-
values are the first to appear on the diagonal, the 
negative eigenva+:ues appear next on the d:iagonal 9 and the 
r 
zero eigenvalues appear last on the diagonal. Further, it 
is required that \ 1 '.> \ 2 > .oo Ap• 
Throughout the rest of this paper,\. will mean the ith 
]_ 









The eigenvector matrix, E, which corresponds to the eigen-
value matrix will be partitioned as 
(2-11) 
lp Equation (2-t1) and throughout the rest of this 
chapter, E. refers to th~ i th column of the eig.envector 
l 
matrix, E. Athans and Falb (9) ae~pnstrate that the eigen-




I is the identity matrix in Equation (2~12), 
The first coordin~te transformation which will be per-
formed is a translation of the coopdinate system by the 
amount Z, 




The vector Z is defined by the following set of equations: 
T T (2-15) C. - E. YX (XO) j ::: 11 2, .. ~ ' p + N 
J J 
C. ::: 0 j ::: p+N+1, . . . ' M (2-16) 
J 
z = -EC + XO. (2-17) 
The amount of the coordinf;lte translation which is given by 
Equation (2-14) at f3irst appears to be quite confusing, but 
it shou+d be noted th~t if the matrix of second partial 
derivat;i.ves has no zero eigenvalues, then the resulting 
translation is to the extremum point of the local approxima-
tion for the scalar function, Equation (2-4). This will now 
be demonstrated. 
If Equation (2~13) is premultiplied by E, post multi-
pl;i.ed by ET, and then inverted, th,e equation which results 
is 
(2-18) 
Equations (2-17) and (2-18) can be combined and simplified 
to 
which is the stationary point of Equation (2-4). 
A new coordinate system will now be introduced by 
rotating the W coord~nate. The resulting coordinate system 
e is defined as 
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(2-19) 
If the following definitions are made, 
(2-20) 




= e (X. 
1
) i+ l.+ 
(2-22) 
then it follows that 
X. - X = E[e. - C] l. 0 l. (2-23) 
xi+1 - xo:;:: E[ei+1 - c] (2-24) 
and 
X. 1 - X. = E[e. 1 - e.]. l.+ l. i+ l. (2-25) 
The simplification of the equation which results from 
the substitution of Equations (2'-23) through (2-25) into 
Equation (2-9) yields 
Y (X ) Y (X ) -- [Yx(Xo)E - CT"\] 
1 . 1 - 1 . ~ oc i+ oc l. 
(2-26) 
T T 
[e. 1 - e.] + ! e. 1 A e. 1 - i e. A e .• i+ l. i+ l.+ l. l. 
The new value in thee coordinate system as predicted 
by going in the negative gradient direction can be found by 
substituting Equations ( 2-23) and ( 2-25) into Equation ( 2-8 ). 
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The i;:ha,nge of each of the individual components of thee 
coordinate sy~tem can be written by usi~g a double subscript 
notation. The first subscript indicates the iteration num-
ber, anq the second subscript indicates the component of the 
e coordinate vector. The resulting equations are: 
j = 1, 2, ••• , P+N 
(2-27) 
and 
j = P+N+1, •• 1 , M. (2-28) 
The substitution of Equations (2-27), (2~28), (2-15), 
and (~-16) into Equation (2-26) will yield the final de-
sired form which predicts the resulting magnitude change of 
th l f t . . . f th . th . t t . . t e sea ar unc ion ~n going rom e i i era- ion pain, 
X., to the point X. 
1 
in the negative gradient direction. 
i i+ 





[ ( 2 - K A . ) A 2 . e 2 . . ] -
J J i? J 
KI [Yx(x0 )E)2. 
j==P+N+1 
The systemat;Lc investigation of Equations (2-27), 
(2-28), a~d (2-29) enables one to envision an algebraic min-
imization procedure which i,s very general. 
From Equation ( 2-27), it is noted that the first P + N 
components of thee coordinate vector will never move from 
the Value of zero once they become zero. This is true 
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regardless of the distance traveled in the gradient 
di:rection. 
The method utilized for proceeding to the minimum of an 
algebraic function should be such that after each step in 
the n~gatj.ve gradient direction one will be at a smaller 
value fo:r the scalar function. Hence, the magnitude chosen 
for K should be suah that the predicted chan~e of the scalar 
fllnction, Equation (2...,,29), will be negative. 
On the very first step in the negative gradient direc-
tion Xi wil~ equal x
0
, the point at which the gradient 
vecto~ and the matrix of second partial derivat~ves was 
evaluated. By setti:qg K = 1/)-.
1
, the change predicted by 
Eqllatio;n. (2-29) is negative since each of the terms 
( 2 - KA . ) wi 11 be positive . 
J 
Equation (2-27) states that the 
first compQnent of thee coordinate should become equal to 
zero on this first iterative step. 
On the second iterative step, one proceeds in the pre-
dieted ;negative gradient direction, Equation (2-5), with 
the magp.i tude of K set at K = 1/)-. 2 • The first component of 
thee coordiµate system was set equal to zero on the first 
iterative step, and Eqllation (2-27) states that the second 
compcinent of e should become equal to zero on the second 
iterative step. Equation (2-29) vredicts a negative change 
of the scalar function on this second iterative step since 
(2..,.K;>.;'.) is positive for j = 2, J, ... , P and since compo-
;J 
nent one of thee vector should be zero. 
By .proceeding in the general manner outlined in,. the 
previous paragraphs, the f'irst P-1 components of the e 
vecton wi~l be zero on the Pth iteration, qnd Equation 
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(2-29) predicts a negative change of the scalar function on 
the Pth iteration since (2,-K). .) is positive for j = P, 
J 
. . . ' 
P+N. 
Aft~r P iterations the first P components of thee 
coordinate sys\em should be zero. 
th 
Hence, on the P + 1 
iteration., K should be chosen as any positive value instead 
of 1/11.P+i which would be a negative value. Equation (2-29) 
indicates that the magnitude of the predicted change of the 
scalaF function will continue to increase negatively as K 
becomes a larger positive value. This d~e to the fact that 
the quantity ( 2-KA.) will l;:)e positive for j = P+1, 
J 
P+N, 
since all of the corresponding values for the A. will be 
J 
negative. Hence, on the P + 1th iteration, the value of K 
will be increased until the actual value of scalar function 
ce~ses to decrease. This will probably occur due to the 
fact that the change as predicted by Equation (2~29) is 
based upon the truncated Taylor series approximation for the 
func;tion in question. In general, this approximation is not 
valid in a global sense~ It is, however, a good approxima-
tion in the vicinity of X0 . 
Before presenting a flow chart of a minimization pro-
cedure ba~ed upon the equations that have thu~ far peen 
derived, there are still two issues which should be clari-
fied. First, it is desirable to understand the significance 
of the transformc;ttions which were performed in order to 
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obtain Equation (2-19). Second, it is informative to 
demonstrate that the method of principal planes will tend 
to follow a valley to the desired minimum. The second 
statement will be verified by the solution of the example 
pro~lem called Rosenbrock's curved valley in the example 
:vroblem section. 
To better understand the coordinate transformations, it 
will be informative to substitute Equations (2-15), (2-16), 
and (2-23) into Equation (2-4). The local approximation for 








A. ea. . • 
J 1, J 
(2-JO) 
If, in addition, the point, x0 , is such that the second 
partial matrix has all positive eigenvalues, then the in-
verse of YXX exists and Equation (2-JO) will simplify to 
p 
yl ( X . ) = yl ( X t ) + i '\:°"' A . ea. . • oc 1 oc ex L J 1, J (2-Ji) 
j:::1 
In Equation (2-31), the term Y1 (X t) is the value of oc ex 
Equation ( 2-4) evall.iated at its extremum point. Hence, un-
der the assumption that all of the eigenvalues are positive, 
the truncated Taylor series approximation for the scalar 
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function in the vicinity of X
0 
is an ellipsoid :in M dimen-
sional space. This is shown i11.. Figure 10 for the case of 
M == 2. 
In part A of Figure 10, lines of constant contours for 
the hypothetical function under consideration have been 
drawn. The scalar function has a valley which curves from 
the extremum point upward and to the right. In part B of 
Figure 10, a line of constant countour that is predicted by 
the truncated Taylor series is shown as a dotted line. The 
magnitude predicted for the scalar function along this line 
of constant contour is Y(X
0
), and the predicted constant 
contour line is an ellipse. 
The first coo.rdinate transformation that was performed, 
Equation (2-14), was a transformation to the center of the 
ellipse which approximates the constant contour line at the 
point x
0
• These axis are denoted by w
1 
and w2 in part B of 
Figure tO. The next coordinate transformation which was 
performed was to rotate the axes as indicated by Equation 
(2-19). From Equation (2·-J1)? it is known that the e coor-
di~ate system corresponds to the major axes of the ellips-
oi(is which approximate the lines of constant contour for 
the scalar function. In part B of Figure 10, the e 1 
and 
coordinates represent this n~w coordinate system and they 
correspond to the major and minnr axes of the ellipse. 
It is noted that the constant contour line predicted 
by the Taylor series in part B of Figure 9 is a good approx-
irnation in the vicinity of x
0
• However 1 the approximation 
A, Contours of Constant Magnitude for Hypothetical Function 
Negative Gradient 
Direction 
B. Diagram showing the co-ordinate transformations. The dotted 
line is the truncated'. Tuylar series approximation for the 
constant contour line passing through~. 
Figure 10. Figure Demonstrating Meaning of the 
Coordinate Transformations 
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for the scalar function is not valid globally since the 
_extremum point as predicted by the approximation is at the 
point where the axes e
1 
and e 2 intersect. The true extremum 
point for the hypothetical function is located to the left 
and below this point. 
The e 1 axis ru~s essentially parallel to the valley of 
the hypothetical function in the neighborhood of x0 • For 
this particular problem, if one proceeds in the negative 
gradient direction to the point of intersection of the e
1 
axis, one will be located in the immediate neighborhood of 
the true valley. 
A desirable characteristic of a scalar minimization 
computational procedure is that it be able to locate a 
valley of the scalar function and follow the valley to the 
minimum. This seems to be the charactersitic of the method 
of seeking principal planes. 
The flow chart for the method of seeking principal 
planes is :presented in Figure 11. It indicates that the 
first step in the minimization problem is to determine the 
value of the scalar function, the gradient vector, and the 
matr:t-x of secpnd partial derivatives at the initial point, 
'fhf eigenvalues of the matrix of second partial deriva-
tives are then determined. 
Equation (2-7) gives the values of the independent 
variables by sequentially setting K = 1/A-~ i = 1, ••• , P. 
l 
It is necessary after each of these steps in the local 
Begin at arbitrary point~ XO. 





Determine value of scalar funct1on 9 
gradient vector 1 and matrix of second partia] 
derivatives at X0 • 
Determine the eigenvalues 
of the matrix of second partial derivatives. 
Proceed sequentially to the predicted inter= 
section points of the principal planes by 
1 A check setting K = ,C- in Equation (2=7). 
. 1 
should be performed after each step to be 
certain that the validity region of the 
Taylor series approximation for the function 
has not been exceeded. 
Check for convergence to 
a local minimum. 
• , 
~ 
Yes Is N + Z equal to zero? I -
'' No 
Search along the negative 
gradient direction untila 
local minimum has been 
found _, 
--
Figure 11. Flow Chart for the Minimization 
of a Scalar Function by the 




negative gradient direction to determine if the region of 
validity of the Taylor series approximation has been 
·exceeded. If the scalar function increases after one of the 
steps or if the actual change of the scalar function is sig-
nificantly different from the predicted change of the scalar 
function, the validity region has been exceeded. 
A check for convergence is performed after having sue-
cessfully proceeded P sequential steps in the negative gra-
dient direction. A standard method for checking for 
convergence to a local minimum to determine if the magnitude 
of the gradient vector is equal to zero • 
• 
The next block in Figure 11 indicates a logic check to 
determine if the matrix of second partial derivatives has 
some zero or negative eigenvalues. If N plus Z is equal to 
zero, x0 is reset to the present value of the independent 
vector and the minimization algorithm is reinitiated. When 
N plus Z is not equal to zero, a search is performed along 
I 
the negative gradient direction until a local minimum is 
located. The value of X0 is reset to the value of the inde-
pendent variable at the local minimum, and the minimization 
· procedure is reini tiated. 
The method of seeking.principal planes can be used for 
solving a system of algebraic equations. The insight ob-
tained by studying this problem helps to explain why exist-
ing methods for solving two-point boundary value problems 
and for identifying the parameters of dynamical systems have 
not been completely satisfactory. Chapters III and IV will 
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refer to some of the results presented in the following .. 
section~ 
Solution of Systems of Algebraic Equations 
The simplest set of algebraic equations which exist is 
the linear problem given by 
A,X = b. (2-32) 
In the above equation, A i.s an M X M matrix of constants; X 
is a vector of independent variables of dimension M; and b 
is a vector of constants of dimension M. 
In order to formulate Equation (2-32) as a minimization 
problem,the following scalar function is defined: 
Y(X) - i[AX - b]T W[AX - b]. (2-33) 
In the above equation, Wis a symmetric positive definite 
M X M matrix. It is not uncommon for W to be chosen as the 
identity matrix. 
Since Equation (2-33) is a quadratic equation, the 
Taylor serie·s which utilizes the first two terms will de-
scribe it exactly. This means that the method of principal 
planes as described in the previous section will be an exact 
method for the solution of the minimum of Equation (2-28) if 
roundoff error within the digital computer is ignored. 
The equation for the gradient and matrix of second 
partial derivatives of Equation (2-33) are: 
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T TT 
-· -b WA + X A. WA (2-34) 
and 
(2-35) 
One good characteristic of the method of seeking. 
principal planes is that if a solution for Equation (2-33) 
exists it will be found even in the situation where the 
matrix A is singular. If the matrix A is singular, there 
exists either no solution or an infinite number of solutions 
to Equation (2-33). When the solution is not unique, the 
solution which is found by the method of seeking principal 
planes depends upon the initial guess which the user pro-
vides for independent variable vector 9 X. It should be 
noted that if the user does not know a good approximation 
for the solution to Equation (2-33) 9 the initial guess of 
X = 0 can alwAys be used. In the situation where A is 
singular and Equation (2-33) does not have an exact solu-
tion9 the method of seeking principal planes will provide a 
solution which minimizes Equation (2-33). If Wis the 
iµentity matrix, this will be the best fit in the least 
square error sense. 
Since the method of seeking principal planes is able to 
provide a solution even in the situation where A is singu-
lar, it is reasonable that this method should be a good 
solution technique for cases in which A is ill conditioned. 
The independent variable which minimizes Equation 
(2-33) provides an approximate solution for Equation (2-32) 
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in the overconstrained case. This,i.s the situation where A 
is a RX M constant matrix; Xis the independent vector of M 
dimension; bis a constant vector of dimension R; and R is 
larger tl:lan M. This set of equations does not have·an 
exact solution except in special caseso If the.matrix Wis 
the identity matrix, the solution yielded by the method of 
seeking principal planes will be a 11best 11 solution in the 
least square error sense. 
In engineering and mathematical analysis 1 the need for 
solving a set of simultaneous nonlinear algebraic equations 
often arises. In mathematical terms, this means that it is 
necessary to determine a M dimensional independent vector, 
X, such that the M di_mensional vector valued function, G, 
becomes equal to the zero vector" 
G(X) = O. (2-36) 
This problem can be treated in a manner similar to that 
used for the solution of linear algebraic equations. Hence, 
the scalar function, 
Y(X) = t G(X)T G(X) 9 (2~37) 
is :formed. 
Since E~1ation (2-37) can never be less than zero, and 
the only points at which ·it can be exactly equal to zero are 
solution points, a minimization procedure can be used to 
determine the solution for Equation (2-36). 
The first and second partial derivatives for the scalar 
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function need to be formulated. To- write these equations, 
the following definitions are needed. 
oG1 oG1 
oX1 oXM 
I GX(X) = (2-38) 
oGM :~ oX1 
B . = [ 0 ~ . ~ ( X) TJ iG ; j = 1 , 2 , ••• , M J J ; 
(2-39) 
(2-40) 




T = ~(X) ~(X) + B. (2-42) 
Equations (2-37), (2-41), and (2-42) are the equations 
which are needed to use the method of seeking principal 
planes. 
From Equation (2-39), it is noted that if one is quite 
close to the solution for Equation (2-36), the second half 
of Equation (2-42) will approach the zero matrix. Hence, in 
the neighborhood of th'e--solution for the nonlinear set of 
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algebraic equations, .the second partial matrix can be 




The r~ason for formulating Equation (2-43) is to demonstrate 
how the method of seeking principal planes is related to 
Gauss's method for least squares analysis as presented in 
Wilde and Beightler (10), and how it is related to the 
Newton-Raphson method as presented by Bellman and Kalaba 
( 11). • 
The inethod of seeking principle planes will reach the 
extremum of the truncated Taylor series approximation for 
the scalar function in M iterative steps. The value for 
this extremum point can be approximated by substituting 
Equation (2-41) and (2-43) into Equation (2-2). 
(2-44) 
If the Jacobian matrix, ~(X0 ), is not singular, it can be 
shown that 
(2-45) 
Upon t'he substitution of Equation ( 2-45) into ( 2-44), the 
following equation is obtained; 
(2-46) 
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Equation (2-46) is the same as the Newton-Raphson 
met~od as presented by Bellman and Kalaba (11). Hence, in 
final cqnvergence, the method o:f seeking principal planes 
behaves in the same manner as the Newton-Raphson technique 
for the solution of a set of nonlinear algebraic equations. 
This is a desirable characteristic since the Newton-Raphson 
method is very rapid in final convergence. 
In Gauss's method for least squares analysis, the 
dimension of the vector Gin Equation (2-36) will be larger 
than the dimension of the independent variable X. Hence, in 
general 1 it is not possible to find a solution such that 
Equation (2-)6) will be satisfied exactly. A vector X can 
be de~ermined such that the set of algebraic equations are 
satisfied in the least square error sense by minimizing 
Equation (2-J?). 
The iterative equation which Gauss uses for determining 
the minimum of Equation (2-37) is given by Equation (2-44). 
Equation (2-44) was obtained by assuming that the matrix of 
second partial derivatives as given by Equation (2-42) 
could be approximated by neglecting the term given by matrix 
B. For the situation where the system of equations can be 
satisfied exactly 1 Equation (2-39) indicates that matrix B 
will be the zero matrix at the minimum point; and it is 
legitimate within the neighborhood of a solution to approxi-
mate the matrix of second partial derivatives by neglecting 
the B matri:x. 
However, when the vector G is of' larger dimension than 
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X, Equation (2-36) cannot, in general~ be satisfied exactly. 
If the point which minimizes Equation {2-37) is actually a 
very poor solution for the original set of nonlinear equa-
tions, the m,atrix B may be a very significant portion of the 
matrix of second partial derivatives even at the exact loca-
tion of a minimum point. In Appendix C 9 a mathematical 
proof is presented which demonstrates that Gauss's method 
as given·by Equation (2-44) will under certain circ~stances 
not converge to a minimum poi.nt regardless of how close to 
the minimum point one is. An example problem is given in 
the following section which demonstrates this characteristic. 
A dir~ct comparison of the computation.al effort re-
quired for all three methods .is presented in Table I. The 
method of seeking principal planes requ.ired more computational 
time than the DFMFP and DFMCG methods. This was primarily 
due to using the analytic differentiation computation 
algorithm which is given in Appendix A within the SEEK 
algorithm. The equations generated by the analytic differ-
entiation algorithm execute slower than standard Fortran IV 
statements. 
Example Problems 
Within this section 1 five example problems will be 
worked using the computational algorithm presented in 
Appendix B. The example problems have been specially 
chosen to demonstrate the widely varying capabilities of the 
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• 197 X 10-29 
• 739 X 10-30 
. 426 X 10-5 
• 312 X 10-26 
.818 X 10-31 
"450 X 10-14 
. 170 X 10-27 
. 194 X io-69 
. 211 X 10-8 
.534x 10-23 































































·The method of conjugate gradients is also a very 
powerful minimization techniqueo TBM has supp::.ied two 
minimization programs in their Scientific Subroutine Package 
which are based on the c·onjugate gradient method as pre-
sented by Fletcher and Reeves (8). These programs are 
called DFMFP and DFMCG, and they require that the user pro-
vide an estimate for the minimum of the function (EST) and a 
value called EPS which is used to determine·if final conver-
gence has been obtained. The values of EST~ 0.0 and 
EPS = 10.o-15 were used to generate the data which are pre-
sented in Table I. The SEEK algorithm is considered to have 
converged when the absolute value of each component of the 
. -8 gradient vector is less than 10 • 
·' The first example problem is that of seeking the solu-
tion for a set of linear algebraic equations" The equations 
.. 
were specially c~osen so that the matrix would be singular. 


















16 . , 
(2-47) 
Each of the algorithms determined an exact solution for the 
linear equation by minimizing 
Y ~ [AX - b]T [AX - b]. (2-48) 
By starting from the point X = (0 9 0 9 0 9 0) 9 the solution 
X = (-.05, .025, .1, .175) was found. 
Table I indicates that the SEEK algoritlun had to 
evaluate the scalar :function three ti!!lmes, the gradient of 
the scalar function twice, and the matrix of second partial .... 
derivatives once in order to determine a minimum point for 
Equation (2-48). 
The computational effort which was required for the 
DFMCG and DFMFP algorithms is also given in Table I. This 
information is perhaps a little misleading since both DFMCG 
and DFMFP had reached the exact solution in four iterations. 
However, their convergence criteria did not terminate the 
program until after 17 and 25 iterations, respectively. 
The second example which was worked is referred to by 
Fletcher and Reeves (8) as Rosenbrocks curved valley and its 
equation is 
(2-49) 
In part A of Figure 12 a rough sketch of some lines of 
constant contour for Equation (2-49) are given. It can be 
seen that the _function pas a 11 valley 11 which curves from the 
point (-1, ~) through the origin to the point (1,:1). In 
part B of Figure 12 the locus of points which the SEEK 
algorithm traversed as it proceeded to the minimum point 
(1.0~ 1.0) from the point (-1.2~ 1.0) is given. It can be 
seen that the SEEK algorithm follows the "valley" to the 
minimum. 
The third example Fletcher and Reeves (8) refer to as 
the helical curved valley, and its equation is 
,. ,. 
...e.o -LG' . -t.o ,. 0 1.:s 2.o 
-.s 
Part A Sketch of lines of constant contour for 
Rosenbrocks curved valley 
Part B l,ocus of points which the SEBK followed as it 
went from (-1.2, l.O) to (1.0, 1.0) 









The information given in Table I was generated by starting 
at the point (-1.0 0 0.0, 0.0). 
The fourth example worked was 
(2-51) 
The information given in Table I was generated by starting 
at the point (J.~, -1.0, 0.0, 1.0). 
The fifth ~~ample which was worked was that of deter-
• ' . . ._ 
mining the' "bests' s'oltltion of the following set of algebraic 
equations. 
G1 = xa + 1 xa + 2 .8786271 ·- 0 
G2 = • 52 xa + xa + 1 2 .8786271 = 0 (2-52) 
I 
G' 
3 = x1 - x2 + .6207711 = o. 
A "best" solution in the least square error sense was deter-
mined by minimizing the function 
(2-53) 
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It was found that the point (-.159 9 "100) provides a local 
minimum for Equation (2~5J). The information given in Table 
I was generated by starting from (-.10, .05). 
. .T 
The eigenvalues for the matrix QQ when evaluated at 
the point (-.159, .100) are 4.596 X 104 and ;t.562. The 
matrix Q is defined in Appendix C. Since both of these 
eigenvalues are greater than one, Gauss's method will not 
converge to the solution point (-.159 9 .10) regardless of 
how close to that solution point one starts. This example 
will be discussed in more detail in Chapter IV" 
From the results which are presented in Table I, it is 
noted that deflected gr~dient methods often require many 
more evaluations of the function and its gradient than the 
SEEK algorithm. However, the SEEK algorithm requires the 
computation of the matrix of second partial derivatives. 
In the final analysis, it is debatable if the method of 
seeking prirtcipal planes requires less computational effort 
than the DFMCG and DFMFP algorithms. Hm-.rever 9 it provides 
valuable additional information since the eigenvalues of the 
matrix of second partial derivatives are computed. If all 
of the eigenvalues are positive when a converged solution is 
obtained, then Athans and Falb (9) state on page 227 that 
this provides both the necessary and sufficient conditions 
for a local minimum of the scalar function. 
This chapter completely developed the method of seeking 
principal planes for the problem of determining the minimum 
of a function of several variables. In the next chapter, 
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the method of seeking principal planes is applied to two-
point boundary value problems. This is a significant topic 
since optimal control theory c.an be used to convert a system 
design or identification problem into a two-point boundary 
value problem. 
CHAPTER III 
PARAMETER IDENTIFICATION FORMULATED AS 
A TWO-POINT BOUNDARY VALUE PROBLEM 
The problem of parameter identification of dynamical 
systems can be reformulated as a two-point boundary value 
problem through the use of optimal control theory. In 
general, the first necessary conditions of optimal eontrol 
theory for dynamical systems result in a two-point boundary 
value problem. An efficient solution technique for the two-
point boundary value problem is necessary. 
At present the basic methods for the solution of two-
point boundary value problei;ns are perturbation, quasil:i,near-
ization, and deflected gradient. These are iterative 
procedures in which the missing initial conditions are 
guessed, and the differentic1.l equations are integrate~ out 
to the final time. On the l:>asis of the information that has 
been obtained by integ;ratin,g the differential equations, the 
initial conditions are changed, The amount and manner in 
which these initial ~ondit;ions are changed separate the pro-
cedures from one another. 
Lewallen, Tapley, and Williams (12) have investigated 
the quasilinearizat;ion and perturt,ation procedures in con-
siderable detail. After reviewing their paper, it was 
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decided that it would be desirable to have a gradient tech-
nique in which the size of the step in the gradient direc-
tion was determined by some systematic method. 
The method of s~eking principal planes as was presented 
in Chapter II for the solution of algebraic minimization 
problems does have the desirable 6haracteristic of a sys-
tematic step selection in the negative gradient direction. 
In this chapter, it will be shown that the two-point 
boundary value problem can be reformulated into a scalar 
minimization problem. Hence, the method of seeking principal 
planes can be used for the solution of two-point boundary 
value problems. 
Statement of Parameter Identification Problems 
It is assumed that a mathematical model for the system 
has been formulated and written in state variable notation, 
X = F (X, P, t) • (J-1) 
In the above equation, Xis the N dimensional state vari-
able, Pis an M dimensional parameter vector, and tis the 
independent variable, time. 










In the above equation, ,jr is a K dimensional vector of 
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unknown initial conditions, and x0 is an N-K dimensional 
vector of the known initial conditions. 
The entire parameter vector is unknown. 
P = unknown (J-J) 
Values for the parameter vector, P, and the unknown 
initial conditions,~, need to be determined which will pro-
vide a local minimum for the performance index. 
f tf PI= G(X, t) dt. 
to 
(J-4) 
Optimal control theory is presented by Athans and Falb 
(9) reformulates the problem presented by Equations (J-1) 
through (J-4) as a two-point boundary value problem. The 
dynamical equations which must be satisfied are: 
X = F(:x;, P, t) (J-5) 
p -- 0 (J-6) 
A. 
T FT ~ (J-7) = -G -X x· 
µ. - - FpA. (J-8) 
11. is an N dimensional vector;µ is a K dimensional vector; 
and~, Gp, FX' and Fp .are defined as: 
[
sG · oG. 1 




I ol\ oF 1 
oX
1 oXN 
FX - (J-11) 
l ilFN oFN 
oX
1 a~.' J 
and 
oF 1 e1F1 
oP
1 a PM 
Fp = (J-12) 
oFN oFN 
oP1 oPM 
The boundary conditions which Eq~ations (J-5) through (J-8) 
must satisfy are: 
[:J -
free X(tf) = - free 
X(t) = (J-13) 0 
- specifie\i P(t:f) - fre~ 
P(t
0
) = free 
X(tf) = 0 - specified 
µ(tf) = 0 - specified 
- specified 
The parameter identification problem has now been re-
stated as a two-point boundary value problem. Equations 
(J-5) through (J-8) are the 2(N+M) first order dynamical 
equations which must be satisfied, and Equation (J-1J) pro-
vides the set of 2(N+M) boundary conditions. 
The foll.owing section outlines a method for solving a 
general two-point boundary value problem. The special two-
point boundary value problem presented in th.is section falls 
within the framework of the material presented in the next 
section. 
Statement of Two-Point Boundary 
Value Problem 
The dynamical equations for the system are: 
(J-14) 
In the above equation, Xis an N dimensional vector of de-
pendent variables, and Fis an N dimensional vector which is 
a function of the dependent variables and the independent 
variable, t. 
The initial condition vector is partitioned as 
iv - unknown 
X(t0 ) = (J-15) 
x0 - known. 
In the above equation, iv is a K dimensional vector of un-
known initial condition, and x0 is an N-K dimensional vector 
of known initial conditions. 
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The de-sired final boundary condition vector is 
H (X)t = O. 
f 
( 3-16) 
His a K dimensional vector. Each of the individual compo-
nents of H can be writ~en explicitly as a function of the 
components of the state vector evaluated at the specified 
final time, tf. 
Equations ( 3-14:) , ( 3-15), and ( 3-16) are a precise 
statement of the problem which needs now to be solved. 
The relation between the problem statement in this and 
the previous one is clarified by noting that: 
Xof this= AN 
section P 
of the previous 
section 
F - oG 
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N ~(N+K) of this· = 
section 
[~] = 0 of the previous 
section 
of this sectior,t. 
of the previous 
section 
Kof this= 2K 
section 
of' the previous 
section. 
Somet;i.qies the final boundary condition which results 
from opti~al control theory ;Ls not precisely of the form 
given by Equation (J-16). This occurs when the final time 
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is not specified in advance. Then 9 the final boundary con-
dition is of the forqI 
H(X, t) = O. (J-17) 
To handle this problem two n~w state variables and a 
new independent variable, T, qre now introduced. Their 
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interrelations are given by Equations (J-18) through (3-23). 
x__ - t .:.. t . 
-~+:t:.,.,. 0 (3-18) 
constant ( 3-19) 
,. = x__ ;x__ = ( t - t ) ;x__ 




Equation (J-24) results from substituting Equations 
(J-21) and (J-18) into Equation (J-23)0 Equations (J-22) 
and (J-23) are rewritten immediately below Equation (3-24) 
to provide the following complete set of dynamical 
equationso 
( 3-24) 
d'X__ /d'T"" = x__ 
-~+1 · .· -~+2 (3-25) 
( 3-26) 
The substitution of Eq~ation (J-18) into (J-17) yields 
(3-27) 
Equations (J-24) througl:t (J-27) are equivalent in f'orm 
to Equations (J-14) and (J-16). Hence, any method which 
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will solve the two-point boundary value problem presented at 
the ·start of this section can also be used to solve problems 
which have final boundary conditions of the form given by 
Equation ( 3-17). 
Solution of Two-Point Boundary Value Problem 
by Method of Seeking Principal Planes 
The method of seeking principal planes was developed in 
Chapter II for the minimization of a scalar function. The 
two-point boundary value problem can be converted into an 
algebraic minimization problem by defining the following 
scalar performance function. 
Y(X(,v)) =I' HT(X(t)) H(X(t))t • 
f 
(J-28) 
The scalar quantity,,Y, is explicitly a function o:f the 
state vector, X~ and implicitly a function of the unknown 
initial conditions, ,v. 
This is more easily understood by studying the :first 
two blocks of Figur~ 1J. As the firg~re indicates the: 
first step in the procedure for determining the value o:f 
the scalar function is to make a guess for the unknown ini-
tial conditions. The second step of the procedure is to 
.num.erical.ly integrate the dynamical equations from the ini-
tial time to the final time, tf. Hence, the value of the 
state vector at the final time is a function of tj,. Once 
the value of the state vector at the final time is known, 
the value for the scalar performance function can be 
I:nitial Conditions 
X(t0 ) 
. ·~ 1jr - guess ··-
XO - known 
I 
i Dynamical Equations 
dX F (X, t) 'dt = 
··--
.. ,. I 
Scal'aT Performance Function 
: Y(X) = il? <:x) H (X)t 
f 
Figure 13. Equations Required to 
Determine the Value 
i' ' ' 




evaluated as indicated in block three of Figure 1J. The 
equation for the scalar performance function is an explicit 
:function of the state vector, X. But since the state vector 
is in turn a function of the.unknown .initial condition, w, 
the scalar performance function is implicitly a function of 
The value of the scalar performance function must 
always be greater than or equal to zero since it is con-
structed as the sum of the components of the final boundary 
condition squared •. If the scalar performance function 
equals zero, a solution for the two-point boundary value 
problem has been obtained. 
The method of seeking principal planes requires compu-
tation of the gradient and the matrix of second partial 
derivatives of t:he scalar performance function. 
In Figure 14 the necessary equations for determining 
the gradient of the scalar performance function are given. 
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FX x1)1. i 1, 2, K ~ = ·- . . . , 
1 
I 
Gradient of Scalar Performance Function ·. 
I 
y1)1. = YX x1)1. i -· 1, 2, (it .. ~ ' K 
1 1 
Fi$ure 14. Equations Required to Determine 
tl:j.e Values for the Gradient 










= oX. (J-32) 
l l 
YX = [ YX ' • Q, • -., YxJ. ' 1 (J-33) 
Th~ first block of Figure 14 gives the proper initial 
conditions for the dynamical equations. The second block 
contains the dynamical equat:i.ons which must be solved~ and 
the third block has the equation for each of the compoµents 
of the gradient vector. 
The sensitivity 9f the state vector with respect to 
initial condition IV· 
l 
is This is determined as a func-
tion of time by solving the set of homogeneous differential 
equations given in the second block. These equations are 
solved simulta~eously with the equations for the basic 
dynamical system. Their mathematical development is given 
in Appendix D. 
In Figure 15 the necessary equations for determining 
the elements of the matrix of ~econd partial derivatives of 
the scal~r performance function are given. The additional 
notati,on used is 
X 
w · IV . J l 
(J-34) 
y 
IV · IV . J l 
(J-35) 
Initial Conditions for Dynamical Equations 
X 
dt 





1 row i 
0 
i=1,2, ••• ,K 
0 
= ,Q i = 1, 2, 
j = 1~ 2; 
Dynamical E_qua.tions 
dX 
dt ::: F (X, t) 
i = 1 9 2, ••• , K 
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dX . 
1V • * . N co(FX) oXL) i 1, 2, K 
: +I = . . . ' J 1 Fx xiv .iir. xiv. ' dt - oXL ot. j 1, 2, K (: ... .. ... J ·. J_ ,J 1 = L:1 ... ' 
ETeri1ents of Matrix of, Second Partial Derivatives of Scalar 
. i . 
Performance Function 
XT 
i = 1, 2, . . . ' K y ' .i y)OC X YX X = + 
J*i .1V J*·i: : 11( i 1jt j .. iv j ·1:,: 2;' K· = " . .. ' 
Figure 15. Equations Required to Determine the Values for 
the Elements of the Matrix of Second Partial 






x.x. oX. (J-J6) -
1 1 1 
y y~11 X\X1 
yx:x: = 
y Yxihj· X1XN 
(J-37) 
The sensitivity of X,
1
,. wi t~1 respect to initial $ . is 
~1 J 
given by X~ .~ .• This is determined as a function of time by 
J 1 
solving the set of coupled dynamical equations given in the 
second block of Figure 15. The mathematical development of 
these equations is given in Appendix D. 
The method of seeking principal planes can determine a 
solution for the two""'.'.point boundary value problems posed by 
Equations (J-14) through (J-16) by minimizing Equation 
(J-28)0 Figures 13, 14, and 15 provide the necessary equa-
tions for the method of seeking principal planes procedur~ 
presented in Chapter II. 
Relation to Quasilinearization Procedures 
In this section it will be demonstrated that the 
quasilinear:ization methods for solving two-point boundary 
value problems are really just partial second-order method. 
A true second-order method for determining the minimum of a 
scalar function is the Newton-Raphsqn method which is given 
\ 
by Equation (2-J). Howeve:r, the computational effort 
required for determining the mat:r::a'.x of second partial 
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derivatives is sometimes very considerable. Hence~ it is 
very tempting to try to find a satisfactory approximation 
for the matrix of ~econd partial derivatives. 
Figure 15 provides the following equation for the ele-
ments of the matrix of second partial derivatives of Equa-





Equation (3-28) has the following partial derivatives: 
YX. = 
HT 
X. H~ (3-39) 
l l 
and 
y = HT H '+ HT 8x.; (3-40) x;}ci X .x;. X. J l l J 
where 





J.. (J-42) = ~· 
J l 
But 9 when one is close to the desired solution for the two-
point boundary problem, it can be seen from Equation (3-16) 
that H should be approximately zero. Hence, Equation 
(3-39) and the last term of Equation (3-40) should be ap-
proximately zero. This in turn implies that a good approx-
imation for Equation (3-38) is 
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(J-43) 
where ff' is a K X N rilatr:ix defined as 
D = [8x1' ... ' 8x) . (J-44) 
The following equation is equivalent to the Newton-
Raphson correction procedure given by Equation (2-J). 
1jlnew (J-45) 
In Equation (J-45), the fo).lowing notation is used: 
y 
W 1* 1 
y 
1j,N1jl 1 





Y· = [ yw 1, y* J. (J-47) ' iii 9 " • ') K 









x\jl -- r x,,, 9 
I,.. 'l' 1 
(J-50) 
If Equations (J-48) and (J-39) are combined 9 and the nota-
tion of Equat:;i.on ( J-44) :/-s used 7 the result is 
I 
(J-51.) 
If the ele~ent of the matrix of second partial deriva-
tives are approximat~d by Equation (J-43), the following 
equation results 
(J-52) 
When Equation (J-51) and the ;3.pproximation given in Equation 
(J-52) are used, the Newton-Raphson correction method given 
by Equation (J-45) becomes 
( 3-5 3) 
If the matl'.'ix DXW is not singular 7 the above equation sim-
plifies to 
"' ~ '''old - [D x,,,J-1 H. wnew 'l' . 'l' (J-54) 
Equation (J-54) is the basic equation which is used for the 
quasilinearization solution methods for two-point boundary 
value problems. Si.nee it was obtained by approximating the 
matrix of second partial derivatives, it is only an approxi-
mate second-order method. 
The Newtou-Raphson method ±'or minimizing a. scalar func>-
tion will sometimes diverge i'rom a solution ii' the original 
independent vector guess is not close enough to the desired 
solution. Since the quasilinearization method given by 
Equation (J-54) is only an approximate Newton-Raphson proce-
dure1 it is not surprising that the quasilinearization pro-
cedure will sometimes diverge if the original guess for the 
unknown initial conditions is not close enough to a desired 
solution. 
In Appendix Cit is proved that if too much of the 
matrix of second partial derivatives is truncated, a modi-
fied Newton-Raphson method will not converge. This problem 
is not encountered by the quasilinearization method provided 
one is sufficiently cl9se to the desired solution. This is 
true si~ce the portion of the matrix of second partial 
derivatives which was truncated becomes the zero matrix at 
the solution point. However~ when the starting point is :not 
close to the desired solution~ the portion of the matrix of 
second partial derivatives which is truncated may be very 
significant. 
Example five in Chapter II demonstrates the importance 
of not trunc;ating too much of the matrix of second partial 
derivatives. Since truncating a portion of the matrix of 
second partial deriv~tives can cause difficulties for rela-
tively simple algebraic minimization problems~ one should 
be careful when a solution technique for two-point boundary 
value problems is being used which utilizes an approximation 
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for the matrix of second partial derivatives. 
The method of seeking principal planes is a true 
second-order method. A number of example problems have been 
solved by using this method. The results which are pre~ 
s~nted in the following section are encouraging. 
Examples 
The computational algorithm which was used for working 
these example problems is presented in Appendix E. The 
algorithm is very versatile, and it is designed so that the 
user need on;I.y supply the basic information. 
The algorithm makes extensive use of the digital 
computer rs capability to generate partial derivative·s, and 
this relieves the user of the responsibility for providing 
the equations for the partial derivatives. 
Linear Example 
The f·irst example which will pe. presented is that of 
solving a simple linear two-point boundary value problem. 
The dynamical equations used were 
X2 = -X - X + 1.0. 1 2 
(3-55) 
Both of the initial boundary conditions were unspecified, 
and the de-sired final boundary conditions were 
X
1 
( 4:. 0) == L 2 
X
2
(4.-0) ::: 0.0. 
The method of seeking principal planes determined that the 
initial conditions of 
X1 (0) = -012688 
X2 (o)::: -.542.38 
would cause the dynamical equations to reach the desired 
final boundary conditions. The original guess for the 
initial condition vector was X1 (o) = 0.0 and X2 (o) = 0.0. 
Eight steps were used in the· nufuerical integration of the 
dynamical equations by a Runga-Kutta algorithm. 
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The method of seek:ing principal planes converged after 
two evaluations of the performance index, one evaluation of 
the gradient vector, and one evaluation of the matrix of 
second partial derivatives, 
This information is summarized in Figure 16, and for 
the subsequent examples all of the information will be pre-
sented in a figure of the same format. 
The second-order Taylor series describes a linear two-
point boundary valu~ problem exactly. Hence 9 if a linear 
two~point boundary value problem has~ unknown. initial con-
ditions9 the m~t~od of seeking principal planes will con-
verge after K evaluations of the scalar performance index, 
one evaluation of the gradient vector 9 and one evaluation of 
the matrix of second partial derivativeso This first 
Dynamica.l Equa.t;i..qns 
Scalar Per:formap.ce Index 
Initia~ Gondition Guess 
Conver~ed Jni tia], Cc;mdi tion 
In(tial Time~ 0.0 
Final Time:;: 4.Q 
Number of Steps= 8 
Converged .A.fter; 
2 Eval~ations.of perf9rm~nc~ in~e~ 
1- Evaluation of the gradien~ ve~tqr 
1 Evaluation of mptrix of second 
partial derivatives 




example provided a demonstration of this point. 
Drag Racer Example 
A very crqde dynamical model for a drag racing car is 
(3-56) 
The above model i,s obtc;1.ined by a$s1,1.min,g th<jit the coefficient 
of .friction between the whe~ls and the pav(;)pient remains 
constant, and that the aerodynamic forces are proportional 
to the veloc:t.ty of the ve};licle ~qu~red. In January of 1967 1 
an AA fuel drag cat' was c;1.ble t9 t,ravel the quar,ter of a mile 
in 6.95 seconds i:ieaching a Eipeed of 221 m:r;i;h. 
It would be interestin~ to determ~ne the parameters P 1 
and P~ such that the mathQmatic~~ model, Equation (3-56) 1 
wuuld hit the point 
xi (6.9) = 1/4 mile~ 1320 ft. 
X2 (6.9) = 221 mph~ 310 ft/sec. 
when started wit];i the initial cond;ition 
x
1 
( o) _ o. o 
:x2 ( 0) = 0. 0. 
If time is nondimensionalized by 10, and distarice is non-
dimensionalized by 1000, Equation (J-56) becomes 
(J-57) 




= P 1/10 and_ x4 :;:; 1000 P~f The ;i.nitia)., fond::i- tions 
become 
x;1 <o> = o_~o . 
~:lo> ;= o.o 
XJ (0) · ? · -· ( To b~ ~~:termtned) 
x4 ( O) "". ? -. ( To b~ determiued) 
' :, . ' '. 
~ 2l.p9>. =i 3 ._10. 
(J-58) 
( 3..:..59) 
The restilt~ fo~ th~ par:aQ1ete'.t' identification. problem 
given by Eq~ation ( ,,...57.), a:iid boqndary ~9i,c:Jftions (J-58) and 
(J-59) are pr~se~ted in F}gµr~-17, 
The convei;-~ed value for th,e :1--ni tial .cond:ttj.c:>n o;n x
3 
is 
7.08?,6. Th;is me~ns that P
1 
i:n Equatiqn (3,,.56) eqva;t.s 
70.826 ft/se~ 2 , wµich is sl:ight;:tr greatep than twice the 
. . 
ace eleration of' grayri.ty •. · lhn;1¢e ~ Hie erl,l,q~ 'Jtlathen)ati~µl 
model predicts that as a'drag fa~er- l;eaves the $t~rti,ng line 
. . . - . . . . . . 
it should accelerate at •ore ti~n t~iae th~ ac~~le~atio~ of 
gravity. If you are un:fami;li~r with· the. 'dra$, racing sport~ 
Dynamical Equf'l.tioµs 
x1 = x2 
x2 ;::: X 3 + X4X22 
XJ ::= 0 
X4 ,:;; 0 
Sc~lar Perfo~maµce Index 
Y = (X1 - 1..32):S + (X2 - J.10)
2 
K*own In~tial Condition 
x:1 = 0 :rc4 = 0 
Initial Condition Quess 
GoUrverg~q I~;i.i;.ial Condtion 
Initial Time= 0.0 
Fipal Time~ ,~9 
Number of $t~p~ = 10 
Conv~rged After: 
16 EvaJ_uation~ of perfprmance index 
5 Evaiuations of gradtent vector 
7 Evaluations of ~atrix 9f second 
p~rtial derivatives! 




this may be a surprising prediction. But~ among drag racing 
fans~ it is a known fact that such high accelerations do 
occur. 
Birta and Trushel E:xample 
The dynamica,l equat:ions us~d for this example were 
x1 = ( 1. 0 ,.... X2 ) X - X - x 3
/2.o 2 1 2 
x2 ::; x1 
(J-60) 
x3 = ,..,2. 0 X1, ;x~ + XX~ -3 2 X4 
Equations (J-60) are given by Birta and Trushel (13). 
The method of seeking prtnciple planes was used to 
solve the two-point boundi::lrY value problem~ and the results 
are presented· in Figure 1$. 
Birta and T~ushel refQrted t~at after 11 iterations by 
the conjug;ate gra<;l.Ii.ent method, final convergence for the 
problem presented in Figure 18 was obtained. Each iteration 
of a deflected gradient method often requires at least four 
evaluations of t~e p~rformance inde:x and four evaluations of 
the gradient vector. 
Schlichting E:xample 
On page 332 of' ~chlic;.ht~:qg (14) a two-point boundary 
value problem which arises when <;,onsidering natural flow in 






;;:; ( 1.0 .,.. X:2 ) X .... x2 - x 3
/2.o i 1 
= x1 
= ..... 2. OX1 - XJ + x3 x2 - X 2 4 
= -2.0 :x;2 + 2.0 x1 x2 x3 + x3 
Scalar Per{qrmance Index 
Known Initial Condition 
Initial, <;ondition Guess 
Converged Initial Condition 
In~ti~l Timer 0.0 
Final Time c 4.G 
Number o{ Steps= 40 
Converg~d After: 
10 Evaluations 9f the performance index 
2 Eval~ati9ns of the gradient vector 
7 Evaluations of th~ matrix of second 
parti~l d~riv~tiv~s 




boundary value prob tern :was worke'd, and the results are pre-
sented in Figure 19. 
' , 
Lewallen, Tapley, .and Williams Exctmple 
·1 
The final two-po'int bounaary value problem to be pre-
sented has been exten~ively studied by Lewallen,. Tapley, and 
Williams (12). In their paper, they reported regions of 
convergence for several two-point boundary value solution 
techniques. 
The method of seekin~ principal planes was able to 
solve the.;two-point boundary value problem from a poor ini-
tial condition guess. The initial condition guess used was 
in error by 100 per cent for each of the free adjoint vari-
ables a Lewallen, Tapley, and Williams were unable to ob-
tain convergence from this poor initiai condition guess 
without resorting to solution ~echniques which were problem 
oriented. 
The t~sults for the Lewallen, Tapley, and Williams 
example are presented in Figure 20. 
Some of the versatility of' the method of seeking prin-
cipal planes has been shown by the two-point boundary value 
examples worked in this cha:pter. The results of the 
Lewallenii Tapley, and Williams example were especially 
encouraging sine~ the method of seeking principal planes is 
·~ ,. - . . ' ' 
not a problem oriente~ technique. 
In Chapter II 9 the method·of seeking principal planes 











-3. O x1 X4 + 2.0 x2 x2 -
. . 
.. Known In;i tial ·(>ond:itipn, 
.InitiaJ .. Co.pdi,tio:n, (iuess · · 
1' ' . ,. . ' 
I 
. X4 ~ .~Q 'X~ ~,-.6Q 
Init~at Time= 0.0 
Final Time= 10.0 
Number of Steps= 20 
<;:onverg~d After: 
x3 
\5 Eyaluatjons qf per{ormance in~ex 
7 Evaluations of gradient vector 
8 Evalu~tions of matrix of se~qnd 
partial d~rivativ~s 
Figure 19. Results of Schlichting Example 
Dynarnical Equations 












+ x26 ) ) 
~ 
x2 = x? (-X1X2/X3 - .1407 X6/ 
( ( 1. 0 - .07487 T x7 ) 
jx2 + xz ) ) 
5 6 . 
~3 :;,: x7x1 
X4 = x7 ( xz2 x5;xz 3 - 2.Q X5/X33 - X1 x2 X6/X23) 
• 
X5 = ;x:7 (X2 X6/X3 - X4) . 
x6 = x7 (-2.Q X 2 X5/X3 + x:t X6/X3) 
x7 = 0 
Scalar Performance Function 
Known Initial Condition 
Guessed Initial Condition 
)(5 -- - . 9880 
Converged Initial Condition 
x6 = -1. 0795 x7 -- 3. 319 J 
~nitial Time= 0.0 
Final Time= 1.0 
Number of $teps = 20 
j8 Evaluations of performance index 
· 4 ~valuations of gradient vector 
10 Evaluations of matrix of second 
partial derivatives 




sever,al Vat',iableso In Chapter TV 9 it will be shown that if 
enough ca.re i.s talcen, this d~velopment can be applied 
directly to system design and system identification 
problems'" 
CHAPTER IV 
PARAMETER IDENTIFICATION BY 
DIRECT METHODS 
In the previous chapter, it has been demonstrated at 
the method of seeking principal planes can be used to solve 
the problem of parameter identification of dynamical sys-
tems by an indirect approach. Within this chapter, the 
method of seeking principal planes will be used as~ direct 
solution approach to the problem of parameter identific~tion 
of dynamical systems. 
The parameter identification problem was stated in 
Chapter III, but it will now be,:presented again so that one 
need not page from one chapter to the other. 
Statement of Parameter Identification Problem 
It is assumed that a mathematical model for the system 
has been formulated and written in state variable notation, 
X = F(X, P, t). ( 4-1) 
In the above equation, Xis the N dimensional state vari-
able, Pis an M dimensional parameter vector, and tis the 
independent variable, time. 






] - unknown 
- known. 
(4-2) 
In the above equation 1jr is a K dimensional vector of un-
known initial conditions, and x
0 
is an N-K dimensional 
vector of the known initial conditions. 
The entire parameter vector is unknown. 
P = unknown ( 4-: J) 
Values for the parameter vector, P, and the unknown 
initial conditions, ljr, need to be determined which will pro-
vide a local minimum for the performance index, 
ftf 
Y = J~ G(X, t) dt. 
to 
(4-4) 
Direct Solution of Parameter Identification Problem 
by Method of Seeking Principal Planes 
Sinci3 the performance index given by Equation (4-4) is 
a scalar function, the method of seeking principal planes as 
developed in Chapter II can be used to determine its minimum 
provide<:}: 
1. The performance index value can be deter-
mined when the values for the independent 
variables are specified, 
2. Th.e values for the gradient of the perform;.;.:. 
ance index can be determined when the values 
for the independent variables are specified, 
and 
J. The values for the elements 6f the matrtx qf 
second partial derivatives of the perform~ 
ance index can be determined when the inde~ 
pendent variables are specified. 
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The above three steps can be performed, but the proce-
dure needs to be explained since the performance index, 
Equation (4-4), is an implicit function pf the indepE!n,dent 
variables, P and W• 
studying Figure 21. 
This is more easily un~erstood by 
As the figure indicates, the first 
step in the procedure for determining the value 9f the 
scalar performance index is to make :1 guess for the un).{.nown 
initial conditions and the paramet~" vector~ Tll.E! second 
step of the procedure is to nnmericctlly integrate i;he dy'-
namical differential equations for the initial time to the 
final time. Hence, the value of th~ state vecto~ at ~ach 
instant of time is a function of P ·:1:.0.d ,jt. $im4lt~neously, 
the integraJ,. equation for the perfcj:··mance ;index can be 
numerici;illy integrated as is :Lndicaced by block thrt;ie qf 
Figure 21. The integrand of the peoc:formap.ce index is an 
explicit function of the state vector, X, and time. But, 
since the state vector is in turn a function of th~ free 
in~tial conditions, w, and the parameter vector, f; the 
scalar performance index is an implicit function of P aµd 
1lr • 
In Figure 22 the necessary equations for c;l.ete_rmining 
Initial Conditions and Parameter Value 
[:J 
- guess 
x(_t0 ) = 
- known 
p = best guess 
I 
Dyna1nical Equations 
X = F(X, P, t) 
I 
Scalar Performance Index 
Ltf t)dt Y = G(X, 
to 
Figure 21. Equations Required to 
Determine the Value 
of the Scalar 
Performance Index 
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xw. = 1 - row i 
J.. 0 
i = 1, 2, ••• , K 
0 
XP. ::: 0 i = 1,, 2, ••• , M 
l 









FX XP. F dt = + P. i = 1, 2, ••• , M 
l l 
Gradient of Scalac Perfurmanc~ Index 
YW· ::-;itf GX X dt i = 1, 2, . . . , iiri l to 
YP. =f tf GX xP. dt i = 1, 2, ... , 
l to ], 
Figure 22. Equations Required to 
Determine the Value of 





the gr~dient of the scalar performance index are gtven. The 






••• ' ooxG J . 
N 
The first block of Figure 22 gives the proper initial 
conditions for the dynamical equations, the second block; 
contains the dynamical equations which must be numerically 
integrated, and the third block contains the integral equa-
tion for each of the components of the gradient vector. 
The sensitivity of the state vector with respect to 
initial condition \{ri is Xtlr., a:c.td t):H, sensitivity with 
l 
respect to Pi is XP .. 
l 
These sensitivities are determined as 
a function of time by solving the s~t of differential equa-
tions given in the second block of Figure 22. These equa-
tions <;1.re coupled with the equation,,;,: for the basic dyp.amical 
system 9 and their mathematical deve:Lopment is given in 
Appendix D. 
In Figure 23 the necessar·y equations for d~term;ining the 
elements of the matrix of second partial derivat~ves of the 
performan£e index are given. The only notation which is 
different from that used in Chapter III is 
Initial Conditions and Parameter Values 
·--·['J - g11ess X(t0 ) 
x0 - known 
x,. arn - row i :i. = 1, 2, 000 f K l. 
~- = 0 :I. = 1, ~. •••1 M 1 
X 0 i = 1, 2, 0 •• 9 K = 
'j'+' i j = 1, 2, •• •t K 
~j,iri 
0 i = 1, 2, ., ..... K = j = 1, 2, ~ .. ' M 
XP.P. 0 
i = 1, 2, 0 •• ' M = j :i., 2, M 
J l. = .... , 
P = g11ess 
1· 
Dynamical Equa~ions 
dX -rr;: roe, P, t> 
i = 1, 2, ••• , K 
• • •' M 
i = 1, 2, ..... K 
j = 1, 2, • 0. ' K 
N 
dx_ = F X . + ~ (oFX oXL + oFX) X 
-1'.lfr. ~ P.*. L.. ax oP. oP. ,
1 J 1 J 1. L:1 L .. J . J 
i = 1, 2, .... , K 
j = 1, 2, ... ' M 
N 
(aFxaxL oFx) f ( oF~i oXL) dX 




El.ements of Matrix of Second Partial Derivatives of 






Scalar Performance Function 
J tr T 
+ 6x xvjti dt = xi!r. "xx xi!r i = 1, 2, •• 0 ' K to i j j = 1, 2, ,p .. 0 ii K 
. t i 1, 2, K =f r x~ "xx xP. + ":x: XP}i dt = 0 •• ti j - 1, 2, ... , M to i J 
=Jtr x;,_ "xx ~. '+- 6x ~/i d.t 
·i = 1, 2, ••• t M 
. j = 1, 2; ... ' M t l. J 
0 
Equations Required to Determine the 
Values for the El~ments of the 
Matrix of Second Partial Deriva-
tives of the Performance Index 
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The mathematical development of the equations for de-
termining the second~order sensitivity coefficients 
(Xtj, .tj,., Xp .ii,., and Xp .P:.) is given in Appendix D. 
J 1 J l J 1 
Figures 21, 22, and 23 contain all equations which are 
needed for determining (1) the value of the performance 
index, (2) the gradient of the performance index, and (3) 
the matrix of second partial derivatives of the performance 
index. Hence, the method of seeking principal planes can be 
us.ed as a direct method for determining a minimum point for 
the performance index. 
The differential equations which must be solved to 
determine the second-order sensitivity coefficient are quite 
involvedo The second-order sensitivity coefficients would 
be unnecessary if the second term in the equations for de-
termining the elements of the matrix of second partial 
derivatives is truncated (see Figure 23). However, example 
five in Chapter II demonstrates that considerable care 
should be exercised before making such a truncation. 
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The method of seeking principal planes was used to work 
several example problems, and the results are presented in 
the following section. 
Examples 
The computational algorithm which was used for working 
these example problems is presented in Appendix F. The 
algorithm is very versatile, and it is designed so that the 
user need only supply the basic information. 
The algorithm makes extensive use of the digital com-
puter's capability to generate partial derivatives, and this 
relieves the user of the responsibility for providing the 
equations for the partial derivatives. 
Example 1 
The first example worked was that of determining the 
proper initial condition and parameter value such that 
X::;: -PX 




as close as possible. The performance index used was the 
standard integral error squared criterion 7 
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Y --!1.0 . (X - Xd) 2 dt. (4-6) 
0 
The computational effort required and other pertinent 
results and information for this problem are presented in 
Figure 24. 
Example 2 
The mathematical model for this example was 
( 4-7) 
Once again the integral error squared criterion was used 
f 
10. 2 . Y = ( X - X d) dt • 
0 
(4-8) 
But the desired response which was used for this example was 
2.0 
I I 
xd. r I 
r I 
I I 
2.0 10.0 Time . 
Difficulty had been encountered in previous attempts to 
work this parameter identification problem by using standard 
gradient techniques. The difficulty encountered was that of 
zigzagging back and forth across a valley with relatively 
insignificant changes in the parameters. 
Dynamical Equations 
X = - PX 
Performance Index 




Number of Time-Steps= 5 
Initial fime = 0.0 
Final Time :c: 1.0 
1.0 Time 
Number of Free Iid tial Conditions = 1 
Initial Condition Guess 
Converged Ini-r.i;3.l Condition 
X - -i Q89<? 1 -· . .iL O <>,,,...; 
Initial Parameter Guess 
p :::: 1.0 
Converged Parameter Value 
P = L80)7 
Converged After: 
10 Evaluations of performance index 
J Evaluations of gradient vector 
5 Evaluations of the matrix of second 
partial derivatives 
Figure 24. Equations and Results for Example 1 
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But the method of seeking principal planes was able, 
with no difficulties, to solve this problem. The results 
are given in Figure 25. In Figure 26, the response of the 
system for the original parameter guess and for the con-
verged parameter vector is presented. It can be seen that 
the converged response is considerably improved. 
Example J 
This example is the same as Example 2 except that the 
initial conditions for Xi and x2 are left free. The results 
are presented in Figure 27. 
Since this example has more free independent parameters 
than Example 2, it is reasonable to expect that the con-
verged solution will more closely fit the desired response. 
Figure 28 shows that the previous statement is true. 
Spool Valve Example 
A fundamental component of many hydraulic systems is a 
spool valve such as is shown in Figure 29. In Dr. Bose's 
(6) thesis, it is shown that under certain circumstances the 
following mathematical model is reasonable: 
x1 = x2 
x 2 = -.J6X2 - .24X1 - l\X\ - P 2X:iX2 + 1.0. 
Proper values for Pi and P2 n&ed to be determined so that 
the spool valve will require a minimum amount of time to 
open and have a steady-state opening of approximately 1.0. 
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Dynamical Equations 
x1 = x2 
x2 = - P1X1 - P2X2 + 1.0 
Performance Index 
.= f 10 2.0 ~ y (X - X )2 dt xd d 0 
2 10 Time 
Number of Time Steps= 20 
Initial Time= 0.0 
Final Time~ 10.0 
Number of Free Initial 
Conditiqns = None 
Initial Condition Vector 
Initial Parameter Guess 
Converged Parameter Vector 
Converged After: 
24 Evaluations of performance index 
5 Evaluations of gradient vector 
8 Evaluations of matrix of second partial 
derivatives 









6 8 10 Time 
This Figure Shows the Response Improvement Which 






(X - Xd) 2 dt v--
2.0 10.0 
Number of Time Steps= 20 
Initial Time= 0.0 
Final Time= 10.0 
Number of Free Initial Conditions= 2 
Initial Condition Guess 
Converged Initial Condition 
Initial Parameter Guess 
Converged Parameter Vector 
pi= ,51136 
Converged After: 
J8 Evaluations of the performance index 
7 Evaluations of the gradient vector 
11 Evaluations of the matrix of second 
partial derivatives 







..--- Converged Response ror Example 3 
6 
Converged Response ror Example 2 
8 
Desired Response 
Original Response ror 
Examples 2 and 3 
10 Time 
This Figure Shows That the Response ror the Converged 
Solution or Example 3 is Considerably Better Than 
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X\term in the equation repre~ents a "hard" spring, 
and the P 2X1X2 term in the equation represents the unsteady 
flow force. 
The desired response of the valve is that it instanta-
neously opens, i.e., 
Time 
The values of P
1 
= O, P 2 = 0 were chosen as the start-
ing point for determining a minimum point of 
!
5.0 
y = (~ 
0 
by the method of seeking principal planes. The equations 
used and the obtained results are presented in Figure JO. 
In Figure 31 the original response and the converged solu-
tion response are presented. The improvement in the response 
is quite dramatic. 
This chapter has shown that the method o·f seeking 
principal planes can, quite effectively, be directly applied 
to system identification or design problems. A variety of 
e;xamples were worked and all converged with no difficulties. 
The methqd of seeking principal planes is effective for 
determining optimal parameters of dynamical systems. The 




Number of Time Steps= 20 
Initial Time= 0.0 
Final Tirn.e = 5.0 
Number of Free Initial 
Conditions= None 
Initial Condition Vector 
Initial Parameter Guesp 
Converged Parameter Vector 
pi= .86122 
Converged After: 
21 Evaluations of the performance index 
J Evaluations of gradient vector 
15 Evaluations of matrix of second 
partial derivatives 
Figure JO, Equations and Results for the 






2.0 Converged Solution Response 
--- Desired Response 
.·.3.0 · 4.0 Time 
Fig1.1re J1~ Tb:;L/ i·:LgUie Sb,ows the In.iprovement Which Was Obtained in 
lhe Spool Valve Response 
However, all of these examples have all been continu-
ous dynamical systems. If the. dynamical sy!:;item µQ.s discon'm' 
tinui ties during the time period of interest, the prob:L~m 
becomes much more difficult. The followinJ chapter deals 
with some of these problems and contains several proposals 
of methods for minimizing them. 
CHAPTER V 
DYNAMICAL SYSTEM DISCONTINUITIES: 
PROBLEMS AND PROPOSALS 
Problems Caused by Dynamical 
System Discontinuities 
In the dynamical analysis of hydraulic control systems, 
the functional form of the right-hand side of·the~state 
vector model will sometimes change. The time at which the 
functional form changes will quite often depend upon the 
state vector. Two examples will be presented to clarify 
the preceding statements. 
Figure 2 shows a hydraulic system which contains a 
poppet type relief valve. In Figure 32 a typical response 
for the position and velocity of the poppet is shpwn. The 
figure depicts a situation where the relief valve is dumping 





Since the valve is open during this time period, the func-
tional form of the state model for the poppet will be 
governed by Newton's second law. At time t 2 the poppet 
hits the seat, and the functional form of the state model 
will abruptly change. Tnis causes a discontinuity in the 
poppet velocity. At time t
2 












Figure J2. Response of Pqppet's Velocity and 
Position 
11.Q 
than the closing forces, and the functional form of the 
state model changes so that it is once aga~n governed by 
Newtonrs Law. 
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The functional form of the state model for the spool 
valve shown in Figure 29 will depenq. upon the spool's posi-
tion. If it is an overlapped valve, the mathematical model 
will depend upon whether the spool is open to the right, in 
its center position, or open to the left. And this provides 
another example of a dynamical system whose functional form 
of the right hand side of the state model depends upon the 
state vector. 
The change in functional form of the right-hand side of 
the state vector model causes the following two problems to 
appear: 
1. Difficulties are encountered in the numerical 
integration of the dynamical system equation. 
If a variable step size algorithm is employed, 
it will often (at points similar to that 
depicted at time t
1 
in Figure 39) use such a 
small step size that very slow progress is 
made. 
2. If the method of seeking principal planes is 
to be used on a parameter identification 
problem, it was stated in Chapter II that 
all of the third partial derivatives of the 
scalar performance function should be continu-
ous. It is difficult if not impossible to 
insure that such conditions are met at the 
points where the ;functional form of the 
dynamical equations changes 
Proposals for Reducing the Problems Caused 
by Dynamical System Discontinuities 
It may be possible to elimin~te the secp~d proble~ pre-
sented above by using techniques such as are pres«=:nted in 
Lastman's Thesis (15). Lastmanvs basic approach is to 
expand the state vector in a special manner so tllat c;ii], of' 
the state variables are continuous. This approach w;i.11 p.ot 
be simple, but it does provide one possible way for ap,-. 
proaching the problem. 
Zeiger (16) has recently presentc:,d a semiexhaust;i.ve 
search approach for solvin& the param~ter identifica}io~ 
problem presented in Chapte;i;- IV" The method presentecl PY 
Zeiger req"l!-ires only that the user be capable of' numer:j..Ci:1,lly 
integrating the dynamical eq\lations. Zeiger's approach be-
comes feasible for use on systems whe,r-'e the form of the 
dynamical equations change if tbe numerical integratic,,n Oi;tn 
be performed without using too small a. step size. 
A method for avoiding the small step size pro'l:,;Lem will 
now be presented. A typ;i.cal Runga Kutta p.umerical integra,-. 
tion algorithm requires four evaluations of the rightrl}and. 
side of the state model for each time step. The nume:t'ical 
integration of the differential equations which woutd prb+: 
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Figure J,30 The Fi:fth Time Step Contains the 
D . t. . t '1'" t 1sco1;1 .1nu1 y -·ime, D 
proceed smoothly during the first four time steps. But the 
functional form of the right,,-hand side of the state m<!;>del 
will change during the fifth time step, and trouble will 
occur since the Runga Kutta numerical integration algorithm 
is based on the assumption tp.at tbe functional form of -t;ne. 
state model w:i,11 not change, 
If the precise time for the discontinuity, td, coul4 be 
determined, and the value for the state vecto~ at that time 
could be determined, the standard Ru:nga Kut ta Nume;r:i,cal 
integration procedure could be used to carry on from that 
point. One method for locating the time at which the dii;,;,-
continuity occurs, td, is to expand the state vector in a 
Taylor series. If the lqst time poiEt at which the numeri-
cal integration was proceeding smooth1y is used for tbe 
Taylor series expansion ( t 4 in F'."i,gure 33) , it will become 
( 5-:J.) 
In the hypothetical examples of the poppet valve and th,e 
spool valve which were presented earJ, .. ·Lc,;,r in i;h;is cp.apter, 
the point at which the state mode+ cha:nged form was governl:)d 
by one component of the state vector b<~coming equ1::tl to a 
particular Vc;llue. For example, the functional form of th~. 
poppet valve equations change when the poppet position be;...' 
comes equal to zero (X
1
:;: O). The discontinuity time for 
the poppet example c~n be determined by truncating Equation 
(5-1) after its second term: The resvlt is 
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In Equation (5-2), the derivatives need to be evaluated at 
t 4 ~ and the value for x1 (td) is zero for the poppet example. 
The equation for the first derivative is obtained from the 
state model~ and it is 
(5-3) 
The equation for the second derivative is obtained by dif-
ferentiating Equation (5-J), then the result is 
(5-4) 
The state model for the system is 
(5-5) 
Equations (5-3), (5 .... 4), and (5-5) can now be substituted 
into Equation (5-3) to yield 
oF: 
2(',} F + oFx1) 
oF1) 
+ --:ot 
The discontinuity time can be determined from Equation 
(5-6). F
1 
and all of the partial derivatives of F 1 in 
(5-6) 
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Equation (5-6) must be evaluated at (X(t 4 ),t 4 ). 
Once the discontinuity time has been determined, the 
value for the state vector at that time can be determined by 
substituting Equations (5-4) and (5-5) into Equation (5-1) 
and truncating after two terms. The result is 
X(td) = X(t4) + F (td - t4) + C~i F +::)ltd - t4) 2 • 
(5-7) 
Equations (5-6) and (5-7) appear to be rather compli-
cated9 but if the digital computer's capability for perform-
ing partial differentiation is used (see Appendix A), 
Equations (5-6) and (5-7) ca,n be included in a Runga Kutta 
numerical integration algorithm which requires the user to 
provide very little additional information. 
are: 
The steps which have been presented in this chapter 
1. Use a standard Runga Kutta numerical integra-
tion algorithm until a point is reached at 
which the functional form of the differential 
equations changes. 
2. Determine the precise time at which the equa-
tion functional form changes. 
J. Determine the value of the state vector at 
the time where the equation functional form 
changes. 
4. Return to step 1. 
The steps which have been outlined in this chapter 
should make the parameter identification procedure presented 
by Zeiger feasible for dynamical systems wh;i..ch have 
discontinuities. 
CHAPTER VI 
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
Conclusions 
The basic philosophy of the method of seeking principal 
planes is quite flexible. This is verified by the applica-
tion in this research of the basic philosophy to three types 
of problems (1. algebraic minimization, 2. two-point 
boundary value problems, and J. parameter identification of 
dynamical systems) within this thesis. 
The method of seeking principal planes has the follow-
ing desirable characteristics when applied to the problem of 
parameter identification of dynamical systems: 
1. The method has excellent convergence character-
istics when the parameter guess is close to an 
optimum point. This occurs since the method 
is a true second-order technique. 
2. The method seems to be quite stable even if 
the original parameter guess is not close to 
an optimum parameter point, and it will quite 
often converge. 
J. The method adjusts any specified parameters 
in the dynamical equations instead of adjust-
ing only the coefficients. 
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4. The method of seeking principal planes does 
not require that the parameter identification 
problem first be reformulated into a two-point 
boundary value problem. 
5. The desired response and the inputs for the 
dynamical equations can be presented in 
graphical form. 
6. The method does not require the knowledge of 
the response of the entire state vector at 
all instants of time. 
7. The method is not restricted to linear 
dynamical systems. It works well on parameter 
identification proble~s whose dynamical equa-
tions are non-linear. 
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The method of seeking principal planes has the follow-
ing undesirable characteristics: 
1. As presented in this thesis, limits have not 
been placed on the values which the parameters 
can assume. Sometimes the physics of a problem 
dictates that certain ranges of parameter 
values are unrealistic. Therefore 7 the compu-
tational algorithm could be improved by placing 
constraints on the allowable parameter values. 
2. The method of seeking principal planes re-
quires considerable computational effort since 
the second-order influence coefficients need 
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to be numerically integrated over the time 
period of interest. 
Recommendations 
The following specific recommendations are areas in 
which further work could be performed: 
1. Constraints on the allowable ranges for the 
parameter values could be inserted into the 
computational algorithm. 
2. The possibility of using hybrid computer 
facilities with the method of seeking principal 
planes for parameter identification should be 
investigated. This appears to be a very 
promis:j..ng area. 
J. The first and second-order sensitivity coeffi-
cients (XW·, xP.' XW ·*·, XW ·W·, and xP.P. might 
1 1 J 1 J 1 J 1 
need to be scaled for some particular problems. 
Difficulties in this area were not encountered 
in any of the problems worked in this thesis. 
4. The determination of convergence regions for 
several parameter identification problems 
would provide useful results for comparing the 
method of seeking principal planes with other 
procedures. 
5. The proposals presented in Chapter V for 
minimizing the difficulties encountered when 
dynamical system di~continuities occur should 
be investigated. 
6. The results presented in this thesis show that 
the method of seeking principal planes will 
work well for problems having up to five de-
pendent variables. It would be interesting to 
investigate whether the procedure will work 
eqully well in problems which have hundreds of 
independent variables. 
7. The method has promise of being a very powerful 
approach for determining the inverse of ill-
conditionect matrices. 
8. For the optimal control of dynamical systems, 
one normally tries to find a continuous con-
trol which will cause the response of the 
dynamic system to minimize some specified 
performance index. Figure 34 illustrates that 
a continuous optimal control trajectory can be 
approximated by a series of constant control 
levels. Hence, the continuous optimal control 
of dynamical systems can be approximated as a 





as indicated in 
Figure 34. 
9. Kokotovic (17) has shown that the gradient 
vector for the parameter identificatiqn prob-
1 
lem can be determined through the use of the 








This Figure Illustrates That 
a Continuous Optimal Control 
Trajectory Can be Approximated 
by a Series of Constant Control 
Levels 
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of this approach is that the required computa-
tional effort remains feasible even when the 
number of parameters becomes large. If this 
approach can also be used for determining the 
matrix of second partial derivatives for the 
parameter identification problem 1 it may be-
come quite feasible to use the method of seek-
ing principal planes for the parameter 
identification problem even when a large 
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APPENDIX A 
ANALYTIC PARTIAL DERIVATIVES OF ALGEBRAIC 
FUNCTIONS BY THE DIGITAL COMPUTER 
In engineering and mathematical analysis, the need 
often arises to perform total o:r; partial differentiation of 
an algebraic function. The basic rules which the mathemati-
cians have established for differentiating ~n algebraic 
function are very systematic. In practice, the application 
of these rules to an ~rbitrary function often becomes very 
tedious and time consuming. 
IBM has a compiler which is called FORMAC th~t will 
perform formal mathematical manipulations of mathematical 
functions. An integral part of the FORMAC compiler is the 
ability to differentiate most mathematical expressions. 
However 1 this program as described by Sammet and Bond (18) 
is available for only IBM computers operating ~nder the 
PL/1 monitor. 
Since the author did not have access to & FORMAC 
compiler, the author developed the algorithm given in this 
appendix. It will analytically differeD;tiate ~e:st mathe-
matical expressions which can be written in the Fortran IV 
language, and a liBting is given at the end of this 
appendix. It is written in the Fortran IV language and can 
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be used on any computer which can process Fortran IV. 
An algebraic function can contain two types of vari-
ables: dependent and independent variables. The value for 
a dependent variable cannot be determined unless the values 
of the particular independent Vµriables upon which it 
depends are given first. 
For a function which contains one independent variable 
and no dependent variables, the tota,l derivative and partial 
derivative are identical. 
If a function contains one independent variable and one 
or more dependent variable~, the total derivative is deter-
mined by use of the chain rule. To utilize the chain rule, 
one must be able to calculate the p~rtial derivative of the 
analytic function with respect to each of the dependent 
variables and with respect to the independent variableo 
Hence, if the partial derivatives of an a~gebraic function 
can be calculated, the tota.l der;i.v(:ltive cap. be determined 
by use of the chain rule. It is for this reason that the 
scope of this appendix is limited to the determination of 
analytical partial derivatives of algebraic functions. 
Since the basic rules for calculating partial deriva-
tives of algebraic functions are very systematic, the 
digital computer can be programmed to execute these rules. 
The following sections of t];lis appenq.ix will de.monstrate one 
particular method for perfo~ming partial differentiation on 
the digital computer. 
Operators and Operands Involved in 
Basic Algebraic Functions 
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The operators which this ~omputational program will 
handle and their corresponding Fortr~n IV symbols are given 
in Table II. 
It is convenient in the following pages to refer to 
any algebraic function which contains a single type operator 
as a basic algebraic function. It will be demonstrated in 
the following section that any analyti~ function can be 
decomposed into a series of basic al$ebraic functions. 
Since each basic algebraic function has a ~ingle type 
of operator, it is reasonable to ask what const~tutes an 
allowable operand and how many operands are required for 
each operator. There are three types of allowable operands 
for a basic algebraic function, and they ~re (1) a single 
constant, (2) a variable, or (J) an algebraic function. 
Categories one and two are actually special case of the 
third category. The first two categories are very important 
since they are the simplest algebraic functions known. 
The addition and multipli~ation operators are variary 
operators since the number of operands depends upon the 
particular function being considered. The addition operator 
has one or more operands, and the multiplication operator 
has two or more operands. The power raising op~rator has 
two operands. The division and square root operations are 
treated within the computational program as a combination of 
multiplication and power raising. The rest of the operators 
TABLE II·· 
OPERATORS AND FORTRAN IV SYMBOLS WHICH 











































in.-Table II are unary operators since they have only one 
operand. 
Decomposing an Algebraic Function 
In order to decompose an algebraic function which has 
been written in Fortran IV notation into a series of basic 
algebraic functions, it is necessary to utilize the standard 
Fortran IV o~der of computation. This hierarchy of opera-
tions is given in Table III. In the instances where the 
operations are of equivale~t level, the oper~tions are per-
formed as they are encountered by proceeding from the left 
to the right through the fµnction. 
The decomposition of an algebraic funqtion into a 
series of basic algebraic function~ ~s best illu~trated 
through the use of an example. lt will be noted that the 
procedure uses the hierarchy of operations table extenBi~ely. 
The algebraic function whose equation is 
(X(1).X(2)+X(1))*SIN(X(2)) (A-1) 
will now be composed. 
The hierarchy of operations table indicate$ that the 
first operation which must be performed is to remove the 
parenthesis which surround the subscripts of the variables. 
The algebraic function being considered can then be re-
written as 
(X •X +X )iSIN(X ). 
1 2 1 2 
(A-2) 
TABLE III 
HIERARCIJY OF OPERATIONS 
Remove parenthesis delimiting subscript 
Evaluate subfunction delimited by innermost 
parenthesis set by utilizing hierarchy 
steps three through six 
,J 
Evaluation of Functions 
Power Raising(**) 
., 
Multiplication and Division(* and/) 










The next step indicated by the hierarchy table is to 
evaluate the subfunction which is delimtted by the inner-
most parenthesis set. The first innermost pare;nthesis set 
which is encountered in proceeding from the left to the 
right is the sub:function 
(A-J) 
Hierarchy steps three through six ~re now performed on 
this subfunct;i.on. There are no function operatqrs or power 
raising operators involved in the subfunction, ap.d hierarchy 
steps three and four yield no results. The multiplication 
operator is involved; and this yields tqe first basic ana-
lytic function, F
1
• The equation for this basic analytic 
function is 
The first basic algeb~aic function is now substituted 
into Equation (A-J), and the subfunction becomes 
(A-4) 
The resulting subfunction contains only one operator and is 
defined as the second basic a;t.gebp~ic function, F 2 , where 
(A-5) 
Equation (A-5) is the final form for the subfunction~ 
and it is now substituteq. into the ~lgebraic function being 
considered, Equation (A-2). The algebraic function becomes 
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(A-6) 
The hierarchy of operations table now indicates that 
the subfunction x2 should now be evaluated. This subfunc-
tion is really a basic algebraic function with the implied 
operation of addition. Hence, the third basic algebraic 
function is 
(A-7) 
The substitution of Equation (A-7) into Equation (A-6) 
yields 
Hierarchy step number three yields the next basic 
algebraic function which is 
(A-8) 
(A-9) 
The substitution of Equatiop (A-9) into Equation (A-8) 
completes the reduction of th~ given algebraic function 9 
Equation (A-1), to the basic algebraic function which is 
(A-10) 
The results of decomposing the example function given 
in this section are summarized in Table IV, and it is noted 
that the algebraic function can be rewritten as a series of 
five basic algebraic functions. 
TABLE IV 
EXAMPLE OF DECOMPOSING AN ALGEBRAJ;C FUNCTION 
TO A SERIES OF BASIC ALGEBRAIG FUNCTIONS 
Algebraic Function Being Considered 
(X(1)*X(2)+X(t)) * SIN(X(2)) 
Description as a Series of Basic A~gebraic Functions 
F2 = F 1. + x1 
FJ = + x2 
F4 = SIN FJ 
Algebraic Function= F 2 * F4 
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Partial Derivatives of Basic 
Algebraic Functions 
The partial derivati¥es for the basic algebraic func-
tions are given in Table v. In this table the symbols U and 
V stand for algebraic functions; X. stands for the variable 
l 
X.; and the symbols UX anp V st~nd for the partial deriv-
1 . x. 
l l 
atives of U and V with resp~ct to X .• 
l 
The bases for the ability to perform partial differen-
tiation on the digital computer of an algebraic function 
have now been formulated, and they ar.e: 
1. An algebraic function can be decomposed into a 
series of basic algebr~ic functions. 
2o The partial derivatives for the basic algebraic 
functions are give1' in Tr;tble V. 
J. The partial derivatives for an algebraic func-
tion can be obtained by the proper combination 
of the partial derivative~ of the basic 
algebraic functions. 
Representing an Algebraic Function 
by a String of Integers 
It is convenient in the computational program to repre-
sent the algebraic function as a string of integers. This 
can easily be done since there are only nineteen allowable 
operators and only three types of operands for the algebraic 
functions under consideratiop. 
In Table VI a number code has been set up for each of 
TABLE V 
PARTIAL DERIVATIVES OF BASIC 
ALGEBRAIC FUNCTIONS 
o(U + V) ux. vx. oX. = + 
l l l 
o (U * V) ux. = * V + u oX. 
l l 




















o SIN( U) 
oX. 
l 
= COS(U) UX 
i 




0 TAN(U) ux. * cos-












0 ARSIN ( U) ux. ( 1 2)",-} oX. = * - u 
l ]. 
UV 
0 ARCOS ( U) - u ( 1 _ 0 2)-i oX. = X. * 
]. ]. 
* (LOG e U) * vx. 
l 
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TABLE V (Continued) 




0 SINH ( U) = ux. * COSH ( U) oX. 
]. ]. 
0 COSH ( U) 
ux. * SINH (U) ::; oX. 
]. ]. 




0 ABS ( U) 
ux. * u * ABS~i ( U) = oX. 
]. ]. 
TABLE VI 1 










































1The idea of using a number code to represent an 
algebraic function was first presented to the author by 












the operators and operands. 
It is possible to go directly from the description of 
the function as a series of basic algebraic functions to an 
integer string representation. This can be done in three 
simple steps~ 
1. The basic algebraic function representation is 
written as a row rather than as a columno The 
example given in Table IV then becomes 
Fi F2 FJ F4 
Algebraic 
Function ---~ ---~ ~ ..---~ ~~·--......... --~ (A-11) X *X F1+X1 +X2 SIN FJ F2*F4 1 2 
2o As an aid for distinguishing where each 
basic function begins~ the operator is 
written first. Hence~ Equation (A-1:t) is 
rewritten 
F1 F2 FJ F, 
Algebraic 
4: Function 
~ --~ ~ r-·----"----. .~ (A-12) . :1. 2 +F1X1 +X2 SIN FJ ,:,F2F4 
J. The number code which is given i:n Table VI 
is now substituted into Equation (A-12)0 
This results in an integer string repre-
sentation for the algebraic function. The 
auxiliary integer string gives the sub-










Partial Derivatives of Algebraic Functions 




In Table VII the partial ~erivatives for the basic 
algebraic functions are given. If eithe~ U rir Vin the 
table are independent of the variable Xi, a considerable 
amount of simplification can be performed since many of the 
terms in the resulting derivative are multiplied b.y zero. 
The performance of this simplification can be done as 
the derivatives of the algebraic functions are being formed 
if one adopts a dependency notation. If a dot is placed 
above an operand, it is dep. endent upon X .• 
J.. 
If there is no 
dot ab~ve the operand, it is independent of X .• 
J.. 
In Table VII the partial derivatives for the basic 
f'unctions are written in the notation equivalent to that 
used in Equation (A-12). In this table U, V, W, and Z rep-
resent the operands. 
they are dependent. 
A dot placed above them indicates that 
The subscript X. represents the partial 
J.. 
derivative with respect to X .• 
],, 
The column labeled "operands involved" will be dis-
cussed in detail later. 
The procedure for determining if an operand is 
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TABLE VII 






= ';"' u; vwz'I 
i 1. 
+ F. F. 1 J J+ 
F. F. 
1 J J+ F. 2 J+ 
etc. 





















* VF. 2uX ** UV LOG U J+ . e 
l 
* Fj+ 4 Fj+5 VX. +Fj+JFj+G 
l 
_ -1 +VF. ** U F. 1 J J+ 
*VF. 2 UX J+ i 
** UV LOG U * F. F. 1 VX e J J+ i 
:c: - u 
X 
i 
EXP u F. ux. = * J 
l 
. 




All if the number of 
dependent operands is 
greater than one. 
All except the de-
p~ndent operand if 









TABLE VII (Continued) 
Operands Involved 
. 
0 ALOG10 u -1 ** U F. + LOG10 e = J oX. 
l 
ux. u * F. 1 F. 2 J+ J+ 
l 
. 
u 0 SIN u cos u * F. ux. = J oX. l-l 
. 
u 0 cos u -1 SIN u * F. F. 1 ux. = J J+ oX. 
l l 
. 
0 TAN u -2 cos u ** F. 1 F. = J+ J oX. 
l 
u * F. 2 ux. J+ 
l 
0 COT AN u -1 -2 SIN u ** Fj+2 F. 1 ::: J+ oX. 
1 
u * F.F. J ux. J J+ 
l 
. 
d ARSIN u -.50 + 2 ** u F. 1 = J+ oX. 
1 
F. 3 - F. 2 + 1 J+ Jt 
F. 4 F. * F. 5 ux. u ** . J+ J+ J l 
. 
0 ARCOS u -.50 + 2 ** u F. 1 = J+ oX. 
1 
F. 3 - F. 2 + 1 J+ .J+ 
** F. 4 F. * F. 5 ux. J+ J J+ l 
- F. 6 J+ 
u 
. 
1 F. 2 
0 ATAN u -1 2 ** u F. 1 + = + J+ J+ dX. 
l 




TABLE VII (Continued) 
Oper~nds Involved 
0 SINH u COSH u F. ux. = * oX. J 
l l 
u 
0 COSH u SINH u * F. ux. oX. -· J 
l l 
u 
0 TANH u -'2 COSHU ** F. 1 F. oX. - J+ J 
l 
* Fj+2 ;ux. 
l 
u 
0 ABS u -1 ABSU ** F. 1 F. oX. = J+ J 
l 
* u F. 2 ux. J+ 
l 
u 
dependent after the equation has been set up in a form 
analogous to Equation (A-12) involves three steps: 
1. Steps two and three are performed on one basic 
function at a time starting from the left. 
2. The dependency notation is set for the 
operand if 
a. it is equal to Xi or 
b. the operator far the b~sic function 
to which it r~fe;rs ;is dependent. 
J. The operator is defined to be dependent if any 
of its operands are dependent. 
15) 
In Table VII there is a column which is labeled oper-
ands involved. Information i~ this eolUJ111' is us~d to 
determine which if any of the basic aigeb~aic functions 
should be included in the equat;i.<:>n for the partial deriva-
tive. This can be determined py a five~step process: 
1. Steps two, three, and four are performed on 
one basic function at a time st~rting from 
the right side of the equa~io~. 
2. If the involvement notation for the operator 
has already been set, all of its operands 
are involved. 
J. Even though the operator is not involved, the 
operands may still l;>e involved a's ii;; indi-
cated by the "operands involved" column of 
Table VII. 
4. The operator of a basfc function ;is defined 
as being involved if an operand which 
refers to it is involved • 
. 5. Only the basic functions who.se operator has 
been designated as involved are included in 
the equation for the partial d~r;ivat:i,ve. 
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The dependency and involvement information is used to 
keep the expression for the derivative of the function 
relatively free of unnecessary terms. The formal rules for 
setting up the equation for the derivative of a function 
will now be stated,·and then an example problem will be 
worked. 
In the rules which follow the subscript I refers to the 
number for the next basic function to be ;inserted into the 
derivative equation chain. N stands for tp.e number of basic 
functions which are required for writing the derivative of 
the basic function being operated upon: 
1. The equation is set up in a form an~logous 
to Equation (A-12). 
2. The operands which are ctependent and the basic 
functions which are involved are determined 
by using the rules outlined previously. 
J. An auxiliary chain i~ set up which contains 
the partial derivative of each of the 
operands. 
4. The function which is being di{fe;rentiated is 
operated upon one basic fun~tion at a time. 
The basi.c function at the extreme left of the 
equation is considered fir~t, a~d then one 
proceeds toward the right, 
5. Is the basic function i.nvolved? 
a. Yes. It is inserted ii,,to the deriva-
tive cpain; I is set equal to I+ 1; 
and one proceed$ to step 6. 
b. No. The following chang~s are per-
formed on the portion of the e~uation 
chain and the au~iliary chain which 
lies to th~ right of the basic func-
tion which is being oper~ted upon. 
oF. 
F. is changed to F. 
1
, and ~x~· is 
J F J~ u . 
. 1 l 
cha~g~d to i~. i( j is greater than 
1 
I. One then proceeds t0 step 6. 
6. Are any of the operands dependent? 
a. Yes. The derivative fo~ the basic 
function is i~serted into the 
derivative cµain. 
The following changes are performed 
on the portion of the ~quatiqn chain 
and the auxiliary chain which lie to 
the right of the bas.ic functior;t which 
is being operated upon. F. is changed 
J oF. N 
is Qhanged to oi~ if 
l 
aF. . . :.:.....J.. 
to Fj+N al'l,d a~. 
l. 




F J;:-i is 
is 
changed to FI- 1 +N; 




b. No. One returns to step 4. 
The example function whose derivative with respect to 
x
2 
will be formed using the above rules is given by Equation 
(A-12). If a dot is placed above each operator and operand 
which is dependent, the function will appear as follows: 
(A-i4) 
If a II is used to indicate involvement, the equation 
becomes 
II II II II II II II II II I\ II I\ 
n o $ e 
* xi x2 + Fi xi + *2 SIN b' . .3 ; F2 f\· (A-15) 
Hence, it is noted that all, except the final one, of the 
basic functions will appear in the equation for the 
derivative. 
Step three is now performed and yields 
ii i\ II II II A, I\ II II i\ ii fl. 
ID 0 . . . 
:x:2 
. . ,, . . 





oFJ oF2 oF 4 
oX
2 ax;- ax2 ox2 . 
If steps five and six are performed on the first basic 
function of Equation (A-16), the equation which results for 
the first portion of the derivative is 
(A-i7) 
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After steps five and six have been COl'lrJ1.pleted? Equation 
(A-16) becomes 
" " (\ A. " " " A. II ii A /\ " :x:2 
. . " . SIN F4 " Fl F· * x1 + F1 x1 + x2 * 5 (A-18) 
0 1 F~ 0 1 





The items which changed in Equation (A-'18) are indicated in 
bold face type. 
If steps five and six are now per:fo:rmed on the second 
basic function of Equation (A-18) 9 the resulting equation 
for the derivative of the first two basic functions is 
(A-19) 
Equation (A-18) becomes 
* xt x2 + F1 x1 + x2 SIN F> * F4 F6 (A-20) 
0 1 F2 0 'l 
oFj oF0 ax F -- . 
2 4 oX2 
In a similar manner rules five and six are applied to 
basic functions three, four, and five to obtain the final 
equation for the derivative. 
Users Guide for Partial Differentiation 
Algorithm 
The names of the subroutines which are needed for the 
partial differentiation algorithm are FORTIN, PARDIF, 
ISTORE, VAL 1 and DVAL. 
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The command which the user must supply within his 
Fortran IV program in order to read the equation which is 
given on the data card is 
CALL FORTlN(NAME). 
In the previous statement, NAME is any subscripted or simple 
integer variable. The computation algorithm will assign an 
integer constant to this integer var~able which is symbolic 
information for where the equation is stored. 
Subroutine FORTIN changes th~ equation which the user 
supplies on a data card to an integer string s\milar to that 
given by Equation (A-iJ). The equation which is supplied on 
the data card must be contained in columns 7 through 72. 
The independent variables mu:;;t be ~ither X or Y,. and they 
must be subscripted variables. Any proper Fortran IV equa-
tion which can be written by using the operators given in 
Table II, floating point constants, E type constants, 
integer constants, and the subscripted independent variables 
X or Y is allowable. If the equation is continued on more 
than one data card, a C must be placed in column 6 of every 
data card except the last one. 
Subroutine PARDIF will determine the partial deriva-
tive for an equation, and the necessary command is 
CALL PARDIF (NAME1, N.A11E2,N). 
I 
In the previous command NAMEi is the integer name for the 
equation whose partial derivative with respect to X(N) is 
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to be taken. The resulting equation is assigned the 
integer name NAME2. 
Subroutine ISTORE stores the integer strings for every 
equation which is read in from data ca:,:-d~ or generated with-
in a program. 
A function subprogram with the title 
VAL (NAME, X) 
has been supplied. Upon return from this function subpro-
gram VAL will contain the value for the equation whose 
symbolic name is NAME when it is evaluated for independent 
variable values which pave been supplied through X. The 
dimension statement DIMENSION X(50) must be provided in all 
programs which use function subprogram VAL. 
A function subprogram with the title 
OVAL (NAME, X) 
has been supplied. Upon return from this function subpro-
gram DVAL will contain the double precision value for the 
equation whose symbolic name is N.A}jE when it is evaluated 
for the double precision independ~nt variable values which 
have been supplied through X. The following statements must 
be provided in all programs which use function subprogram 
DVAL. 
DIMENSION X(50) 
DOUBLE PRE(ISION OVAL, X. 
In Figure .35 an exan,.ple program is supplied which 
determines the value for the equatio~ 
Jo2 * X(i) ** X(2) - 4.2E02 * X(2) 
when evaluated at 
X(i) = :t..5 
X(2) = ..... 72. 
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(A-21) 
The partial derivative of the equation w;i.th respect to X(2) 
is then. determined and its value is evaluated at the point 
X(i) = -23.0 
X(2) = 7.2. 
In Figure 36 an example program has been supplied for 
determin:ingj evaluating, and writing all o:f the first and 




IMPLICIT INTEGER*2 (I-NI 
__ ___,Dee.I._,_M_E fiSJJlf'LU5 OJ _______ ------------------
100 FORMAT IE15.7) 





C DETERMINE AND WRITE THE VALUE FOR THE EQUATION ~VALUATED AT 
.. G. ___ ..1.liL POINT X ( l l=..L.5.. X(21=-."12 ---
C 
__ ___________E'iLA.L..:01Al1~.~E~,~x~l---~-----------------------
WRITE 16,100) FVAL 
C DETERMINE THE PARTIAL DERIVITIVE FOR THE EQUATION WITH RESPECT 
_c____ _ __JD-~~1~2~1 ________ _ 
C 
----=J·-c=..-2,_ _____ _ 
CALL PARDIF (IF,lPARF,JI 
) =- 3 0 
Xl2l=-.72 
C DETERMINE AND WRITE THE PARTIAL OERIVITIVE FOR THE EQUATION 
C l::VAI UATED AT X!J >=-?3.0 Xl2l=-.72 
C 
FPAR=YALI I 
WRITE (6,100) FPAR 
CAI l EX I 
END 
3.2*X(ll**Xl2l-4.2E02*Xl2l 
Figure 35. Example of Calculating a Partial 
Derivative 
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. oo 000000011 1111 l .U . .l/ :;_?_?..!! 2.L~i(J 3 -~) 3 3 3 3 3 33 1+4444it44445 55 55 55 55 566 
12345678901234567BS012345670,0123456789012345678901234567890l 
I MP Ll C [ T PH F G L F ::, 2 ( l - '; i 
_______ _[J_Lt1£J~SU1N .Y... (5 0 l 
0 I MENS ION I fl ( ~ l , I F 2 I 2 , 2 l 
100 FORMAT (4fl5,7J 
X(ll=l.O 
X(2l=2.0 
CALL FORTIN tlFl 
-----··----· 
ALIF=VAL I lei.X..~--------------------· 
WRITE (6,100) VALIF 
DO I= l. 
CALL PARDIF (IF,IFl(Il,I) 
___ _y'__All F [ =VAL( IF l l I l, X) 
WRITE (6,1001 VALlfl 
DO 1 J=l,2 
CALL PARDIF (lfl(I),If2ll,Jl,J) 
VALIE2=VALl lf2(I,Jl,XI 
































POSITION Of FIN DEING CHECKED 003 
POSITION OF NFIN BEING SET. 004 
. POSITION OF NF! N WITH IN .THE ·Aux I t:ARY-.FUNCHOW-!Jl:TNG---·--nos--· 
CHtCKED. 006 
ALPH VARIMILE USED TO DECODE THE ALPHAMER!CFORTRAN 4 INPUT 007 
FU"lCl!ON. 008 
•,FrnT HJTAL LENGTH OF NF!Nll,Jl 009 
t, F I N I l , J l O l 0 
:ff IN [T, ·Jr . "- ·-·INTEGER- STRI NG-FOKTHE._INPVT-FUNCrHm-~-r1NDT:;:·· 01 r·--
:~FIN12,Jl 
CATES THE COLUM"l BEING REFEMED TO IN THE STRING,012 
THE SURSCRIPT WHICH BELONGS TO OPERAND NFI\Jll,Jl,013-
lf NF!Nll,Jl IS NOT AN OPERAND, THAN NFIN(2,Jl=0,01'1 
NFUNII,Jl 015 
NFUN(l,JI THE FUNCTION IN ITS FINAL DECODED FORM. 016 
·-\JFUN [ 2; JI .. SUSSCR I PT w'-11 Clf GOES .ATONc··1.nTff .. NFUN!T;-Jl-.---·······01r--
NFU\J TO TOTAL LENGTH OF NFUNll,Jl 018 
C Clll CONST4NT NUMBER I. 019 
C NPARR COLUMN Of RIGHT HAND PARENTHESIS, 020 
C NPARL COLUMN OF LEFT HAND PARENTHfSIS. 021 
C NAME FUNCTION NAME, 022 
C - ·····- ... FIN ·-.::.. -AL PHAM ER IC FORTRAN 4 INPur·oF ·rnE·-FuNcnoN·;··--. --·-----·-··orr---
c NC CO~SfANT NUMBER. 024 
C NLEFT NUMBER OF PLACES THE DECIMAL POINT !~TO THE L~FT 025 






























CIJIJt:: f'IJR ALPrl 028 





















. . ··· 13 ... .::. -













. 33 .. 
31, 

























































O;J,l O 14 
033 0131. 
034 014' 







l 0 1,0 020. 
1 ··· ··· -··- · - -······ ···-··-·--···-····--·-·------ ···---·--------·--·--·-·o ,.-1--··0·21 · 
I 042 022 
043 023 





15 AL OG I 0 
16 S!Nf; 
17 COSlf --··-···· 
18 TANH 
19 COT AN 
. 045 
046 
4r· r···········--·-·-·--·- · ---·----·--·--··0 1,1·--021 
4tl I 048 
50 INTEGER CONSTANT 049 
51 FLOATING POINT CONSTANf o~u 
52 VARIABLE 05( 
53 Aux. FUNCTION 052 03~ 
····· ··- -· ·----·---·------------ ----·-·· a 5 3 ·--o 31 
054 
055 
ao1ao usr A-25 
000000000llllllllll222l22222233333333334444444444555555555566666666667777777777M 





















10 ARCOS 20 SORT 
THE FINAL CODE FOR NFUN IS THE SAME AS THE ABOVE EXCEPT THAT 
3 (fLUAT!NG POINT VALUEl**(FLOATING POINT VALUE) 
4 IFLUATING POINT VALUEl**IINTEGER VALUE) 






THE FORTRAN 4 FUNCTl~N THAT IS TJ UE READ IN MUST BL ~~ITTEN 061 
Ii, COLUMr,s 7 TH~,OUGH 72 UF THE DATA CARDS. Cl,JLUMi,J 6 MUST llE" 062 
t:ILANK IF THE FUNCTlrJN IS TATALY CONTAINED ON ONE CAl<O. If Till: lll,3 
FUNCTlfJN IS CONTINUED nN ,'llli{f THA'l J",JE CARD, THAN TllE Lt.Sr CARD 06', 
MUST HAVE A fJLAN,<, IN COLU,'\N 6 AND EACH OF THE PREVIOUS CARDS 065 
IJF THf: Cf1NTI:~Ut0 FUNCTION MUST tihVE A·c IFOR··coNTINUAHOiff IN·-·--··066 
COLUMN 6. 067 
MAXL - ~1AX1MUM LFNuTll OF INPUT FUNCTION (fi6 PER CARD). 068 
IMPLICIT INTEGcR*2 11-Nl 069 
I r, Tc G f I<* 4 I C O 7 0 
lllMENS!fl'I ALPH(48l,CC(8l,NFIN(2,MAXLl,FINIMAXLl,NPAKL(lO) 071 
D I MEN 5 lfll'-i° ,\LP H ( '18 l., NF IN ( 2 , 2 0 0 l , FI 'l ( 2 0 0 l , NP AR LI l O l , cc !"8 l , I crn -···-- ·o 72 . -· --· 
l)ATA CC(ll,CCl2l,CCl3l,CC(4l,CCl51,CC!6l,CC17l,CCl8l,NC1,NC2 /073 
10.o,.so,-.so,1.o~-1.0,2.0,-2.0,.43429 ,9,0/ 074 
DATA ALPli/llil,lH2,ll-!3,lH4,lH5,lli6,lH7,lH8,lH9,PIO,lfi.,llit-,lH-, 07~ 039 
llH*,lH/,lli ,lH ,li~ ,lH ,lH ,lHAtlHil,liiC,lHD,lHE,.lliF,UiG,lHH, 07', 0'10 
t'lHi,IHJ,lHK,ll!L,lHM,IHN,lHO,lHP,lllQ,lHR,lH·S,lHT,lHU,HIV, 077 0 1,l 
3 1 HII, l H X; l HY , l H l, l H ( , lH) / - ·····-·--·------··· -··-··· ...... -·--···---·--·· 0 7 fi ·c·· !H? 
Mi\XFUN MAXIMUM LENGTH OF ANY FUNCTHlN TO BE G[Nl:RATEtl, 079 
COMMON /BLKl/ N~UN(2,MAXFUN),NFUNTQ OBO 
COMMDN /'lLKl/ NFUN(2,300l ,NFJNTll OiH 
MAXC - MAXIMUM NU~BLK Of CUN~TANTS ALLOWtD. 082 
CIJM'q(JN /llLK2/ C(MAXC),NC 0133 
(LJ,'1.'•HlN I BL K 2/ C ( 200 l , NC ...... ·-·-·-·-··-·-----·--····--··----·--·····-· ··-o sr·······--. 
100 FilRMAT (5X,Al,b6Al,8Xl Ol:l5 
101 FORMJ\T (4013) Oil(.." 0 116 
102 FOfV,IAT (' AN IMPROPER FORTRAN 4 FUNCTION tiAS Otl:N SUPPLIUl ON OB"f 0 1,7 
l THE DATA CARD 1 I 088 Qt,t3 
101 FORMt.T (' NFIN(l,Jl='l 08'! 04'l· 
l O't f- :) 1< 1•1 AT ( ' ',Jf' IN ( 2, J) = I ) .... -·-· .• -···-· ·····-·--····--- -··-·-···----·---·----·-·---·-······ 0 90. ···o 50 
105 FOi<MAT ( 1 Ni\UXF(l,Jl='l 091 051 
106 Fflil:1AT I' ~IAUXF(2,Jl'-''1 O'J;; 05? 
107 FUl{MAT ( 1 Nf-UtHl,Jl='l 0'!1 053 
l O 8 FOR '·1 AT ( ' IJ FUN ( 2 , J) = 1 l O ,j 4 0 'j 4 
l O 4 F JR M J\ T ( • C ( 1 ,I 5 , ' l = 1 , E l 5. 7 ) 0 ·J 5 0 5 5 
1, [ J\ D THE I N PUT FUN CT hi N ·- - ····-··-·-----······-·---·-·-·------·----··-----··o 96 ··-·o 56 
ll=l 097 
NFTOT=66 098 
40 i<EAD ( 5, 1<101 ClJNl, ( F lr,(11, l=I I ,NF TOT l 
~RITE 16,lOOJ (~IN( Il,1=11,NFTOTJ 
O'I') 
100 
l O I I F ( Ul NT • E (J. AL PH I 2 0) l GD TO 91 
I l=NFT:H+l --···-·-···---·······---·-·---·-·•·--------·-·-·--·-----··1 0 2-·- ··--·· 
Nf fUT=NF TUT +66 l03 
GO TO 90 10 1, 
'll CONTINUE 105 
SET CONSTANTS C(ll THROUGH CIB) 106 
NC2=NC2+1 107 
IF . ( NC2. GT~ l l ·Go ro· B .... , ----·--·-·--·- ·-----·--·-·-·--------- .------···-ros----
NC=9 109 
DU 6 I= l , 8 l l 0 
80/80 LIST 
000000000llllllllll2222222222333333333344444444445555555555666666666677777777778 
12 34 56 7 fl CJO 123456 7fl'l O 1234 56 789012 345 6 7iJ90l234 56739012T4 5678 90T2Vi56 7IT90T23'i5G7fl'l0 
6 Cll)=CC(ll 111 
B CONTINUF. 112 
C f{[.'10VE THE ~LANKS l D. 
J=O 114 
.. on l I=l,NFTOT. . . . 115 
IF (FIN(Il.EIJ.ALPH(l6)l GO TO l 116 
J=J+l ll7 
f-!N(Jl=FINII) ll8 
CUNT I NU[ 119 
NFTUT=J 120 

















NF UN TO=O 
2 CONT I NUE 
. J=J+l 
IF ll.GT.NFTlJT) GO TO 50 
NFIN(2,J)=O 






·- ··-------·-·· -· -- 133 -
13', 
l -, 5 












Gn TO 41 
. CODE I 














l ,, ') 
[50 I= I+ l 
-·--Go TO 2 .. --- -·-- --··· ··---- ······ --- ·---·--· ----·--···-··---· ·····--------·-··-··-·--- -. -----··-----·----i ., r··-··· 
CIJDt l 
5 IF tFIN(I).NE.ALPHl48)1 
I= I+ l 
Nf1Nll,Jl=48 
GO T1J 50 
-·--coor + 
GO TO l 0 
l O IF I I' IN I I l • Nf • AL PH 112 l I GO Tll 11 
lff I N I l , J ) = I 
I= I+ I 
GLl Tll 2 
CODE -
·n JF !FINIJJ.rJi:.ALPHll1))-GO'T0·12· 
1,FIN( 1,Jl=5 
I= I+ l 
l '>? 














o0/80 LI ST A-27 










GU TO 2 
CODE * 
12 IF IF IN( 11.NE.ALPHI 1411 
Nf(M(l,Jl=2 
COD[ ** 
13 I= I+ 1 
IF I F IN I I I • Nl:. AL PH I 141 I 
NFINl1,Jl=4 
I= I+ l 
GU T tl ? 
COili: 1 · 
14 IF IFIUIII.NE.ALPH(l5ll 
NFl'Hl,Jl=3 
I= I+ l 
GO T :) 2 
C:IJIJI' f: XP 
GU TO l '• 
----,--.. ·--···--··· 
GO TO 2 
GO TO 15 











l l ', .. ·- , _______ ~-------- ·-·--- ------- ------------- "'" 116 
I f7 
l 7 •J 
17') 
l iJ L) 
1 U l ......... -----·--···----··-··------·--------··----··--·----·-1 a 2 ·····-··-····· 
NFIN( l,Jl=6 1~3 
1=1+3 liJ4 
Gll TD ? l>.l5 
21 IF lfl'Hll,!'H:.ALPHl39ll GU T'.l 24 It>·'> 
IF (FINll+ll,NE.ALPH137ll GO TO 22 ltll 
··-··· C Oil!'. SO« T ·- .. . .. ·····-·- .... ····--------··-··· -----·--·----··------·-···-·11J 3---··---· 
Nl'IN11,Jl=20 
I= I+ 4 
Gll HJ ? 
22 lf'(F!ld!Hl.rif.ALPH(78Jl GU TO 2i 
l'l') 
I 'J ') 
I '!I 
i'J/ 
19, C:fJD[ S(Nri 
Nf(,j(l,Jl=l6 
I= I+ 4 
... . ·-····---··---· ·-··--·---··--···-·-·----·----·--·--·---··---········-·- · t 'i4 ·····-········ 
Gd Tl ? 
C!JOL S l'J 





l {j ':~ I= I+ 1 
-Gil TO ? ...... _,., ... ------···---·--····-·-------·-- ····-----·----·-··-·-----·--- -------·-··- ...• ., .. ·;, 0 0 .. 
?4 IF (FllsllJ.~,E.ALP1tl211J GO TO 35 









GU Tll 2 ......... - -------··--··--------------- ·------·--·-·--·-·---·--··---·-· --··---···-··· "2 0 6---------· 
2'> IF IFINlldl ,NE •. \LPHl22ll GD TO 2u 20( 
C CIJDI: AtlS ?(HJ 
NFINll,JJ=13 209 
(=)+J 210 
Gn rn? 211 
. - ?6. IF ( F Ii~ ( l+ll. NF :ALPH !3lll I GO TO 20-------------------------·--·--··------· --nz -····---
1 F IFIIH1+2J.Nf.AlPHl39JI GU TO 27 211 
C CiJDl ARSIN 
NF IN ( I , J J = 13 
I= I* 5 
GO Tll 7 
C CUDE A><COS 
27 NFINil,J)=lO 




2 l 7 




80/80 LI ST 
A-28 
U00000000llllllllll2222222222333333J33344444444445555555555666666b66677777717778 










Gll TO 2 
28 IF (Fli~ll+4). 
C;JllE AllJGlO 
Nf IN ( l , J) = 15 
I= I.-& 
GU HJ 2 
C•JllE ,'LOG 
? 9 NF IN ( 1 , J l = 14 
I= I +4 
Gil Tll ? 


















1 F ( F HJ( 1+21.NE .ALPfil40l l GO TO 36 
CflDE CUTAN 
NF J NI L, J J = l 'l 
I= I.- 5 
GU TU 2 
3 6 l F IF I I~ I ( • 3 l • NE. AL PH I 2 8) I GO TO 3 7 ---· -·-···--·----------·--···-·-·--··----····- ·····23r·-·-·· 
2.rn CODE Ci15H 
NFINl1,Jl=l7 
I =.I •4 




Gil rrJ ? 
3H IF (FIN!l!.Nt./\LPHl40ll GO TD 40 
IF !FH,IIH).NE.ALi>H(2011 GO TO 39 
CUllf T M-Jti 
rs.I' IN( 1,J);l8 
I" I •'• 
G,i I fl 2 
CUflf TAN 
19 NFIN(l,Jl=ll 
I= I +3 





.... ········-··- ······ ····-··----·····-·-···- ········-··-··-·-· ... 2 4 3 
2.44 
2 4 ~i 
246 
2 1, 7 
21, s 
..... ····-····--· ······-··-·- ··---····-······-····-- ·····-·- •.. 2 ,, ') -
2'>0 






IE=2 FLOATING POINT. (E=3 E TYPE RAISFO TO A 
2 'i':i . 
zr)h 
257 IE=4 E TYPE HAISEU TU ~EGATIVE PO~ER. 
40 Ci.JNT I NUF. 
KK=! 
IE= 1 
l'i IC= l 
41 l"LEFT"O 
IC ( '1 IC l =-0 
UO t,? K=KK,NfTOT 
I= I( 
IF lflNll<).HJ.ALPH(llJI GO TO 43 
!F (FIN!K).EQ.ALPHl25l). GO TJ 44 
If- I N=-l 
DO 'i 3 1,1 = I , '! 
91 If If HJIK).l.J.ALPltPlll lFIN=M 
IF IF!N(K).[w.ALPllllOll IFIN=O 
IF llflN.E~.-11 CO TO 46 
Nlff-T=NLEFT.-1 .. 
IC(NIC)=ICINICl*IO+IFIN 
Gil T'l 42 
;> 'J 8 
259 
2(,0 
















80/80 LIST A-29 
000000000llllllllll222222222233]33333334444444444555'>'>5'>5556666~6666677777777778 











219 IC ( N IC ):cO 
42 CONTINUE 
I =NI: TllT+ l 
-- --···. . . ----···-- ---- ----------------------------------------------------------------21.l 0 
46 GO TO (48,47,49,491,IE 
44 lf=3 
KK= 1-t 2 
If ( f IN ( I + l I • f (J. AL PH ( l :i I I GO TO 4 5 
If IFIN(H-ll.Nl.ALPH(l21) KK=l-1-1 
GO Tll 47 
45 lf.=4 
47 IUC=IC(NICI 













Willl~ 11,;1091 NC,CINCI·-------· 
NFIN(l,Jl=51 
- -- ------- ------·· ··----·- ·------·292 --··-·---
NF !NI 2, JI =NC 
NC=NC+I 
NIC=NIC-1 
IF I I f.fQ .7) GO TO 2 
Gll TU 41 




NI- I:~ ( <' • j I = IC I N IC I 
.. ----··· -.. --- '-··-·-·---- - ···--- ·--·--·--------· .... ---··--·-- -












I = 1 + l ....... --- -----------·--- ------------·-·-----· --------------------------·------------30 4 ---------
GU TO 2 305 
49 ICCC=lClNICl 306 
!f' llf.f:0.41 ICCC=-ICCC 307 
C!NC-ll=C(NC-ll*lO.O**ICCC 308 
NCM=NC-1 309 
··- W i< I TE I 6, l O 91 NC M ,·Ct NC Mi -····----·· ---·- -·--·--------- ........ ----------------·----· -- --- ----------··310 








--OEFINl FORTRAN 4 FlJNCf IONS 'AS"11AS I C"FUNC TI oNs·-------··---·--·----·-·-311;-·----
5ll L=L+l 
IF (L.EQ.NPARRI GO TO 61 
IF (NFIN( l,Ll.C.T.20.0li..r~FINll,L).Lf,t,) 
NfUl~fU=M=UNTO+l 
NFU'l( l,r~FUNfOl=NFINI l,LI 
NFUN l ;>, NF UIHll l =O 
NHJN TtJ=NFUNlO+ l 
••••- N•'"'--•-••-••••• 




GO TO 60 321 






1,F IJN(? ,NFlHHUl =NF I NI 2, L) .... ----·----------------·--·· --·-------------- -------------·-·-----32g·----·--
I F INI-INll,L-ll.N[.201 GO TO 62 32'1 
NI-UN! l,NFUNT0-1)=3 330 
80/80 LI ST A-30 
000000000llllllllll2222222222])]])3])33444444444455~555555'>66&666666677777777778 




GO TO 59 
. ---6f IF I NF IN I 1; L.:rr~NE ~19) ·to rn·59--------
c CHANGE COTAN TD 1.0/TAN 
NF Uhl( l ,r-.:Fur~rn-11 =l l 
NFUNl O=NFUhlTlH l 







"J f UN ( l , NF UN T Ill = 5 0 
. Nf' UN ( 2, Nf-UN TO I =-1··------------------------- ------




Gll TD 50 
- "60 NFYN(l,Jl=NF!Nll,LI . · 
"JflN(2,Jl=NflN12,LI 
J=J+l 




























C I< f MO V f * * 0 PE KA TOR-AN o-o E fl NF_IT_ A s··-A-lrASTC-FU,~C rrorr-----------------3 5 9 ---
L = NP A k L (NL Cl 3&0 
J=NP/\lll I NLC H-l 3t>l 
65 L=L• l 3h2 
If (L.EO.NPAl<R) GO TO 67 31>3 
IF (NFINll,LI.NE.4) GO TO 66 31,4 
NF Ul~T 0-:.:NF UNTO+ 1 .. - -· ·--········---.-----··--------.. --~-----···-··--·---·w- ---·---------.·--·--------·3i5--~--
Nt' LJ!~ ( l,Nl'U!HOl=NFlNI l,Ll -'.11,6 
NFU,H2,tffUtsiHll=O 367 
NF UN f IJ=NF UN TlH l 3i>tl 
NFUI~{ l,NFUdTlll=NF!N( l,J-ll 3(,CJ 
NfUN(2,NFUNTOl=NFINl2,J-ll 370 
Nl'UfJlO=NFlJI-HD+T ·----·--·----------·-···---·· - .-----------------371 · 
L=L+l 372 
N HJ:~ l l , 'ff UN l O l =NF I NI 1 , L l 3 7 3 . 
NFUNl2,NFUNTOl=NF!Nl2,LI 374 
IF !NF!Nll,Ll.Nf.501 NFVNll,NFU,HrJ-;n=3 315 
(dASt=IHASE+l 376 
. Nr- IN ( l. J-11 =5 :r··- --·---·---··- ---··------------------------·--·~-----·--·------·---··377-··· 
NF!M(2,J-ll=lLlASE 318 
Gn JU 6', 379. 
66 NFINll,Jl=Nl'IN(l,LI 1tl0 
NFINl2,J!=NFIN12,LI 381 
J=J+l 382 
GO TO 6'> - ---------------·------·----·---·~--·-·-----··-·-·-------·3133 ·· 
6 7 NPARK=J 384 
C 385. 
170 
80/60 LIST A-31 
00000000011111111112722722222333333333344444444445555555555666666666677777777778 






REMOVE THE I ANO - OPERATIONS. 386 
L=N;>AKLINLCl 387 
7h L=L+l 38d 
IF (L.F.1~.NPARRl GO TO 69 389 
IF. I :~FIN{ 1,Ll. NE. 51 GU TO- 11··· ---------------------------390 
RE,'10V£: TliE - OPERATIONS ANO OtFINE AS OASIC FUNCTIONS. 391 
NFUNTU=NFUNTO+l 392 
NFUNll,NFU,HO)=NFIN(l,ll 39.l 
NFUN(2,N~UNTOl=O . . .. 394 
NFUNTO=NFUNTO+l 395 
L = L + l . _ .. _ ........... - ............. --------------·- --··------·------·-·- -----·--·3 9 6"·---·-· .. 
NFUNI l ,NFUNTOl=NFIN( l,Ll 
NFUN(2,NFUNTOl=NFINl2,Ll 
lilASE= 113ASE+l 
NF IN( l ,L-1 l=l 
NFINl1,ll=53 
Nf IN { 2 ,L f= lbASE 
:,iJ 1 U 76 
R~MOVE I U~ERATORS AND CHANG2 TO* 
















··--- ................................ ·---· .. - - ·- .... ---·-- ·--- . -----·408. 
L=L+l 
NFUN( l ,NFUl,TU)=NFINI l,LI 
NFUNl2,NFUNTOl=NFINl2,Ll 
NF UN T O=Nf Ui'lTO+ l 
409 
410 





........................... -- ................. ------·------------·-------·-- 414 
I tlASE= WASE+l 
NFIN{ l,L-1)=2 
r, F I N ( l , L ) = 'i 3 
NFJNl2,Ll=l:.lA5L 






..... - ' -----· ......... --.... - ---- -----·-,. 20· ......... . 
421 
R[M,lVF * OPl:KATlJRS AND O[F lNE AS BAS IC FUNCTIONS, 
69 L=Nf>ARLPH.CJ 
'• 2 2 
423 
4 24 J=Nl'M<L { NLC )+ l 
70 L=L+l '•75 
!F {L.r;f.NPJ\1, 1{) Gll TO 75 ............................... --·-------·-·---------,,2r,·····----· 
If' (NFU!( 1,Ll.Nt.21 GO TO 74 427 
NFLJNTO=NFUNTO+l 428 
NFUil( l,NFlNTDl=NFlN( l,Ll ',29 
NFUN(2,NFUNTO)=O 430 
NFUNTD=NFlJNTO+l 431 
·r·JF UM ( 1, Nl'U!HO l :i',JF IN( l ;·c.:; l r .................................. -------·--·---·- .. ------·--··-·---·-··--43 2 ........... .. 
NFUN{2,NFUNTnl=NFlNl2,L-l) 
71 L=L+l 
NF UIJ T 1J=NF U:Htl v l 
NF ll~! ( l , NF U oJ TO l = fl f l N { l , L l 
NFUN(2,NFUNTU)=NFIN(2,LI 
L= L + l 
!F (L.EO,N~Akkl GO TO 12 
I F ( N f I N { I , L l • E Q • 2 I GU T O 7 l .. 
43) 
4 31, 
1t 3 5 
4 3f, 
't3 7 




t!0/80 LIST A-32 
000000000llllllllll2222222222333333133344\444444455555555~5666666b66677777777778 
l 231,r,57a901234 567a90123456789012 3456 7090121456709012"34--S-6789012 34-~678901214'56 7Fl 90 
n CONT I NUE 
I IJA:.E= l[IAS bl 
NF INI l,J-11=53 
Nf PJl2,J-l l=IBASE 
L=L-1--
GO TO 70 
-, ,, r, F IN I l , J l =NH N I l , L' l 
NFJN12,Jl=NFJN12,LI 
J=J+l 










t '• 8 
4 t,<J 
'• '.)0 
-- ... ----------·-- --------- "·-----·----·-·---·-·---------------- 4 5 1--.. --------
C 452 
C REMOVE THE + OPERATION AND DEFINE JT AS A BASIC FL,INCHON. 453 
79 L=NPA~LINLCl+l 4r,4 
J=NPA~LINLC) 455 
IF {NFINll,ll.EQ,11 L=L+l. 456 
. IF PJ P,\RR-L EQ, 1 .AND~ J ~NE ~o l GO ro· ar·----· --------------------- .---.. ,,57-- .--· 
NFUNTO=NFUNTO+l 4~8 
.',JFrm( l,NFUIHfll=l 459 
NFUN{2,NFUNTO)=O 400 
eo NFUNTO=NFUNTO+l 461 
NFU:Hl,NFUNTOl=NFINll,Ll 462 NF UN { 2, NF UNTO l =NF I NI 2, L 1--··-- , .. _________________________________ _, ___________________ ,, ______ ,,63--·-. ---
L=L+2 464 
IF IL.LT,NPl\fHU GO TO 80 465 
IF {J,FU.Ol GO TO 95 466 
IBASf'=lllASE+l 4h7 
f-JLC =NLC:-1 1t68 
NF I:-J {I, Jl =53 -------------------------------------.. --·---------·--469 ....... ---·---
NF IN! 2, J l=l dASE 470 
GO T!J 2 1,11 
81 NLC=NLC-1 4 7'1. 
NFlrHl,Jl=Nf'INll,L) 473 
NFINIZ,Jl=NFJNIZ,Ll 474 
GO TD 2 .............. _ .. ______ " ....... ----- ----·--------- ---------------·-. ----·------.. - 4 7 s----.---· 
95 CONTINUE 476 
J(lF=O 477 
111=1 47/J 
196 11=111 479 
12=NfUNTO 480 
DO 198 I= 11, I 2 ... , .. ----- ..... -- ----- --------·-·-·--------------~---------------- 48r ----
1 F I NF UN I l , I l • LE. 2 0 I lflf = I BF+ l '• 8 2 
IF (NfUNll,Jl.NE.ll GO TO 198 483 
IF 11+?.GT.NFUNTOl GO TO 199 484 
IF INFUNl1,1+2l.GT.20) GO TO 198 485 
NFSl=NFUNll,l+ll 486 
NFS 2 = NF UN t 2 , t + 1· 1·· ... ··-------···-~-- ··---···---·~·- -···--~-.. ------··--·---··-·-- .-----·-···-·,. 8 r·--
NF UN T O=NF UN T0-2 488 
111=1 489 
DO .197 J•IIl,NFUNTO 490 
NFUN( 1, J l=NFUNI l ,J+2 l 491 
NFUNl2,J)=NFUNl2,J+21 . 492 
IF I NFUN I 1, J 1. NE. 53.0R .NFUN( 2, J r;LE: lBFI' c;o·To--zo1-·------,,-~-------.---- 493··-·-·---·--
NFUN I 2, Jl =NFUNl 2, J l-l . 494 
GO TO 197 49~. 
172 
80/8o usr · A-33 
000000000llllllllll2222222222333)3133334411444144555555555566666btb6677777777778 
12 34'jb 71:!'9.0 l 23456 7 890 l 234567d9012 3456 7890 l 23lt51, 789012345678"012 345678<)012 3456 7 9 90 
201 IF INFUN( 1,Jl.NE.53.0R.NFUNIZ,JI.NE.IBFI 
NFUN!l,Jl=NFS1 
NFUN(2,Jl:NFS2 
197 CONT !NU€ 
I BF= I BF-1 




G!l TU 200 
IF t Nf· UNTO.f:iL 2.DR.Nf-UN( 1, NFu;~rn, ,NE, '.i3) 
NFWHO='Jf U H0-2 
CIJN TI NUE 
Wc\lH (6,107) 
,;Kl1E (6,101) (NFUN(l,Kl,K=l,NFUNTDI 





GO TO 197 




















c!0/80 - LIST A-34 
000000000l!llllllll??2222222213333)33334444444444555555555566666666b677777777778 






















SUflkDUTINE PAkDIF (NAMt:l,NAME21:III 001 ! 001 
NFlJ\Jll,J) FUNCTION TO flE DIFFERENTIATED. 002 002 
i'<FUN(l,J) OPERATOR, OPEil.ANO srRJ/ljG. 003 003 
N~UN(?,41 SUBSCRIPTS FUR THE DPER~NOS. 004 004 
,,F Url TO -- TUT AL LE NG TH Uf NF UN. - ... --····- --- ··-···-····------------------·oor;·····o 05 
NOEkF(l,JI DIFFiRENTl'L OF THE FUNCTION 006 006 
NOERF{l,JI UPERATOR, OPERAND 5TRJNG FOR DE~IVITIVE, 007 007 
NOERTO TOTAL LENGTH OF NOERF OOH OOR 
NOEkOP!l,JI - CONTAINS l)i:J>ENllt~CY l'lFJRMAJION 11' Nf'UN(l,JI 15 "'009 
AN OPERATOR. CONTAINS AO IF THE OPERAND ~FUNll,JI IS NOT 010 
DE PENO ENT... CONT A I NS THE OE R !VITI H ·oF - THE. OPt:RA·r~D-'l F .. O"PER AND" ____ 0 l t--· 
IS OfPEND~NT. 012 
NDEROP(?,JI C:Jr-.JTAINS INVOLVEM~I\IT INFU~MATjON IF NFUNll,JI IS 013 
AN tlPERATOR. OTHERWISE IT .CDNJAINS THE ~U8SC!UPT fOR 
NDEiWP(l,JI. 




FUN CT I (i~J I I S L n CATE D, 
IMJ>L!CI T 1NlEGtR*2 ( I-NI 
...................... ---·--·----- ·------···--·"··-···--- 0 l 7 
UIMENSION NflERF(2,MAXFUNl,NOEROPt2,~AXfUN~ 
OIMENSION NDERF(2,6001,NDERDPl2,h001,!RASE1400) 
C0M~ON /BLKl/ NFUN(2,MAXFU~l,NFUNTO 
CllMMtJN /flLKI/ NFU"l(Z,3001 ,NFUNTO 





·· cu,,rnrm /BLK2/ c12001,Nc ----- ... ·····--··------·--···--····""--········ ···--· .. -··-·------.. ·-·-······ --- ·02 -r· --·-------
100 FllRMAT ( 1 NO[KF(l,J): 1 I 
IO l F ll R~l AT ( 1, 0 I 3 I 
102 FORMAT ( 1 NDERfl2,J)= 1 ) 
l O 3 FDR i~ AT ( ' NF UN ( l , J I= 1 I 
104 Fl)RMAT (' NFUN(2,J):•) 
"'105 F1lRMAT ( 1 NDERDP{l,J)='I 
106 FORMAT ( 1 NDEROP{2,Jl='I 
109 FIJRt,tAT{4H NC=,II0,7H CU'lCl",i:15,71 
I= 2 
CALL !STORE (NAMEl,11 
021, n 20 
- 025 Q;>) 
021, 022 
027 0?3 
Olil 02 1, 






NF UN { 2, NF lJNTU+ l I =O - ·-············ ----·-- ·•--------·--·· -···---------····-------,---·-·o 3 r;··------
ND ERO P ( l, NF UNTO+ l I =O 036 
NllEP.IJP(2,NFUNTO+l)=O ·037 
SET UP NOE1{UP WHICH CUNTAINS THE; PARTIAL OER.IVlllVES DI' EACH Of 03tl 0.32 
THE OPERANOES IN THE NfUN CMAI~, 039 033 
ALSO SET DEPFNDENCY INFORMATION, 040 
.. I;, 0 "'··· - . ---------·------ ·----------- -·--~----- -··,-·-----·-o,.-r··---------
DO 4 J=l,NFUNTO 
I ~ (NF Ui'H l , JI • LE. 2 0) GO TO 2 
IF (NFUN(l,JI.NE::,53) GO TO El 
IF (NUER(lf>(l,ltlASl:(NFUl~(2,Jl)l,rJE,O) c;u ro l 045 
8 IF (NfUN(Z,J).FQ.01 GU TO .3 0 116 
If ( N FUN ( I , JI • N [. 52) GU TO 3 ---- --·----------···-·-------·-·---·---·------ - ------·-------··o,,"7 ........ -




GrJ TO 4 
··1 NDFiWl'(l,J)=54 
i'l0tll.Ul'{2,Jl~l~l'UN(2,J) 




052 ·· ·· ·-· ·- ......... ·····------ ------·-·· ····-------····--------·-· -- ..... - .......... -----····o 5 :1-·-----·-: 
05', 04? 
055 
80/80 LIST A-35 
000000000l l l l l l l l l 122222222223333HJ33]4 1,44'•'•44445555555555b666666ol,67777717777J 






r;u Tll 4 
2 I= I+ l 





... -~,DCROP ( 2, J )=O .. - .. ----------------------------------------------·-·-···-----------·"-· 06o·-· .... 
4 CONTINUE 061 
SET I Nl/llLVEMENT INFORMATION 062 
l=l+l 063 
ltlASE(ll=NFUNTO+l 064 
40 1=1-1 065 
IF (1.EO.Ol GO TO 44· ·--·---------·--·------------------·-·--··------------··066 
J=l!lASf:fll 067 
IF (NDEROP(l,Jl.EQ.Q.AND.NDEROPl2,Jl,EQ.OI GO TO ~o·· 068 
NF=NFUN(l,Jl 069 
IF (NF.EQ.l.OR,NF.E0.2.0R.NF,EQ.~I GO TO'? 070 
J=J+l 071 
I F . ! NF UN { 1 , .J l • NE • 5 3 l . GO .. TO .. t, l .............. ' --- --------·- -----·-··---··-·- .-----------. ----·----o 7 2 ·---
NOERDP12, 1 ll ASE (NF UN! 2, J l I l = l 073 
41 IF (NF.NE,31 GO TlJ 40 074 
J=J+l 075 
If (NFUN(l,Jl.NE,531 GU lO 40 071, 
NOF.ROPl?.,IB/\SF(NFUN(2,Jlll=l 077 
r;o TO 40 . 
1,2 IF (NLlE1,0P12,Jl,l:().O.ANU.INF.EQ.l,Ort.NF.1;Q.S1) GO TO 40 






l)rJ 't3 K=KK,KKK OH3 
I F ( MD FR or> I 1 , K l , E Q • 0 l GO TO. 0 £l 4 .. -- . 
NTERMS=NTEMMS+l 085 
L=K 086 
48 JF {r,FUN(l,Kl,Nl:.531 GO TO 43 087 
NDF,Wf'C?,lflASE(NFUN(2,Klll=l 088 
43 CONT INlJE , . 089 
IF {ND ERO P I 2, I 8A SE ( I l I ~E Q. 11 GO TO" 40·-- ______ , .................. , . ..c ........ - ............... _.~,, ....... , ...... 0 9 0 ..... . 
44 
. -,.5 
IF !NF.NE.2.CJR,NTEKHS.GT.11 GO TO 40 . 091 
IF {;JFUN( l,Ll .NE.531 GO TO 4() 092 
Nllt'RllP(2,!LlASE(NFUNC2,Lll):Q 093 
Gil TD 40 0'l4 
CllNTINUE 095 
ND ER TlJ =O 
IAUXDF=O 
1=0 




l O l 
J= 11.l/\SEI I l 103 
IF (J.GT.NFUtHCll Gll TO 95 lll4 
Kt:SH THE SUdSCl,IPTS IF THE liASIC FUNCTIUN IS NOT INVOLVED. 105 
IF {i~liffWP(;>,,Jl.EQ.ll GO TO 46 106 
KK=lllASF.{l•ll 107 
Dll 9 K=K K, NFUtHO ................ ---··-·---· _______ ,, ___________ -·----· ----- ------~-------······· 108. 
IF (NFUN(l,Kl.Nt:.531 Gll TO 'J 109 
If' (,NfUN(2,Kl.LE.I/\UXDFl GO TO 9 110 
0 ~ l 
0 53 
175 
80/80 LIST A-36 
noooooooo11111111112222222222333333333344444444445555555555b6666666h67777777777J 
l? :l4 56 7 fl 90 12 34 56 78•JO 12 3456 7tl 9012 34;i, 7"<!'101234 5b7d'I0.123't5t> 1B '1012 34%7H 90 12 31, 56B 90 
NFUN(2,Kl=NFUNl2,Kl-l 
IF (NDfKDP(l,Kl.EO.Ol GO TO 9 
NDERnP(2,K)=NDlkOP(2,Kl-l 
9 CONTINUE 
G/J 10. 4 7 ............ ····-· ·--· ·······-····-·--··-····--
C SET THE UASIC ruNCTIDN CHAIN INTO THE DERIVITIVE CHAIN. 
46 NDERTO=NOERTO+l 
NOEKF( l,NDERTO)=NFUNll,Jl 
NllFRF ( 2 ,NllERTLll=NFUN(2, JI 
IAUXDf=IAUXDF+l 










J .J;:: J ., •• -····· ____ ., •··-····-·-,--·•·-·r-·"·-····•••··-·•--·-•------,--,....- -~··12 1"··-·····- , ... 
7 JJ=JJ+ l 122 
If INF UN ( l , J JI • LE. 2 0 I GO TO 6 l l3 
NOE.{ TU=NDtl{ TO+ I 1Z 1t 
NOFRF(l,NOEKTU)=NFUN(l,JJ) 125 
NDFRF(2,NDERTO)=NFUN(2,JJ) i26 GO TO . 7 r··-··. . ... ~- •. ---·. , __ ., ____ ,,,. , __ -~ -· ...... _,~ ........ _._ ··-·-----·---....... ., .. -----····--··-------·· ·1 ·2 7· 
6 CONTINUE 12.1:l 
C fXl'AND TH[ D[KIVITIVE CHAIN SO THAT II INCLUUES HIE PM.TIAL 12'1 071, 
C DERIVITIVE UF THE AUXILARY FUNCflON PRESENTLY HEING CONSIUEK~D. 130 075. 
"7 IF (NDEROP(l,Jl,ECJ.Ol GOT(,) 45 , 131 
NF=tH'UN(l,Jl 13? 076 
5 G,i rn · t 10,19, 3o, 31, 1o~t.io,1,f;·a2;M;o2,-1o~a2·~1t~li'o·;1rn;·62·;6:r;·1cr;Nr··· 1:n 
C + AND . , l 3 4 
10 NDERTO=NUE~TD+l 135 
NUFKF(l,NDERTO):NF 1]6 
l~llEiU(2,NDl:tsTOl=O 117 
IDIFF,,l DH JJ.=J .. ____ ,, - . . • ' - .. _., ...... ---.. _,_,_ .. ____ ,., ______ _. ....... _____ .. __ . _______ ·- -·13') 
11 JJ = J J + l 11,0 
IF (NFUN(l,JJ).LE.?Ol GO TO 1000 ·141 
IF (NDEIWP(l,JJ).EQ.Ol GU TQ 11 l',2 
NDFHTfl=NllERTU+l 11+3 
NflF'lF( l,NllERTO)=NDEKOP(l,JJI 11+4 
... NIJF.i<.f(2,NDt:RTlll=·NDEROP(2,JJf· .. -·-·.. . . · . • . l',5 - .. 
GO Tll 11 11,6 
C * 14 7 
19 NTERMS=O 11,ll 
20 JJ=J 149 
26 JJ=JJ+l !SO 
Ir ·, NDEROP ( 1, J J). GT, 11-·Go T0""2r-·-----------·--·----·---·-·--·--·-.. ·--"·rs r----· 
IF (NfUN(l,JJ).LE.20) GO TO 24 l52 
GiJ TO 76 l',3 
21 JJ=JJ-1 1:,1, 
DU 22 K=J,JJ l~S 
NDERTO=NllERTD+l 156 
IJD rn F ( l • 1\j DER TO I =NF u N n·~ I(,.---··--- --- -·-------------·--------·-··---··--·---··-·-' l 5 T-" . ... _ 
7? NOERF(2,NDEHTOJ=NFUN(2,KI l~U 
NDfR ll)=NDER TO+ I l ~9 
JJ=JJ+l 1(,0 
NDFRF( l,NllERTUl=NflERUP(l,JJ) 11,l. 
NDERF {2,NDERTOl=NOEROPl2,JJ) 162 
. NiJtRDP( l ,JJJ=O· ..... --··--·-··---·------------------- · .-- -~ 163" ---
NTFRMS=NTERMS+l 164. 
23 JJ=JJ + l '!&5 .. 
176 
8()/80 LIST A-37 
0000000001llllllll122222222223333333333444444444455555555556ti66666bb677/7777777G 
·1 i' V, 56 B 90 l 234 56789012 3456739012 3',5 6 7 J9J 12 31,51:i 769012 3't567S90T23',567il9012 V, 56 7il 90 
( 
If (NFur,(J,JJ),Lf.,7.01 GO TO 20 
NdEi( T O='WE R Tu+ L 
N'JFRF IL, NDE K Tu I =NFUN( I, JJ I 
NOFRFl2,NOEKTOl=NFUN(2,JJI 
GO TD 23 
24 NOEKTO=NDERTO+L 
NlJFKF I 1, liDEKTU I= 1 
W)Ff(F I 2,1,DHtTOl=O 
IF INT~RMS,EU,01 GO TO 2~ 
DO 25 K=l,NTERMS 
NflERTD=NDERTO+l 
N !J FR F ( I , N lJ ER T ll I= 5 3 
25 NDERF17,NDERTO)=IAUXDF+K 
Ill IFFc:l~HR,~S+ l 
GU TU 1000 
i;t.:;t 
30 II) IrF=O . 




ND rn F I 1 , NO f i<l U + l l = l~F lJN 11 , J + 2 I 
.. NDfRF(2,NOERTO+l)=NFUN(2,J+2). 
NI) FR T O=N D [RT O + 2 
NiJEKFI l,:,Df.1lTOl=51 
NDFRFl2,NUERTUl=5 
l~llEkF I l,l~DERTO+l 1=3 
I 1,6 
L 1, 7 
l /,U 
I Id 











l HI · · ····· ··· -···-·---·-···'--·····-·---·-·-·------- ·, ···-·-·rn r·--·-·· -
I d3 
l f>I., 
l d ~) 
186 
1117 









.................. , ........ ···--···········-·-----··--·--·--·---·····-····-·· ·····-··-·· !"94 .... . 
I~ IJ F K F I i' , N ll I: In O + 6 I : fff UN I 2 , J + 2 l 
!l)JFF=1 






11 IDIFF=O ..... -··· -- ··--·- ········-··· ···--· ··.----·--·--· -··--·-·------·--·--··-· 2 0 0. 
IF (NllEkllf'll,J+ll,EW,01 GO TO 35 
NDtkF I l ,Nfl[RTO+l 1=4 
Nllf:l{F (I, NDERT0+3 I =50 
NDFRF(2,NOERT0+3l=NFUN(2,J+21-l 










Nllfl<F I 2,NO[µ,TIH2l=NFUN(2,J+l) 
N [) f 11 F ( I • ~ D f rn ll -.4 I= 2 


















N 'J FR F ( l , ND [r(T O + 5 )• 5 3 . ·· --·-·· -·---··-···---------··-. -· ·. ·---- .---·- · ···-···2· 1 s··· · ·-··· 














:;5 1r (NUEROPll,J+2l.E:Q.OI GU TO 36 
Nill-:RF 11,NDEi<TO+l l =3 
NOFKFl2,NDFRTO+ll=O 
NO[-RF I l,NOERT0+21=NFUI~( l,J+ll 
NI) FR F I ;>, ~If) l RT lJ + 2 l =NF UN ( 2 , J + l l 
ND FR F ( l, NLlE RT ll< 2 l =NF UN ( l , J + 21 
NU[RF12,NDEKT0+2)=NFUN(2,J+2) 
NDF.isF I l, N'lE~,Tll+3 l =2 
NOERFl2,NDEKTU+3l=O 
NllE1~F 11,NO(M,TU+<t l =53 
NilFRF I 2,NtJERTIJ+4 l=l1\UXOF+IOIFF+l 
Nll[i\F( 1,NDERTU+5l=':>l 
t-rnrn~ ( 2, NO[RTU+5l =9 
rmF K FI I, Nil E :<T {l+I, I =NOE ,,UP ( I, J +- 2 I 
NJERF(?,NOEMT0+6l=NOEROP12,J+21 




















36 IF (NUE'(OP( l,J+ll.EQ.O.OR,NOEROPl l;J+21.t0.0I 
NOFkfll,NDFMTO+ll=l 
GU Tll 1000 2 J<J 
21,0 
21, l NDFRF(2,NOERTO+ll=O 
NDEl(F ( I ,NDlRT0+2 )=53 
NDEkF 12 ,NilEl<TU+2 l = IAUXDF+ I DIFF 
NllEl(fl l, MOERTIJ+31=53 
ND[RFl2,NDERT0+3l=IAUXOF+ID1FF-2 
'JUEkT\J=NDEKTU+3 
IDIFF= I DI f'F+I 
GU TD 1000 
37 IDIFF=I 
NDH<F 11,NOl:l{lll+l l=l 
N0ERF(?,NDERTO+ll=O 
1'DE It T O=NU£k TO +2 
N~ERFll,NO[RTUl=NDEkOP(l,J+ll 
iJIJfRF l?,NDERT!Jl=NDER(lP(2,J+ll 
GU l ll 1000 
I: XP 






Gt) TO 65 
S l I~ 
NilERF ( 1,NDERTD+l )=9 
GU TD 65 
Sltm 
Ni)fkl' ( I, ~J!1Eltlfl + I l = l 7 
GO HJ 65 
CUSH 
1.rlfl{F ( I ,NDrRTO+l l=llJ 
Gll TO 65 -
ens 




NDFRF ( 2,ND~RHi );NfUNl2 ,"J+l l 
IDIFF=l 
IF !NF.EQ.91 GO TD 66 
21,2 
































80/80 LI ST A-39 
oooooon,101111111111?2222222223333333111444444444455~55555556h666666667777777777u 
12 3', 5,, 73 q) 12 34567590123456789012 345678'l01234 56769012 H567u90T234%759"0T23 4567R".JO 
C 
IF (Nllf.><OP(l,J+ll.EQ,511 GO TO 1000 276 
66 NDfl\F(l,1'1JE;/.Tll+ll=2 277 
NDEkF(2,NllEkTO+ll=O 278 
NilFRFll,NllERT0+21=~3 279 
Nfl EKF I 2, i~D ER TO +2 I= I AU XDF+ c--··· -· -·--···-----------·----------- · · 2 8 o·······--· 
NOERTf.l=NOfRT0+3 
r,ll Ek F I I , Nil f: RT O I= NDE ROP 11 , J + ll 
NOERFl?,NDEkTOl=NDEROP(2,J+ll 
!D1FF=2 






IF I NOEROP I I, J +If. EQ, 51 l- GO Tn b 7 ·------·· ... -····-··-··-·-···-----··------·-······-·-·· ·2 S-6··-···--· 
NOEKTO=NOFRTO+l 287 
67 NOFRFll,NOERTOl=51 288 
70 
NllFkfl2,ND[KT01=5 289 
GD TU 1000 290 
TAN zq l 
ND F RF 11 ~ t-ill EK TO+ 11=9 - ··- ··---······- .. -- . -····-········-·-····-·-·---·-----··· -------------·--· 2 92·----·· 
NOERF(?,N0EkT0+5)=-2 
IDIF-F=3 




C T,\NH 29/i. 
71 NOEi,Fll,NOERTO+ll=l7 297 
NDFR F ( 2, NOERT fJ+5 J =-z·· .. ··--··-······~·-·-·--··-··-·,.. ·--·-··--··-----···--···--·-··--· · .. · -···---z9 8 ------·· 
!fl !FF=3 299 
GU TO 73 . 300 
C AHS 301 
7? NllEl{F(l,NllERTU+ll=l3 .... 302 
NllERF12,NOEkT0+51=-l 303 
NOERF C 1; NDE1H0+9 J =NF UN 11~ J+ 1)- ·-·-- -·--··---·-·-·-----·--·-·--. ------·--· - 30·4··----
NDFR FI 2, NDE R T0 +9 I =NF UNI 2, J+ ll 305 
IDlfF=1 306 
71 NOERF(?,~DERTO+ll•O 307 
NDERF(l,NOERT0+2l=NFUN(l,J+ll 308 
NOFRF(2,NDERT0+21=NFUN(2,J+ll 309 
NI) EI\ F C 1 , Nf1 ER TO+ 3) = 4· .. --·. ····--- .~---·-·--·-- ., .... ····-·-·----·----·----.. ·--·-·31 o··· ..... -




NDERFI 1,NDERTU+61=2 315 






IF I NF. fO. l 31 NDERTO=NDER TO t1· ···-------- ···-·--·--····--------·····----··--·--·-372 · -· 
GO TO 1000 323 
C ,\L tlG 324 
dO r,•Jt=i:F (2,/·,0ERT0+3J=-l 325 
NllFKF ( 1, i'<DEf( T0+6 l =NDEkOP 11, J+ 11 326 
NUERF(2,NOlRT0+61=NlliRUP(2,J+IJ 
IO IF F = 2 .... ···-····-···-·-··-···-··-····-·------------· ·--·---------- · -··--3 2 il 
IF INF,EQ,151 GO TO 81 i29-
GO Tll A5 330 
179 
00/80 LI ST A-40 
000000000111111111122222222223333333333444444444455555555556666666666777777/7778 













. ·A« SIN .. ·-·-·-.---~·-·---- ----·-·--·-·····------- -·--· -·-·-·-····--····-·-··--·-·· --335 
82 NOERF12,NDERT0+31=2 
NDERF11,NOERT0+6)=51 











)F (NF.EQ,10) LO TO 83 
I F I NF, EQ, 12 I Lll I il fl4 
GO TD 85 
ARCOS 






~b tR~- I 1, NCH: 1, T .J + 1 &l =51 . ---- -------- ---- ----------------------------------------- --------------------···34·r·-· 
NOERF(2,NDERTU+lbl=5 348 
GU TO 85 349 
ATAN 350 
84 NUER~(2,NDERTCJ+61=4 351 
Nl)ERF ( l,NDERTU+l01=4 35? 
--- ·-·· ND E f{ F { l ~ NDERT O+ 12 >"=50 -~-----·---····-- ----··-·- ----··- ----·--···---------··---------.----·------~-) 5 3··-------
NUERFl2,NDERTO+l21=-l 354 
8 5 N 'J E ,l f (I , ND E 1n O + I I = 4 3 5 5 
N')tRF(2,ND[RTlHll=O 356 
NDEl'lF( l,NDERTU+2l=NFUN(l,J+lf 357 
NDERF(?,NDERTU•2l=NFUN(2,J+ll 350 
- -····-NQE;{f I l ,Nlll:RTCJt3 l=50·-· ·------ ---- ---- ---- 3'.>9 -- -





11' I NF, EQ. l'ol GU lO 1000 -------------·--------------------------------- ----"365 
IF (NF,NE.151 GO TO 86 361, 
Nlll'R T(l='.JDE 1UD +I 36 7 
GO TO 1000 368 
86 NDERF(l,NDERTO+ll=l 369 
NIJFRF!2,NDERTOtll=O 370 
NUf.R F ( 1, NDt' fl T 0+2 I= 5 3 -- ··---------------------------------------·· 3 7 r··· -





iJD EH F ( 2, Nr)E RT O +5 l = I AUXDF -t 3··· --------··-----------------------·--·····-------------··31T··· - -
N,JERF( l,N'.lF.RTUt71=2 37d 
NlERF(2;NDERTOt71=0 379 
N ri ER r- ( I , r, o t' RT O + !I I = r; 3 3 8 0 
:mERFP,NllERTLl+8l=IAUXOF+4 . 381 
NJERF(l,NDERTU+9l=NDERUPll,J+ll 382 
... im ER FI 2, NDER T n +'.l I= NDER OP 12 ~- Ji l I ------------------------------------.. ----------3 83"--
NOE RT O=N D[R T0 •9 384 
IF (NF.NE,101 GU TO 1000 385 
180 
80/80 LI ST A-41 
000000000llllllllll2222222222333333333344444444445555555555666666b66677777777778 
12 V, 56 73 90 l 234 56 7 El90l234 56 789012 345578 931234561890-12145676 <J012 34%70 CJO 12"34 5678 90 
NOERTO=NOE~TO+l 386-
GiJ TU 1000 387 
C CHANGE TH[ PARTIAL DERIFITIVE TO ITS PROPER AUXILARY FUNCTION 3P8 
C NUM3ER. UPDATE THE AUXILARY FUNCTIO~ NUMBERS AND THE NOEROPT(2, 389 
C -· JJ) .. NdMf\ER.·s. . ····-· .. --···-·--·-·-·· .. -··----~----~---·--------··-·----------.·-------'390·---·-





IF IK.F'Q.NFU,'JTD+ll G.J TO 90 
K:·lAX= I :!ASE I l+ I l 
f18 K=K+ l 
IF (K.FQ.KMAX) GO TO 07 
IF (IJFlJN(l,Kl.NF..531 GO TO il!l 
IF (NFUN(2,Kl.NE.IAUXOF) GU TU ll 
-IF (NDEROP(J,Kl.NE.54)GO TO 88 
NllFROP ( 1, K) =53 
NDFROPl2,Kl=NOEROP(2,Kl+ID1FF 
Gll TO B8 
91 IF (NFUf\112,Kl,l,.E.IAUXCJFl GD TO l:!8 
NF U'IJ ( 2, Kl= .~FU!~ ( ? , Kl+ IU 11' F 
IF INOEROPll,Kl.NE.541 GO TO 88 
NOEROPl2,Kl=NUEROPl2,Kl+IUIFF 
GO TO flfl 
90 IAUXDF=IAUXOF+IDIFF 
GU TO 45 
9~ IF (NDERTfl.EQ.01 GfJ TO 97 
·n1Y 96 l=l,NOERTO 
NF UN I l , I I ·= N !JI-' R F I l , l I 
96 Nl'UNl2,ll="JOl:i<Fl2,11 
rff UNTO=NOER TlJ 
GO TlJ 98 
97 NFUNI l ,11=1 
NF UN I 2, I l = 0 
l~FUNT0=2 




111 = l 
196 11=111 
12=NFUNTll 
00 l 9 ,3 I = I I , I 7 
IF (NFUN(l,l).L[,20) lf\F=lf\Ftl 
IF (NFUNll,1),Nf.11 GO TO 198 
IF 11+?.GT.NFUNTOI GO TO 119 




II I= I 

























.. ··--·--· ------·-·------·. ·----·---····--·---- ---··-·-·--· ,.T1, -----···· 
415 




... ··-···-·····-·· --····-·-· -,·-- ---- -···-------·----·-----·-·--·- ,, ?. o· ···-·-··· 










-·-·-····-··-···-·-·-----·--·-·--- -··-·-- ··- ,, ] 2 _ ... -· 
43) 
. 4 31, 
437 
-· ·------ ---·--·-·--·---·--·- -----·--------· -···--· - -- 4 3 ff' 
'• 39 
4 1, 0 
181 
·· 110100· LI s r A-42 
oooonoooo11111111112222222222333333333344444444445555555555bbgob666bo77777777778 
· 1?14r;i, 789()f,211,51,7 8901234 567890 f2345~ 789Cf1·2 34567 89.ii"IT3451>7£f9()f2 .fii5!>Til<ro12J457,Tf<}(f 
[F (NFUN(l,~J.NE.53.0M.NFUN(2,JI.L~.IBF) GO TO 201 441 
NFUN(2,JJ:NFUN(2,Jl-l 442 
GO TO 197 443 
201 JF INFUNII,JJ.NE.53,0M,NFUNl2,Jl,NE,IBFI GO TO 197 444 
·--- .. --.--.,·--·-·Nt-UN( l.J)=NFS1··- ·- . . ··- -· . - - -----· -----·-------------------445 
NfUNl2,JJ=NfS7. 446 
197 CUIH)NUE 11 1,7 
11\F=JllF-l 4'.tl 
GO TO 196 449 
19B CIJNT I NUf' 4:,0 
. (;I) TO 700 ····· ·-·-················· ........ ········-------------· 451 
!9Q IF INFUNTO,EQ.2,0R,NFUNll,NFUNTOJ.NE,531 GD TO 200 452 
NFUNTO=NFUNT0-2 453 
7.00 CO"ITINUF. 454 
WMllE 16,10':il 455 
WMHE (6,1011 INFUN(!,JJJl,JJJ=l,NFUNTOJ 4'>6 
~KI TE u;; i O 11 I NFUNI 2;.:u;; i ;::,:i J = l ;NF U,'HO I ···-··- ·-·----------···· -····-····- . ·45 r ....... . 
l=l 458 
CALL JST[JRE INAMl:2,11 1,5'1 
llETURN 1,60 1tfl8 
END 461 489 
182 
80/80 LIST A-43 
i 
OOOU00000llllllllll2222222222333l]3]3334444444444555555555566h66666667777777777rl 








NFUN(l,J) - FUNCTION TO BE FVALUATED. 
NFUNTO TOTAL LENGTH OF NFUN 
VALUE( 11 NU~ERICAL VALUE OF AUX I LARY 
i 'IPL IC I 1·· I NTE GEk* 2 ( 1-N l, RE AL* fl (A-Hill- Z I 
REAL *4 C 
D1~1E.!\ISl1JN \//\LUE (MAXFUN/21,X(5UI 
DIM~N.SIO!\I V/ILUE:I 1001,X(lOI 
COMMUN /8LKl/ NFUN12,MAXFUNl,NFUNTJ 
COM~ON /~LKl/ NFUN12,300),NfUNTO 
COM:~ON /llLK2/ C(MAXC),NC 
C1JMr10N /IILK2/ C(2001,NC 
1=2 
CALL (STORE INAME,ll 
NI-UN( l,1~FUNTO+ll=20 
J=O 
I AUXF =:o 
50 J=J+l 
51 NF=,NfUI~( l ,Jl 
IF INFUNI l,JI .F.Q.201 GO TO 80 
I AUXF = I AUXF-1 l 
J=Jt l 
NOP=NFUN(l,Jl-50 
GO TO (52,53,541,NIJP 
52 VALl=CINFUN12,Jl) 
GO TO 55 
53 VALl=X(NFUN!2,JII 




























54 VAL l = V /IL UE I M'UN I 2, J l. - -- ---- ---------------- -------------------------. 029 





56 VALUE( IAlJXFl=VALl 
1)7 J=,J+l 
NOP=NFUN(l,Jl-50 
IF (NOP.LT.ll GO TO 51 
G~ TO 15H,~4,6d),~OP 
5H VAL2=CINFUN!2,J)I 
GU TO ll,2,31,NF 
54 V/IL2=XINFU!\112,JII 
Gll HJ 11,2.31,NI' 
60 VAL2=VALU[(NFUNl2,Jl I 






GO lU (l,2,3),/~F· ....... _ ........ _ .. - .................. ------------------ ......... ,_ _________________ .. 0 i, 1------
VALUE( IAUXF)=VALUE(IAUXF)+VAL2 
Gr) T ll 57 
? VALUE(IAUXFl=VALUEllAUXF)*VAL2 
1;u TO '>7 
] VALUE I 11\UXF )=VALl**VIIL2 
r,n rn 50 
'• J=J+ I 
VALUE(lAUXF)=VALl**NFUNl2,Jl 
GO TD 50 
5 VALUE(IAUXF)=-VALl 
GO TU 50 
.. 6 VALUE I lAUXF l=DCXP ·1 VALi) . 
GO TO 'iO 
















80/80 LIST A-44 
00000000011 llllllll2222222222l3333333334444444444555555555'.i666666666677777777778 
l? 31,56 7il 'JO l? Jlt 56 7890 l 2 l4S6 78 <JO 12 3456 7890 l 2'345673901234 567il9012)4'>61390l 2345678 90 
GU TD 50 
8 VIILUfl IAUXFl=UARSINIVALll 
Gll TO SO 
9 VALUE I IAUXF l=DCOS I VALi I 
Gi.l ro · SO 
10 VALUE I IAUXF l=DARCOS( VALi l 
GO TO 50 
I I VALU[(IAUXF)=DTAN IVALll 
Gil TO 1,0 
12 V,\LUEt IAUXfl=DATAN (VALi) 
GO fO 50 
1~ VALUI:( IAUXF)=OAllS(VALll 
GD TO 50 
14 VALUl:(IAUXFl=DLUG !Vlllll 
GU TO 50 
15 VALUE I IAUXFl=OUJGlOIVALll 
GO TO 50 
16 VALUE!IAUXF)=t)5IN11 IVALll 
Gil TO 50 
17 VALUE I IAUXI' l=DCOSH I Vllll l 
GO TO 50 
18 VALUEIIAUXF)=DTANH IVALll 



























































SUllldllil INF ISTOi{E. (Nf\,'11:, ILOGICl 001 
ilFU 'I FLH,CT ION WHIC!i Is BE l'\JG s lU}([D OR RUR IE vrn. 007 
Nfi..JNTll - TUTAL LENGTH OF NFl)N, 003 
;,JJ\ME IJMH: OF FUNCTI0'-1 [lEING ST(lKED OR RETRIEVED. 001, 
1Ln(;1c l IF FUNCTION IS TO 1',E STORrn~-- 2 lF'FU!sCTION'IS' rn ·oos-· 
!>,[ TRJl'VFl'I. 3 NSTIJK IS UEING PUNCHFU. '• NSTOR IS llE INc. KfAD 006 
~R/J'1 DATA CAROS. 007 
LIJCAT (l,Jl OOH 
I -= NM~E OF FUNCTIO,N BEING STORED OR RETKIVEU. OO'i 
Ll)CAT (loll= CilLUM'\J IN WHICH FUNCTION tlEGINS. 010 
L fJC AT ( I , 2 l -NF UN TO. - - ...... -- ----· -------------- on· 
NS TUR MATRIX WHICH HAS All FUNCTIONS STOKED lN IT. OU 
NSTORT TOTAL LENGTH OF NSTOR 013 
THIS SUllRDUTINE JS SET UP lO STUKE UP TD 100 FUNCTIONS ,,HOS!: 01'• 
AVfRAGE LOH;rn IS ONE FIFTH OF TiiE MAXIMUM AlLOHED LENGTH. 015 
p1rL1(.I f IIHEGER*2 11-Nl 016 
fl l M[ iJ S llHJ ;,JS TOR (?, 2 O*M/\XFUN), LOCAT ( 100, 2 ,---- .... --------------- -------·--- ----·---··o l 7 
DIMENSlllN NSTtlk(2,5000l,LllCAT(726,2l Olfl 
co~~ON /KLKl/ NFUN(2,MAXFUN),NFUNTll UlQ 
cn~MON /RLKI/ NFUN(2,300l,NFUNTO U20 
U,\TA Nt.Mfl,LOCAT(l,ll,LOCAT(l,21,NST()cl.T/l,l,1,l/ 021 
D,\ fA r,s fl)i( I l, l l ,NS TUK( 2, l l /0, 0/ 02? 
FORM,\ T I 161 5) ·········----------------------------- --------------. 0 23 
Gil Tll 11,2,30,',0l, !LOGIC 















I\IAMF=MIIM[I 027 om 
LiJCAf(N/\•'IE,ll=LOCAT(NAM[-1,l)+LOCAT(l~AMf:-1,21 02fl 019 
L OCA T ( NIIM E, 2l =NFUNTO - -------------------. ---------------- 02 9 .. 0 ?O 




t, S TCl RT= J J 
RETUr<N 
030 021 
03 l 022 
032 on 
033 0?4 
034 0?.', -- ..... _______ .. ________________ .. ------------ D 3 5 0 2f, 
RETMIEVE FUNCTION FROM STORAGE. 036 027 
7 NFUNfll=lllC/\TINAME,2) 037 023 
l)fl 3 J = 1 , ~JF UNTO O 3 tl O? 9 
JJ=LOCATINAME,il+J-1 03Q 0]0 
NFUN(l,Jl=NSHJK(l,JJ) 0 1,0 031 
3 ~JFlJi'J( 2, J) =NSTQR( 2, JJ) -··-----·---··--·---·---~---·-·---------·- 041 ··-·032 
RFTIJRN 047 033 
30 Ll:NGTH=l.lJCAT(NAMl::l,1) +LOCAT(l~AMtl,2)-1 D1t3 
,,KI fE ( 7, 1001 NAME I, LENGTH 04 1, 
11 K I T E ( 7 , l O O l (( L OC AT I I , J I , J = 1 , 21 , I " 1 , NA.'\ E I l O 4 :, 
l'IR!TE (7,100) l(NSTDR(l,Jl,J=l,LE"GT,il,1"1,21 046 
PI" TURN ------ ------... ------------------------- .. Ot, 7 
40 l(FI\D(5,100l NAMEl,LENGTH 04•3 
R [ All ( '>, l O o I ( IL OU, f ( I , J l , J = 1, 2 l , I= l, N A,'1 EI l 04 9 





80/80 LIST A-46 
nnooooonn1111111111222222222211333333334444444444555555555~6&b666&6667777777777B 
lt'14 'i& 1 r1 :,o 12 v, 5&7a'l or234561a 9012345 r, 78901234 5&7a'lo r234·s-u,1:r<Jo12 345r,·10CJO.TZT45&,s go 
FUNCT!ilN VALINAME,Xl 001 001 
C 'ffUNfl,JI - FUNCTION TO [lE EVALUATED. 002 002 
C NFUN fD TOTAL LENGTH OF NFU:~ 003 003 
C VALUffll NUHEKICAL V~LUE OF AUXILARY FU~CTION I. 004 004 
· 1 MPL IC IT INTEGER*2 I !-NI. . .. ·-----·--··--··------· ·-·-··-----------------005·--··· 
C IJIMFNSillN VALUF. IMAXFUN/2l,Xf50l 001> 
OP1E\ISION VALUE( 100) , X( 50) 007 
C C0MMUN /RLKl/ NFUNf2,MAXFUNl,NFUNTO OOR 
CLJ'~,\ON /tH.Kl/ NFUN( 2, 3'l0l ,NF UNTO OO'l 
C CDM,11);/ /flLK;>/ C(MAXCl,NC 010 
... ·coM:•Hli'J "/HLK2/ C( 2001,-NC •- -·-·-----···---------------·---·------ --·01r--------
l =? 012 




5 0 . J ="J + l .. .... ··--··· ·-· .... ·--·-··-- -·--·· ----····------------ ··0·17 --·--··· 
51 t~f=l~FUN(l,Jl OlA 




GO TD (52, 53; 54 ),NOP-···--·-········-·-- ...... -------····-·-·--···-·---·--··-··--·-·----··-·-··023---·· 
~;> VALl=C(NFUNf2,Jll 024 
Gll Tll 55 025 
51 VALl=XfNFUN(2,Jll .026 
Gll TD 5•; 027 
54 VALl=VALUEfNFUNf2,JI I 028 
··-·55 GO TO f 5(,, 56·, 57, 4, 5 ,5;7 ;a ;·g; ro-;·u-;T2,1T,T4,1"5,T(>",I7,T'lTiNF----·-ozg---·-· 
56 VALUE(IAUXFl=VALl 030 
57 J=J+l 031 
NDP=NFUN(l,Jl-50 032 
IF (NUP,LT.11 GO TO 51 03) 
0 3"4 GU TD (58,59,601,NOP 
····58 VAL2=CINFU;~12,JI I .. .. .... ··-. ····--· ... ····- ·---·-·-----··--·· --····-·--··--·-·-------···-·--·· 0 3 5·-····--·· 
GO TO 11,2,31,NF 
59 VAL;>=XINFUN(?,JII 
Gil TU fl,2,3),NF 
60 VAL2=VALUl'(NFUN(2,Jll 
GU TDifl.1.,)1,NF 
V,\LUEI l AUx FI =V ALU[ f TAUXF I t'V AL?." -
GO rn: 'i7 
;> VALUl: ( li\UXf )=VALUE ( I AUXt· I *VAL2 
GO JD q 
3 VALUE(IAUXFl=VALl**VAL2 
Gil Tfl 50 
4 J=J+l 
VALUF( lAUXFl=VALl**NFUN(2,JI 
Gll TO 50 
5 VALUE( IAUXFl=-VALl 
GU TO 50 
















os 1 · 
052 039 6 VALUE ( lAUXF I =EXP 
GO 10·50 ···· ··-··-···--···-----·-·-----·-· · ------···-·--··---~---·-····-··o 5 3-·-o 40" 
·r VALUI' ( IAUXF )•SIN f VALl) 0'>'• 04'1 
GO TD '.iO 055 042 
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60/80 LIST A-47 
ooonooooo11111111112222222?22333333333344444444445555555555&6~666666677777777770 
- ·12 3456 7'l90 I;, Vt 56 7 a 'JO l 23't56 7390 l 2 Y,56 1'390 12 3,, 56 7tl9012}4 5-6-7if96TX3-4)6-7ti10T2'f4·51:,·1,Fifj 
8 VALUc(IIIUXFl=ARSIN (VALll 
GU TO 50 
9 VALUE(IAUXFl=COS (VALll 





10 VALUt: ( lAUXF )-~·AJ~t·tlS -(-\/All)···---·-------··------~··--,.--·-------·-· -060~047 
GO TO '>0 
11 VIILUE(I/\UXFl=TAN 
r.,J Tll '>0 
17 V-"LUf.l IAUXFl=ATAN 
( VALi l 





063 0 50 
.. 064 051 
c,i Tn c;o 065 05? 
1 3 VA 1- Ut ( I AUX Fl= /\ElS (VA LI i . ----------------,---------- -----------------------.. --.. -·------------066 ______ ,, ______ _ 
GU TIJ 50 067 o,;,, 
14 VALUEIIAUXFJ=ALOG (VALi) 
GO T J 50 
15 V/\LlJt( 11\UXFl=ALOGiO(VALll 
GCl TU 50 
16 V.\LUd IAUXFl'=SINH 
GU TO 50 
17 VALUE(IAUXfl=CO~H 
GfJ TO 50 
Pl VA!Ut:( IAUXFl=TANH 
Gil Tll 50 
80 Vf,L=VALUE ( IAUXF l 
kE TU,U~ 
ENO 
( VALl I 
( VALi l 
I VALl l 
068 O:iS 
069 0 51, 
·010··051 
071 058 












COMPUTATIONAL ALGORITHM FOR :METHOD OF 
OF SEEKING PRINCIP.AL PL.ANES 
In this section a detailed explanation of' a computa-
tional algorithm which utilizes the method of seeking 
principal planes is presented. A 1:ist:in,g oi' this program is 
given at the end of this appendix. It should be pointed out 
.$ ... 
that al thou·gt · this computational program a.t :first hand ap-
pears to be rather complicated, the u.ser :ne·ed only supply 
the equation for the :function being minimized in Fortran IV 
on a data card. 
A flow chart for the method of seeking principal planes 
has been presented in Figure .37, and. a detailed explanation 
of this flow chart will now be given. 
The first two blocks of' the :flow chart presented in 
Figure .37 are sel:f--explana tory. In the third block any 
available computational algorithm for determining eigen-
values o:f the symmetric matrix of' second partial derivatives 
can be utilized. The number of positive eigenvalues will be 
denoted, by P, Due to roundo:ff' errors in the di.gi.al comput-
; 
er, if the matrix of second partial der~vatives has a true 
eigenvalue equal to zero, the computat:ion.a1 algorithm will 
probably not return an exact value ot~ zero0 Instead, the 
G)"7f..i@mal;o --1 G) c-=~ . r~--~ '!l'~{1{o)• 'lfxxO&io)J-=~~ lfo"'A1.-1 r--<t<tt-----
' Determine eigenvalues 
for Y1 x(X0 ) ·aru1 the 
value for P 
Is P.EQ.O 
I - -~ :ioi'" i,P 
I 
I Calculate Yx (x1_1 ) ,xi, and Y(Xi) I Ioc 
I Is Y(Xi). GT. YBEST 
I 
rl_x_o ___ 'i_r'r Is IPR - 1.0 I • GT. -~ 
I 
I . --- - f -
Calculate Yx (~) 
Yes 
No 
K = Equation B-:5 






, LYes Is Y(X) .GT, Y{X E) 
No 
~----· .~~--~~-'---~~~~~~------Continue halV'1ng the dis- Cont1nue•doubllng the dlstance 
tance between X and XBASE un between X and XBASE until the scalar 
Mm ITTN 
til the scalar function function ceases to improve. 
improves 
Yes 




value for t~e eigenva.;t.ue returned by the computational pro-
gram might very likely be Fl small positive number. This 
difficulty is avoid~d by l,abel:i,ng a.n ei$envalue as zero if 
(1) it is positive, and(~) the value of tp~ ei$envalue when 
multiplied by 106 is not lar$er than the lc;1rgest eigenvalue, 
The next block of the flow chart is a logic check to 
see if th~ number of positiv~ eig.envalues, P, is equal to 
zero. 
When the number of positive eigenvalues is zero, a 
linear s~arch in the negative gradient direction for a mini-
mum is performed. The loccitiop, of th:i,.s Qli:q.imqm need not be 
exact. The first problem which must be resolved in search-
ing for the $eneral area of' this minimµm :ls, the magnitude o.f' 
the initial step in the negative gradient 4irection. In the 
input data the user w;ill provide an est:j.mated minimum for 
the scala:r function. The initial step used is such that if 
the gradient rem•;i~ed constant~ then the scalar function 
would be reduced from its present value to the estimated 
minimum in one step. The re~ultin$ equations are: 





) is already smaller than the estimated minimum, 
the algorithm is ter111inated, and a mes~a&~ which describes 
190 
algori tbm c@ntinues to bloc,k 2. Thi.i::\l :rd'!l E& bl(\)lck for deter-
mining the ~pproxim.ate minimum point f"or th~ scalar function 
along the predicted negative gradient dire~tion 9 and it will 
now be described in detail. 
The base point from which a min1mum along the predicted 
negative gradient direction i.s be:ing sought is called ~ASE" 
MIN 
~EST is the value for the independent variable at the point 
where the smallest value for Y(X) has thus far been 
obtained~ 
If the value for Y(X) is greater than Y(XBEST), the 
distance between X and XBASE is continually halved until a 
MIN 
value for X is obtained such that Y(X) is less than Y(XBASE). 
XO is 
MIN 
set equal to X and the algo:r.:i thm returns to block 1. 
If the value for Y(X) is less than Y(XBASE), the dis-
MIN 
tance between X and XBASE is continually doubled until a 
MIN 
point Xis reached at which the scalar :function ceases to 
improve. x0 is set equal to the value of X at which Y(X) 
was smallest, and the algorithm returns to block io 
When the matrix of second partial derivatives has some 
positive eigenvalues'.I the algorithm proceeds into the 
iterative portion of' th.e program whi.c:h has been surrounded 
by a dotted line in Figure J7o This is the .main part of the 
program, and it is within this _-,1.rea that th~ a1gori t:pm pro-
ceeds sequentially to the principal planes~ 
The subscript i is the i tera+,ion number and i - 1 refers 
... 
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'h to the iteration just previous to t:he i 1e.~ iteration. The 
first block contained within the dotted lines indicates the 
calculation of (1) the gradient direction predicted by the 
truncated Taylor series at the point X.~ 11 (2) the point 7 ..1..-
X.? at which the predicted negative gradient intersects the 
l. 
desired principal plane, and (J) the magnitude of the scalar 
function evaluated at X .• 
l. 
When Y(Xi) is greater than YBEST~ it is desired to 
determine a new point such that the value of the scalar 
function is less than YBEST" Hence~ the algorithm proceeds 
directly to block 2 if i is equal to 1. 
If i is greater than 1 the direction being used in 
proceeding from point X. 
1 
to X. is the gradient direction 
1- 1 
predicted by the truncated Taylor series. The predicted 
gradient direction will in general not be collinear with the 
true gradient direction. The value of the directional 
derivative along the predicted negative gradient direction 
will be negative (positive) if the dot product of the two 
gradient directions is posit~ve (negative). 
For the case of a positive directional derivative, the 
base point 1 x0 1 is set equal to Xi·-i 9 and the algorithm 
returns to block 1 of the flow chart. 
For the case of a negative directional derivative a 
minimum is determined along predicted negative gradient 
direction by going to block 2. 
The next step within the iterative loop indicates the 
calculation of a performance ratio~ PR. This performance 
ratio is defined as 
-r._ Y -· > '(X;J. ·.;;;· Y(X Y 
lpc 1 - - · · 0 _ 
The reason for cal9ulating the pe;rf'orntance r~tio i.s to 
determine if the point Xi is ~uffic:i,.ently 9lo~e to the 
point x0 so that the Tayl~>r series approxi111;;i.ti9n for the 
192 
scalar function is iiCCurate. If_the tTuncat~d Taylor series 
described the function exactly at the point Xi, performance 
ratio would e~ual one. 
When the absolute value of (PR~i) is greater than .1, 
the Taylor serie~ ap,proximatio~ is no lon$er very accurate. 
x0 is then. set e~ual to ~i an~ the algori tti.m :returns to 
block 1 of th~ flow cqart. 
After P successful ~t~ps tp t~e pfin~ipl~ planes, a 
check is perform~d to deteTmine if the scalar function has 
converged to a mini111um. H~nce, th~ next step after having 
completed th~ iterative lqop is to c,;:tlculate .the true value 
of the gradient at Xp. I:f the a"t>!Jiol~te value of each compo-
. ... a 
nent o;f the gradient is less tnan :J,O' , it :i,.s i;tssumed that 
the true grad;i.ent is equal to zero;. and the solution has 
converged. 
The solution can conv~;rg~ even, though the matrix of 
second partial derivativres h~$ spme z~ro eig~nvalues. If 
this situation occµrs, :i,.t may indicate thc;it the minimum 
which has been locat~d is not unique. and that there are an 
infinite number of po:tnts l9cc3,ted. it1. the r~gion of XP that 
193 
have the same min;i..mlllfl value for the sc,alar function. An 
example of this type is presented in Chapter II. It is also 
possible for the scalar fu:n,ct;io:p. to.have a unique minimum at 
.: l. '. ·. . 
a point where the matrix of sec::ond p~r,tial derivatives has 
some zero eigenvalues. An example problem with this charac-
teristic has also been worked in Ghapter II. 
The number of positive eigenvalues, P, is either equal 
to or less than the number of inde:{?e:i:ident variables 9 M. 
If Pis equal to M, the base poin~, x
0
, is set equal to 
Xp; and the algorithm returns tq bloc~ 1 of the flow 
diagri;im. 
When Pis less than M, it is necessary to determine the 
sign of the directional derivative in the predicted negative 
gradient direction. 
A positive directional qerivi:,,tive indicates that a 
better value for the scc\:tlar fun,ction cann.Qt l::>e obtained by 
going in the predicted :p.~gat,ive gr,adient directiono The 
base point, x
0
, is set equal to Xp, and the algorithm re-
turns to point 1 of the fl9w diagrpm. 
A negative directional derivative indicates that a 
smaller value for the scalar function can be obtained by 
traveling in the predicted negative gradient direction. 
The initial step Eiiz.e us~d. is such that its distance is 
the same 0 s the _distance 1::,etween the. pqtn.ts x0 and XP. The 
magnitude for Kand the equation for X then become 
( B-J) 
and 
X ·- Xp - K Yv ( Xp) • 
Aloe · 
(B-4) 
The algorithm then proceeds to determine the approximate 
location of the minimum along this direction by going to 
block 2. 
The computational algorithm for the method of seeking 
principal planes is composed of seven subroutines which are 
named SEEK, FCT 1 EIGEN 9 FORTIN 9 PARDIF 9 LSTORE 1 and DYAL. 
The list·ings for subroutines SEEK 1 .FCT, and EIGEN are 
given at the end of this appendix. The listings and de-
scriptions of subroutines FORTIN i PARDH~, LSTORE, and DYAL 
are given in Appendix A. 
A general flow chart for the subroutine SEEK is given 
in Figure 37. 
The subroutine FCT is called by SEEK, and its purpose 
is to supply the values for the function 9 gradient 9 and 
matrix of second partial derivatives. 
EIGEN is a subroutine which IBM provides through their 
Scientific Subroutine Package. This subroutine is used to 
determine the eigenvalues of the matrix of second partial 
derivatives. 
Users Guide for the SEEK Algorithm 
In order to use the SEEK algorithm 9 the user must 
supply the simple three card calling program which is given 







A. Example of the calling program which is required for the 
SEEK algorithm. 
Column - 5 











1 1 2 
0 5 0 
100.0 * (X(2)-X(1) **2) **2+ (1.0-X(1))**2 
B. Data cards required to work the Rosenbrock curved valley 
problem using the SE~K algorithm. 
Figure 38. Example Progrji\m for Determ:i,.ning the 
Min;i1t1Ulll of ap Algebraic Function 
The SEEK algorithm requires two data cards. 
The first data card has FORMAT (I5, 015.7) and contains 
the number of independent variables in column 5 and an esti-
mate for the minimum of the function between columns 6 and 
20. 
The second data card must contain the right-hand side 
of the function which is to be minimized. It should be 
written in columns 7 through 72. If it is necessary to con-
tinue the equation onto more data cards, a C should be 
placed in column 6 of every one of the equation data cards 
except the last one. 
The equation for Rosenbrock's curved valley is 
Y = 100.0 * (X(2) - X(1) **2) **2 + (1.0 - X(i)) **2. 
The data cards which are required for determining the mini-
mum of this function are given in Part B of Figure 38. 
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tJO/Bo usr B-ll 
nooonunuo111111111122?222222233313J33334444444444555555555~b6666b66~67777777777a 
l? 3'• 5 6 H ') l) l 2 V, :, 6 7 cJ 9 l) 12 3 4 ~ 6 7 d 'JO 12 34 ', 6 7 d 'JO l 2 Vt 5 6 7 >39 0 12 V. '>6 7 !l '! l) 1.2 JI, S '..> 7 t-: '!0 1 l 34 Si, 7'l 9il 
CIILL ',cEK 




<;u•1,>.clUTl'Jl SFFK OIJ4 
C 005 
C THIS PkOGRAM WAS ~K!TTE~ A~U PRO~RAMEU AY UEN'J!S UN~JH AT THE 006 
C DEPA~.HIF,',l UF MtCliANlCAL /\\Ill AUWSPACE E"JGll~EERH,G, ilKLAHOMA STATE007 
C urnvEi(SITY, STILUI/\TF.i,, O!(LAHD~1A. JULY 1969 00/l 
C 009 
C lll:LFl'R - fiif- PRf-UICTED tl!Ft[RHK[ ,\[TWEEN THE V,\LUE CJF f Al 010 0023 
C lilt 1,X!S PLAIN A:,w f AI THI: ljASE i'UINT. . .. "'............ Oll.00?'1 
C D [/~ - S Et ii UM IO t N • 0 l 2 0 ·Jl,3 
C il!RFCT - IF THIS "JUM'l[R IS PDS!TIVE, THAN THI: PKL:D!CYED 011 001:l 
C 1;rU,[)lfNT D!kFCTION MW ACTU,1l GK/IDIE:"Jf OIRFCTl!Jri t.fU: ,/!THIN 014 003'-I 
C 'JO iJ[GRfl:S UF EACH rJTHER. 015 00 1;0 
C ElGVAL - ~lGE~VALUi VECTDR OF GX. 016 0037 
C f· - l'U!,Cl!lih l\fcl~;r; ;nri!MllfO. F=FiX) ····-------·-··-·-· 017 001s 
C Fli,~SF - V/\LUI: I.JF F AT ,JASE POlciT 01'! 00?7 
(. r,lt:'.,T - V,\LlJE nr F Al cltST fJ()!'H. 019 OO?q 
C FESM!N - ESTlM/IT[D MINIMU~ FOR THE SCALAR FUNCTION, 020 
C G - <:; R A D I f. N T V ~ C l U 1, (J F F U 'l CT l Ll N F • f '.JR E X A MP LE I~ U l = PA I<. T l Al Fl O ?l O O [I, 
C PQ~TIAL Xl2l, 02? 0017 
C (/',/1•.:; >1At;r,J11uD[ (jf' Gll.AJl[NT ,IFHK ,\JPOS ·sTEPS TU AXIS "f'LMJ[s·. "023 
C (;Pi<[ll -· PRf·IJ!CHll VALUE OF G,{ADif::H AT AXIS PL/l!No u;u, 0022 
C GX - MIITKIX OF SECOND P/IRTIALS UF F. l,E. GX(i,lJ=PARTJAC ~(2)02~ OOlH 
C IP ii l(l l r, L X ( 3 l • 0 2 6 0 0 I q 
C GXS - Vf'CT()R ,:11ICH CtlNf/\JNS GX HJ SC!ENTIFJC 5UBl<,J0T!NE PACKr,GE027 0035 
C SY 01,'ff ! I', I C S TU I, AGE MODE • 0 2 fl O O 3 6 
C N Tiff NUi,Jfll R UF INDEPENDtNT V/IR]/\1:iLES. . . . .,,. ............. _ ... ,. ......... . 0/9 
C NF NUMflfK OF TIMES F HAS BEE~ CALCULATED. 030 
C NG NU~UER OF TIMES THE GRADIENT VECTOR HAS GEEN CALCUCATf-D. 031 
C "JGX tJUMfl[K t)F T!Mt:S MATIUX GX HAS 13EEN CALCULI\HD. 032 
C Nl''JS - !WMo[R Uf PUSI"f!VE E!GE"IVALUES. 033 0029 
C r.u1-\/llFN - Ttl!S I~ THF. ~I\GN[TUJE USED ON STEf' NP05-+l f'l{(lV!lJf-l) 03 1t 00 32 
C 'Jf'll:'. sucu~~l'UL STEPS f(J Tt1E AXIS PLANES HAVE f\EEW/·IAOt:;·· T1iiS 0::1',. 0011 
f. IS U<;EI) ll~/LY If· mJEG IS NUT Zl:RIJ. 03/, oov, 
C r,X'IAX - MAXIML,.'1 l'<UHl:lFR UF !NllEPEN 1)ENT V/\RIA11LES. (1 :;·1 00 ,,,, 
C Pl k , I\ T - k A 1 l O 1.ll. h, Ee N T HE PR F O ! CH I) F U i', C T I O !-J C Ii At i \~ f: /1 "1 lJ TH [ o:rn ()0 ?'> 
C ~ClUilL l'UNLT!ll'-1 C!IIIN~E,. Oj9 QC) ?6 
( I< - nu·1:H VM'.l/\illf: :•JF~UH) f(Ji\ c,~Ll STATEMENT rJF l::IG[N. 0 1,0 00, .. 5 
C w,J.C,.<. - ,;Clkii.!fll; V/1,<.U,:lll:o 0-,.1 001,1:, 
C X - lNUEPENDlNT VAKIIIBLE VECT8R. 042 00 12 
(. Xi\11'~!\J - 1JASE.. l'll[NT f-K'.lM WHICH A ·11\l!MUM lS ll~ING :>OUGril [JY A 043 
(. L!llit/11( Sl:/\1\CII lN TIIL Pl<ED!CTED \JFGAl!V[ GRAD![NT fJ!f>.tCT!ON, 044 
C X'o,\SF - TIii- VALUE or TH[ lNDEP[i,,)E'IT \IAR!Al:lLE VECTOK' AT TH[ 01,5 0013 
C C/\Sr: PilliHo ()t,!, 001', 
C x:ltST - Tlir: VALU[ Ill' HIE INDE;>E,WENT VM-IAFlLE",>\TTHE"'PO!rn··--"'"· 047·0,1?0 
(. wHERF f!lr: CALCULAT[D VALUE rJF F f,;/IS SMALLEST. 0'18 O'l21 
C x:11PlJS -· 1111· VALUE iJF THE l,"J;J[PEl~llUH VARIABLI: AF-lff< 1,f>OS 0'+9 Olhl · 
C SUCCI-S'.FUL STEPS TO THi: AX!~ PL\NE;. 050 00',7 
IMPLICIT l1'.ltGCl<*2 (l-N),,'1.EAL*d IA-H,!J-Zl O"il 
!~TEGFR*4 M~M 05~ 
~[AL*~ :\tJH ,Ut i'l ,M/1(, .. .,_., ......... ., ....... ______ .,._ ..... ·b-53 __ __ 
'JX.'l,.X~lO 054 0047 
C O!Ml:NSJ()N X!NXMAX) ,GlNXMAX) ,XdESTrnXMAXl, 055 
rioooooooo11111111112222222222333~33333344444~4444555~5555s5bbbbbbbb6677777777778 
T2T'i,(,'7a-90r2j"ltS-67ff9l)T2"37i56Tffll"OTBlt57i"TI"9nTir'.f45m91ffB45678llOi2145678""9UTzm!f'm 
. . . . . . . J 
c·····--- XBASE INXMAX 1;cxs 11 NXM/\X* (NXMAX+l1112r,-R1TJ;ETGVA(ff,ix~(AXlT--· ----~056 ___ _ 
C GPRED1NXMAXl,X8AMININXMAXl . • -- - 057 
198 
c··c····;cxss I NXMAX* I NXMAX+l fl /2 ,-------·--·-----;-~----:---:---:--· .- 058 
DIMENSION Xl50l;GllOl,XBEST(lOl,X8ASHlOl,GXS(551, 059 
,----~-~-rnTll-;E"IGVlil.Tmr;m>RE"DTT01"7X"B'til'llNITOl -- - . ---- - - - 60 
. 2,GXSS155 l . _. _ - _ _ . _ - Obl . 
----··°CUM~ION~ / B(K3/---JF-;1·crnn;·1c·xsl:s-5r;~ Obz···· .. -- . 
100 FORMAT (8D15. 7 J Ob3' 0052 
, · ··-··1ol ·FoRMA-r 0 ·1 • ·.rHE ·-EfGE'NVA~-oi:--·vi:tlo"it-~rs·q <fo4 .. 0053 
, 102 FORMAT lbH NPeS=,151 . . cib5 . 
. ····-103-FQRMA:r'--r4l10NF=-;'T5,-4-H""NG=-:.15"';5H---NGJC=, 15,J ·• . O"Go-UU"S"S" 
.104 FORMAT I' INDEPENDENT"Vj;CTCiR,XJS'): -__ -- ,_--_--- __ -. .. -· ___ ._-.--.,-_.· '067 -_ 
- ·10 5 FORMAT 13 H" F = , DI 5 • 7 I --------- --------- ------------. ---c:--.---;:--.---__ --_-----,--~~-,--,-- ---c-~--------- 0 6 B ··oo 57 
--- ~-g~ ~~=:::-:: --r~~,r~:~!~~rJ~r~I-1~;-~~1-;-~,- ---~-~~~~---____ --- --.,--~;-i~i--9.-~~_f) 
108 FORMAT lBH PERRAT;,1)15.71 _ .-- _ - . 071 OObO. 
-·-ro9·TO"RMAT-P""'.THCS0(UT I ON-~H"A"s-'"C:l)"N\TfR"GE"O · i72-0"0"6T 
--- ~ ~ ~ ~g;~:! l ;~~~!~~;I:;'i~!~il ___ ,._, _____ ~-~'-"-'c~,~~~ ~'-""'.-~2-:c-~'7~·;,-~-,~-,g~tgg:~ 
112 FORMAT 1 1 THE VALUE OF X TO AXIS PLABE•·,15, 1 -;- IS')' ·•: · : --- ._ -. 075 00b4 
113 Fa.Rf.IA T , ,'- THE .. vAt:uE· oi:· x'°MTi:1CHAi.:v1'NG:0 1s·,,-~·"-.......,,,_,...,..--.:..c:-r:·,-·-~----:-"'···--- 016 M6s'. 
114 fORM-AT 1 1 T!iE VALUE OF X AFTER D0UBL1N.G~l5') . ·... . . 071 OOb_(i 
·-1 rs ""FOR.MAT ( 15,DTs·~·7r---~-----·· · · . · -· . -- - . - --- -· · ·. . _ -. · - -.- 07a-._----
llb FORMAT I' THF. FUNCTION VALUE IS ALREADY LESS THAN YOUR PREDICTED 079 . 
l Ml NIMUM') - : -- . - --·· ------>----.o,,- '··-··:· -- ··;·'~-·-:::'.·~---:~.----·-"··--.-,~'':°·:·:--c·-- 7······;:·.·.oao 
117 FOi{MAT 131-I.N",15,81--1 FESMIN·F~OJ5.~71 ____ - ... :-: __ _ ... -.. - _., ... _ . 081_ 
-··110 FORM Al l i ·_ GRAOl ENT. EVALUATED'·:.o····xs/it,i.frijff::~·--c-.----:·--:-:~·,:::t·c~,,·:::,-·:cC""'.-·:-~-------,:oar --
RE AD (Sil 151 N,FESMIN . . • - - .. .·. - ,- -· ·- ---- . 08~ _ . 
--~--REAol5'iTOOrTXITrn=r,·Nr ""084~ 
WRITE· 16,1171.N,FFSMIN 085 
IJMAX;lN*(N+'11112 -- 086'"/ 
CALL FORTIN 1IFI 087 
DD 35· l= l ,N _ ._ .- 'Q"88 
CALL PARDHIIF,l'GILl,.U 089 
· --------··oo---35·-J=r;N··--,·----------------· 090----.-:--
1 J• I~ J-l I *J 112+ 1 •. 
_35 CALL PAR()fFIIGllf,IGX.Sfl 
NF=O __ ____ _ 093 00b7, 
- - •. NG=O 094 0068 
·- NGi<"o 095 00b9 
- - I= l - -- . · · - · · - . . . ··• - 1Y9"6----· 
f.AI.L FCT Ix·, Fi G, GXS,NXMAX, _I '--~F, NGL~-~f!_ 097 
WRITE (6,103) Nf,NG,NGX · · ···oq0 oon. 
~::~~ :::~~~: IXlll,1=1,NI ,-. , : .--- "- ---·---·- ~bbgg~~ 
WR I TE lb, 1051 f . 101. 0074: 
-----···oo· 1· T= 1, N ---------------- -- --------~ ru2-oo-Ti 
l ;~~~~!:)=XIII , __ > .... ,) I::• j; '/'0. _. _- . ____ - ~g:.gg~~ 
? ( 2 105.. . .. c:Ci. F CT ( X, F, G,, G XS, N XMAX ;·I , NF-,NG;!iJG"JiJ'''''·i··'··c',•-.-'--f:"';·'·--':•'-c--:--··- ·· '.. '~:c·--·· · l Ob C ·- c·· · 
WRITE; fb, 1031 °NF,NG,NGX -- . --- -· -__ . . -- '-. 107 0079 
·-,--~--WRITE· 16 ;·106T"---,------------ "TOu-o-oaz 
'.-IRUE 16,1001 IGlll,l=l,NJ 109 0083 
3 1=3 r10 · 
199 
80/80 LIST . - B-13 
000000000 l I l ill l l l 12 2222 22 22 2 3 3 B,,3333 H44444lt4444 5555555 5556666666666177 7 77777 7B 





WK!Jf 16,1031 NF,NG,NGX 
--·- ·-·-·--- -- -- 1 11 
11R I H I 1,, 107 J .. - - .. 
·,,R II E U,, I 00 l I GXS 111, I= 1, I JMA:_X:..:.l _______________ _ 
DO~; l~i,N. 
5 XllhSEili=XIII 
112 00 8 5 




f ilASF. =F . 
- ··--···---·------ ----------- ---· .. _ ........ __________________________ ,,,, ...... -------·-- - _____ .. ,, __ . 117 00 9? 
lltl 0093 
llFHKMINf EIGENVALUES OF GX AND THE NUMBER. NPOS. - - ·---- - - ..... 119 





Mr-rn=N 12 3 
CALL EIGfNIGXSS,R,MMM,11 124 . . ---------------------···---·· --~---------------·----------------····-···-- -··---·-···- ·-··- --· 
Dll 6 1~1,N 125 0101 
i!=l!l•ll+lll/2 126 010? 









DII 8 I "l, N 
!F (l.0005*EIGVALlll.GT.EIGVALllll GO TO 8 
NPOS=NPlfS-1 . . .· 
8 (liNT J NUF 
!F ([ lGVAL.( 11.Lf.o . .-ouol-NPOS=O. 
,ilU IE u,, IO l l , 
,.,{!TE 11,,1001 IEIGVAL.10;1:f;Nl 
~:,<!!f: l6,t02! NPOS 
p: ~H'ilS i S EQUAL TU ZERO , A LINEAR SEARCH IS PERFORMED FOR A 
__ ., . M' NI MUl-1 IN THE - NEGAT IVE'-GR''ADI ENl-i>flffC'r·rmr. 
H !NPUS"NE.01 GOT0-52 
U.i "d l a,j ,f~ 
53 X~AMJN!I )=X(!) 


















01 l i:l 
l t !HUM.Lr .0.0001 GU TO 30-- ----·145 
C,;J 5,J I= l, N 
50 l)tN~DEN<·G( I !*GI 11 





51 ;,:'J ! i,~~g !-! NUM/DEN l_*..::G..::l..:.1..;:.l _______________________ ~~~-------
5?. D:J l ,, r< = l , N PUS 
D11 9 I = 1 , N 
.... Ci'!{EDl!l=Glll-
fl'J CJ J= I ,N 
iJ=, l J-1 l*Jl/21'1 
If (J.LT.ll IJ=I 11-ll*ll/2+J 
9 Ci'HEDI !Jc:GPKEOIJHGXSI IJl*IXIJl_;Xl:IASE(Jll 
I),) l O I=!, N 





l '>6 0 l 2':, 










- ----- -. ---·-4 .· --···----,-------·------------ ·-·-· ----- ... ·---- --·-· ·--·---------·------··-·-----· 
000000000llllllllll22222222223333333333444444~444555555555566666666667777777777B 
l2Vt5678901?34S6T89CH2345678-90T2345678'lOT2Vt5o7ff9UT2T456781fOTZ345b7iF,JOT23IT67S90, 
WRITE 16,103) NF,NG,NGX 
wRITE 16,1121 K I 
WRITE (6,100) IXlll,l=l,N) 
WRITE l6d051 F 
----- IF (F;-GLFl3Esr:ifND~lC"E"/.l":n-r;o--ro,;i 




- - ···-·- -.---·~· ·----·-· 
CALCULATE PERR_A ! ________________ ------------ _ ---------------------------- ____________ _ 






l 7 2 0140 
l 73 0141 
l 74 0142 
DELFPR=O.O 175 0143 
-----·--oo-rTT;,r;-N 116·-on:~ 
WORK=O.O 177 0145 on 12 J= 1-~-N -----·---------·---··-------·- - ·-- .. ··-----,---·-·------·--···-- -----·--- ------· ·------- 178 O 146 
IJ=((J-ll*Jl/2+1 179 
IF I J .LT. I I I J = I ff-1 )*ff/2 +J --------------- -------------- 18 0 
_ 12 WORK=WORK+GXS(IJl*IXIJI-XBASEIJll 181 
--n--DE(FPR=DffFPR-+TGTDT:-5o*liORKT~lxTn-=x-s·A""stTTTr-·----------Ta2-ol'48 
PFRRAT =IF-FBASEI/OELFPR 183 0149 
vJRITE 16,1081 PERRAT-- -- - - - --- -- ----------------------- 184 0150 
If IDABS(PERRAT-l.ODO).GT •• 1001 GU TO 2 185 
DO 11 I= f, N - -- -- ---- - - ----------- ------------------------------------------- l 86 0137 
11 XBESTlll=Xlll l<.17 0138 
--------FBE'ST=F---------- , -,BB -0119 
14 CONTINUE 189 0152 
DO 15 1=1,N ------------------ ------ ---------------------------- 190 0154 
GPREDIJl=GIII 191 
DO 15 J=l,N - - -- · ------ 192 0156. 
IJ=I I J-1 l*Jl/2+1 193 




15 GPREDlll=GPREDlll+GXSIIJl*IXIJI-XllASEIJII I= 2 - --- ------- --- -------- ---------- -- -- ------------------------ - ----
CALL FCTIX,F,G,GXS,NXMAX,1,NF,NG,NGXI 
WRITE 16,1031 NFtNG~NGX- ------------------------
WR I TE I 6, l 06 I 
'..ii<I TE -- I 6; l 001-TGTTr;-1 =Ti NI-
- CHECK FOR CONVERGENCE. 











IF IDABSIGIIII.GT.l.OD-81 GO 
---,.-5 -CONT I Nuc--------------
TO 46 205 
GO TO H 
46 IF INPOS.EQ.NI GO TO~ 
OINECT=O.O 
DO l& I= 1, N 
16 DIRECT=DIRECT-tGI I l*GPREDI 11 
WRITE- 16,110)--DIRECr--·------













214 0 l &9 
215 0170 
2160171 




OU 18 l=l,N 220 0174 
201 
00000000011111111112222222222133333333344444444445555555555hb6666666677777777778 












WKITE (6.1031 NF,NG,NGX 
. IIRITE 16,104) ... . ········· 
WRITE (6,100) IXlll,1=1,NI 
WR I T.E (t,;)051 ·f ···-----------













42 Xl3AM !NI I l=X8F.S Tl 11 --------- --· --·-- ·-·-·· ·- 2 3 3· 
IF IF.GT.FHESTl GO TO 23 234 0182 
_. ... _ ··-·-.---···-·····--·----··-------·--·----- .------ ·235· 
CONTINUE DOUBLING THE DISTANCE UNTIL F ~EASES TO BE~OME BETTER. 
C . . ,.. --,. 
236 
23r-·--· 
19 DO 20 l=l,N 238 0183 
.. 20 XI\FST I 11;.XI Ii 
FRf.ST=F 
.. ···--·-··----···-----··-·-····--···-··--··-···•·· . 239 0184 
DO 21· 1·= 1,'N ---·---------- ·- -----.•·---,~--~-------··-··---·-·--·----·--,-·-··-·· 
21 XI 11 =XBAMI NI I l +2 .o•I XI I l-XBAMINI I l) 
·---·····-·-·, =·t ............ ······ ...... ···-·--···- .--·---···-·····------···----···. ' 
CALL FCT(X,F,G,GXS,NXMAX,1,NF,NG,NGXt 
WRITE (6 .. 103)--Nf,NG··,.NGX·-····---· --···----··---··---- --·----, --------··---.. ·---~-
WRITE 16,114) 
WRITf 16,100) (XI I l, I= 1;N) - --·····-· . ···--------·-······--· -------






. 21,5 010'> 
?46 0190,, 
247 Ol '11 
24D 0192 




DO 22 I =I ,N 
·22 XI I l=XFIESTI I l 
F=FI\EST 
GO TO 2 
2 3 DO 2 4 I= 1 , N 
24 Xlll=XBAMIN(ll+.50*(Xlll-XBAMIN(I)) I= l . . .. . .... 
CALL FCTIX,F,G,GXS,NXMAX,l,NF,NG,NGXl 
WR I TE (6 ; l"O 31 NF ;·NG·, liiGX- ·----·-------_-·;_,.---·----
WR IT E (6,1131 
WRITE 16,1001 IXl1l,1=1,N) 
WR! TE 16, 1051 F 
IF IF,GT,fBESTl G~ TO 23 
DO 2 5 I= l , N 
-··25 XBEST I I l =XI I!----··-------···---·-·· 
FBEST=F 
GO TO 2 
60 DD 61 l=l,N 

























·- ---· CALL"" FC TI X'UM IN ,F;C~G)( s-;-NX:MAlC;T;NF,liiGYlil"G"lO ·-------·----211··-
,;RITF 16,1031 Nf,NG,NGX 
1,R IT E I 6, 118 l 
214 
....... -- ···- .. - ··- -------- ··--·----------···- --·-·-··--··· ·2 7 5 ..... 
202 
ao1Ro - usr·------- B-16 
000000000llllllllll222222222233333333334444444444555555555566666566667777777777R 
---12 v, 56 789012 34 56789012345678 '10 r2 34567S90T2l'iS"67990T2 34-56,890T2 34567S90T2345 5 73 90 
WRITE 16,100) IGIII.I=l,Nl 276 
DIRECT=O,O 277 
DO 62 1=1,N 278 
62 lllRECT=DIRFCT+Glll*GPRED(ll 279 












1 F (lllP,ECT.GT.O,ODOI GO TO 23 281 
DO 63 I= 1,N .......... ·-. --.--. ·- --·-- ··--· -------------- 28? 
63 XI I l=Xl3AMIN( 11 2tl3 
GD T[J 3 284 
30 WRITE (6,116) 235 
-CALL- EXIT --------------·------ .---- 286 ____ _ 
33 WRITE 16,1091 267 
CALL EXIT 2fl8 0?41 
RETURN 2139 0?47 
END ·,··--···--··-----·-- 2r;o 02 43 
SUBROUTINE FCTIX,F,G,GXS,NXMAXill,~F,N~~NGXl 291 
. lMPL IC TT l NTE GE R*2 I r;...Nr; RE4L'i<a-, A";...l{;a·;...L F-------.------··----·-··--·2 92· ·- - . 
IJIMENSION X(50l,Gll01,GXS(551 . . ... 293 
COMi~ON /llLK3/ lF,IG(lOI, IGXS(55).,N. 294 
GO TD 11,2,31,11 295 0247 
NF=NF+l ·----·---·- .. 296 0248 
. . · · , .· 297 0249 





301 02 53 
302 02 54 
303 0255 
···--·-----····--·----·-····-···--··-··-·-·- · .-· · --- · .. - ~-b. ·- ···-----··---·-··· --30 4- 0 2 56 
INSERT THE EQUATIONS FOR G IMMEOIArELY FOLLOWING .THE STATEMENT 305 0257 
2 NG=NG+l, - ... -·· - . . .•. . ··- 306 0258 
2 NG=NG+l 307 0259 
DD 4 l=l ,N ....... ·- -··· ·-·--'··-··-··"········- .. ·---· -·····- - ..... 308 
4 Glll=llVALIIG(ll,Xl 309 
. ~ETURN. ············-······-··-----·-·-···-······-···---·····----- .. -----, · ···-·-·----····-·310· 0264 
IIJSF.RT THE EQUATIONS 
3 NGX=NGX+l 
3 NGX=NGX+l 
D,l 5 I= 1, N 






..... -··---DO. 5· .. J = 1·, N. -·············--·---·-·--··-···--------~ ·· ······-3 16 -----.. 
317 I J=I I J-1 l*J 1/2+1 





320 02 7'j 
203 
· -- ··ao,ao·· nsr··--- -------- --------------B-11··--------
000000000llllllllll2222222222333333333344444~44445555555555666666666&77777777778 
.12. 34 Sli7890 l2 l4">67il9012)456 78'10-i234Sbl89-0°t"23456'ftf'.ii:ff~f3466'iEi"'JOl2;34Sf>'l11fgOTB-4"56"78qO 
.SUBROUTINE El~ENIA,~,~,MVI 
,c 
-- ------------- - - --------------- - -- ------ - llfl,Gl:,Ntl41 
E'1Gl:?NO<H 
( .C .•.•.•••••••••• • ••••••••• • •• -~ •••.. ; .• • .. ;_ ·~ ·~-:. .. ~-~:~~-~:-~:~·:.·-~ • -~---~-~-::·;:;-~-:.·:.:·~-.--.-~- .. ~-; ~ · .. E t"G.E N0:02· 
, C E JI G.l!!<J.0;@3 
c·---·-sutiROlJT INt EIGEN- ---------------~-- "flGE'N004 
C . . EIGEt'\005 
C - PURPOSE - -- --- ----- ----------------:--·------- ---_-:--··--------- EIGEN0()°6 
C £lJMPUTE I! l!GEN,V,AL UE S AND E IGENV.EC.TOR S OF A. REAL S YMME TR IC EI GE N007 c·· M·A T ~ ·1 x · ··- ····- .. ·------·-· ·-----·· ---· --- -~-----·-·------~- ·---------~----·-.. ·--·--····-- ~· ·- ··EI GE Nc:Yba 
C E!GEN009 c·-----·--us ~GI: _________________________ . .. ---,-----·F.1 GENO to 
C CALL EIGENIA,R,N,MVl ~IGfNOll 
·--- --· ·-------·-·- ---------·---,--------- -----,---_.. ··-··----. ·-·····-···- -
C EIGENOl.2 
C DESCRIPTION OF PARAMETERS . . . EIGEN013 
C .. A··:- ORIGINAL Mi\TRIX ISYMMPRICl-;-·oFsTROYEl>"fl·CC"clMPUTATlciN. f:IGEN014 
C RESULTANT EIGENVALUES ARE DEVELOPED IN DIAGONAL OF EIGENOl5 
c---------·MATRIX_A_ "JN""oEsCENDING QROER. ~. ·-~ · ·._ -------·1:1CENbl6 
C R - RESULTANT MATRIX OF EIGENVECTORS TSTORED COLUMNWISE, EIGl'NOl7 
C -- IN SAME SEQUENCE AiC'EIGl:NVALUES(--·---·,·'.----·--- --- . - ElGENOl8 
C N - ORD~R OF MATRICES i AND R. EIG~N019 
C ...... MV- INPUT CODE- --- -----------:-····· EIGEN020 
C O COMPUTE EIGENVALU~S ~NO EIGENVECTORS E!GEN02l 
·c-------------·-r·-coMPlJTE-f IGENliAlJJts~ONfv-,-r~-NFE'CnilUrae -EI GENO ?2 
C DIMENSIONED BUT MUS~ifJ(L APPEA~ lN CALLiNG E!GEN023' 
C ------- .. SEOUl:NCEI ------ --·- ---------------- ----- EIG!:N024 
C E!Gf:N025, r. -·- .. k"EMARkS ·--.·--··-··-----·--· ···-···.·--·---··--·--- ·-····---.. ··---------······ E l°GEN026 
i I ORIGINAL MATRIX A MUSJ.~E REi~ SViMETRIC I STORAGE ~ODE=ll EIGEN027 
c-----------M-I\TR-IXTCANNOT'""'BE-·1wtHe·-s-Af~CtdCAfltr~""".li"S":'"M'ATRTlrlC __________ E l'GEN028 
C EIGEN029 
C SUl3RLJufl NE S AND Fi;,tlCTION ·suBP~OGR,fi~S REQ(flltED ·-. . -- -- EI GEN0:10 
C NONE EIGEN0"31 
.. ·---· ---·- .. '" .. ·- ··-····'"-···---·----······--· -·- -
C E!GEN032 
C METHOD ·. -·. • • . - . EIGfN033 
c-------01·AGONAC1t"AfHJtf"Mi:"fHO(niKi"GT'N"ATEi5~0Y'"-TAC1Y~rAN'D7"AlY,rP"TEO------E'IGFN014 
C BY VON NEUMANN FOR LARGE COMPUTERS AS FOUND IN 'MAT~EMATICALEIGEN035 
C ------ -- .METHODS FOR OIGI TAL COMPUTERS•·, .EDITl:D- BY A--~ RAL-STON ANL> E IGtN036 
C H.S. WILF, JOHN WILEY ANO SONS, NEW ~ORK, ~962 1 CHAPTER 7 EIGEN03~ C - --- .... -- ......... -····· ------- - ·--------------,------------· ---------------- .. ---·-- EIGEN03A 
C •••••_••.••••.•••:••••••••••••••••••~•,•••••.&•••~~~•~•••••~·-~~•,••••o•ElGEN039 
c --··ncrnoi.o 
DIMENSION Alll,Rlll EIGEN042 
- -·-· - ·"-·· .. ,-··-··· C EIGEN043 
1 C •••••••.••• ., • • • ~ ••. • •.•.•.••• •·.~ :~·!: _•·!:,~,_!._!:~-~.:.!"~~~·•:.!_;~:·~:.; ... ~~_.~,~~--~~- !:_~ -~.!. ! .. t.•.~~,,-~:~. ~-- ~-·~-., • E I GE NO 1t 4 
C E lGEN045 
C .IF A DOUBLE PRECIS·ION VERSION OF Tti,IS ROU1TINE IS DESIIUD 1 THI: EIG[f\J046 
c-----c-1N·-coLOMNT-·$HOU(IY .. BE"R"EMOVEO"-F"ROr-fTHCDCTUiffF---PRtCTSTOf~----rycEN0!,7 
C STATFMENT WHICH FOLLOWS. _ ........ .... .............. EIGEN04H 
C ElGEND49 
C DOUBLE PRECISION A,R,ANORM,ANRMX,THR,x.v,SINX,SINX2,COSX, EIGEN050 
C l . - - -- COSX2,SINCS~RANGE ····-· - .. ----·-- ·- ............ ... E!Gtl,MOl, 
DOUBLE PRECISION A,R,ANORM,ANRMX,THR,X,Y,SINX,SINX2,COSX, ·' 
---1 ---·cusx2,SlNCS,RANGE",'DA/3S,tl$(~Rl -------. - . ~ · : .. : ·. ·-------.----------
c l:IGEN052 
C THE C MUST ALSO bE REMOVED FROM DOUBtE ·p1fEc:1s.1a~CSTJITEi~ENTS EIG[N053 
204 
--so/80 ·· usr·-. a-is 
000000000llllllllll22222222223333333333444444~4445555555,5566666666b677777777778 
-r2H567890r234.567il90123-4'>6,890-l2V+5678-'10TB7t:it>78'10T:Dli!>o71fl)0Tl17<5678-'lffrZT4567T90 
C APPEARING IN OTHER ROUTINES USED IN. CONJUNCTION lilTH Tl-t!S- -EIGfN054 
C . ROUTINE. EIGEN055 
- .. - ·---·---·-··-·- - . ---··-··-". -
C EI GE NO 5/i 
C THE DOUBLE PRECISION VERSION OF THIS SUBROUTINE MUST ALSO EIGEN057 
c--·--------coNTAlN·oouBLF-PREc-TS-IDWFORTRAlrFUNCTTONS:---SU~rT1..STllT8ffNTSHG[N05tl 
C 40, 68, 75, AND 78 MUST BE CHANGED TO DSORT. ABS IN STATfMENT EIGEN059 
C 62 MUST BE.CHANGED TO UABS.-THE-CONSTANT-IN-SHTHIENTS SHOULD EIGENM02 
C BE CHANGED TO l .OD-12 • f IGENM03 
C ·---- -----------------------. ----·- ---···EIGEN06l 
C ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••·~·••••~••••••••••••••••••••••••sEIGfNOh2 c.--------------------- ---------· ·------ ----ET GENO 63 
C GENERATE IDENTITY MATRIX EIGEN064 
C ---··-····-----------"'-------·-- ~---·--·-·--·---·--·· ---·----------- ·-- £ I GE NO 65 
5 RANGE• l. D-12 
IF(MV-11 10,25,10 
10 JQ=-N 
··--·----·· Df'J ··2 o-- J= 1 , N------------·--·----. 
IO=IO+N 
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ET GE Nff74 
fIGEN075 
EIGEN076 
E IGE:NO 77 
EIGEN07il' 
EIGEN07') 
· --·---Dff-3':i-l =l, w--------- --------------nu NO so 
00 35 J::I ,N 
IFII-'JI 30,35;30 
30 IA=l+IJ*J-Jl/2 
ANORM=ANURM+At IA) •Al IA)·- --· 
35 CONTINUE 
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C .. 'INITIALIZE IND,ICATORS AND COMPUTE THRESHOLD,-•··rHR--- EIGEN090 
C E IGFN09l 
-------TND=o·-·-------------·---------·-----,.-------------~-ETGENO 92 
THR=ANORM EIGEN093 
4~ THR•THR/FLOATINI- EIGEN094 
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IFIXI 70,75,75 . -- . EIGENf09 
70 Y=-Y EIGFNI 10 
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.. EIGENI 15 
C: ·-·--·--·-ROTA.TE L--AND-·M-COLUMNS __ _ 
EIGfNllh 
. ErGENll"/ 
EIGENIIB C . I ( ci=N * ( L- l·f - --··-·- --------·-- ---~----··------··- -··---·---·---------------------·- ---------------·· -·· F. l GEN l 19 
IMQ=N*IM-11 EIGENl20 
- DO ··12 5 I= t·, N -····--·-------------·-------··------·-------·-----··-- EI GEN l 21 
IO=ll*l-11/2 EIGENl22 
·----··--·IFII-LI 80,115,80 . - E:l~EN12'i. 
flO IF{I-Ml 85,115,90 EIGfNl2 1, 85 · 1 M= I +MQ -- . - --·--- .. --·--------- -- :--·-:~------:---· -- . ··--:-·--:--·-- .--------- EI Gt: N 17-5 
GO TO 95 EIGEN12& 
90 IM::M+I() --·-··--··--·--·--·- ---·------ .-----------------·-·---------------- EIGF.Nl27 · 
95 !Fil-LI 100,105,105 EIGEN12fl 
· ·-·To<f-· IL=I + L u-··-------···-···--------·--·---~--~----------------t IGE f'il-29 
GO TO 110 F.1Gf:Nl30 (65 IL=L+ IQ ···-···- -- . .. . ... ..· ... · ._. . .. · .. -- ··--·-···-··· t JGl'Nl 31 
110 X=AIILl*CflSX-AIIMl*SINX EIGEN132 1 
Ai I Ml= A 11 Li *Si Nx+A 11 M 1 •tos x·· ------------·---------------- ------- Er GEN 13 3 i 
Allll=X EIGENI 34 
---··115 If IMv-11·· 120,ft'>, l.20· ·c:rGENl'l'i 
120 ILR=ILQ+I EIGENl36 · i MR= 1 MO+ I ·-----· ·· ·-······· ·-----···--·····-----·- ·-------·---------------------- ·EI GEr, 1 n 
X=RIILRl*COSX-R(IMRl*SINX EIGEN138 
RI I MR I ,;R i I LR j •s i NX+R 11 MR )ot·osx ··---,-----·-··--- -·-· . ------ ···---··· - . . EI GEN l 3'J 
RIILR)=X EIGENl~O 







Y= A ILL) *COS X2 +A I MM I *SINXZ"-X . ·---- --- ---- . ·- ---------·-· ·-·-· ... . EI Gf: NI 43 
X=A I l LI* SI NX2+AI MM) •cosxz+x EI GFN 1411 
A I U1 I = I AILL 1-A I MM I I* SI NC St.A( L)o\) •·1 CdSX2"-S INX2T ______ -------------- EI GEN l 4•; 
A_ILLl=Y EIGEN141, 
APIMI =X . 
TFSTS FOR CO~PLEti~N 
TEST FOK ii = °LAST ··coLUMN ----·-·--·--·----·-··---····-····--·--·--·--------·---·-------··-·--· 
---1 :rn··1 FfM-N) ·135~ l40,-i35 
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I: l G(Nl 65 
·------ -F I GEN l 66. 
fl\;ENl67, 
I· I Gf.N l 6fl ; 
C ElGfNl1,q 
C SORT tlGtNVALUES ANO- EIGENVECroRs·--·- -----·------···---------·- EIGfN170 
C EIGLN171 
--·gs ··ro=-w------------------·-------- rTGEN17;> · 
no 18.5 l=l,N ElGENI Tl, 
I U =IO+ N ·------- ,--- ----·- ···-··-~--· E I GF N 1 7'• 1 
LL=l+ll*l-11/2 EIGfN17'> 
JQ=N*(l-2J ------------·---------·-- ··---·-·EIGEN17h 
DO 185 J.:J,N l::IGtN177 
---·---- JQ=JQ+N· --------------------------------~TGCfJr7ir 
MM=J+(J*J-Jl/2 t)GfN179 
IF ( A (LL )-A (MM)) I ·10 1 185, 18 ~ ·--------------·-·· --··--·-- EI G[ Nl AO 
170 X=A(LLI . f:IGF-NI fll 
A( LL) =A( MM) ·-----··---·----·----· .. f (GF.NlA2 
A(MMl=X EIGtN183 
·---- ··--·-·1F I MV:;;,n-ns-;-res,··17,--·----------, ETGFNl 84 · 
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CONDITIONS FOR CONVERGENCE OF 
GAUSS 1 S METHOD 
The Newton-Raphson method as given, by Equation (2-3) 
requires the computation of the entire matrix of second 
partial derivatives for the scalar function. This is a 
considerable amount of computational effort, and it would be 
desirable if the matrix of second partial derivatives could 
be approximated by a simpler equation. 
Gauss's method does neglect some of tbe more compli-
cated terms of the mc;ttrix of second partial derivatives. 
This can be seen by looking at Equations (2-42) and (2-43). 
In this appendix .the matrix of second partial deriva-
tives is given by the sum of the symmetric matrices A and B. 
(C-1) 
Gauss's equation can be obtained by neglecting the 
matrix Bin Equation (C-1) and then substituting Equation 
(C-1) into Equation (2-3). The equation which results is 
(C-2) 




The conditions for convergence of Gauss's method will 
now be shown by a proof which is similar to one. presented by 
Bekey and McGhee (19). The conclusions of this proof are: 
1. Gauss's method will converge provided the 
starting point is sufficiently close to the 
extremum p?int, XEXT' if all of the eigen-
T 
values of the matrix Q (XEXT) Q(XEXT) are 
less than one. 
2. Gauss's method will diverge from the 
3. 
extremum point, XEXT' if all of the eigen-
T 
values of the matrix Q (XEXT) Q(XEXT) are 
larger than one. 
T 
If some of the eigenvalues of Q (XEXT) Q(XEXT) 
are larger than 9ne and some are smaller than 
one, no final conclusions are drawn. 
At an extremum point the gradient vector must be 0 9 
and the Taylor series expansion for the scalar function 
about the point XEXT becomes 
+ (higher order terms). (C-4) 
The gradient of Equation (C-4) is 
YX(X) = [X - XEXT]T YXJC(X:EXT) + (higher order terms). 
(C-5) 
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The substitution of· Equation ( C~t) into Equation ( C-5) 
yields 
+ (higher order terms). (C-6) 
r 
The substitution of Equation (C-6) into Equation (C-2) 
yields 
+ (higher order terms). (C-7) 
The equations for each of the element,s in the matrix 
A(X.)- 1 could be expanded in a Taylor series about the point 
l 
XEXT provided that A is not sin.~u.lar within a neighborhood 
of the extremum point. This yields 
A(X. )-i _ A 
1. 
-1 
(XEXT) + (higher order terms in 
(C-8) 
Equation (C-8) can now be substituted into Equation 
(C-7). Since only values of X within an infinitesimal 
region of XEXT are being considered~ the higher order terms 
can be neglected, and the equation which results is 
(C-9) 
Equation (C-J) is subst:i.tuted into Equation (C-9), and 
the resulting equation is rearranged to yield 
210 
(C-10) 
The coordinate transformation 
(C-11) 
is now introduced. In Equation (C-·11) ~ the matrix E is the 
T 
eigenvector matrix of Q (XEXT Q(XEXT). Athans and Falb 




In Equation (C-12), A is the eigenvalue matrix. 
From Equations (C-11) and (C-12) 9 it .follows that 
(C-14) 
Equations (C-10) through (C-1J) can be combined to 
yield 
[ X J T rv X 1 ::: WT, W o X · -1- 1 - EXT . L""' • 4 - 'EXTJ fl. l.. , 1+.1. ., . (c-15) 
Ii' all of the eigenvalues are less than one~ Equations 
( C-·15) and ( C-14:) can be combined to yield 
Equation (C-16) is the mathematical statement for con-
clusion number one given at the start of th.is proof. 
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If all of the. eigenvalues are greater than one 1 
Equations (C-15) and (C-14) can be combined to yield 
(C-17) 
Equation (C-17) is the mathematical statement for conclusion 
number two given at the start of this proof. 
APPENDIX D 
SENSITIVITY EQUATIONS FOR 
DYNAMICAL SYSTEMS 
It is assumed that a mathematical model for the system 
has been formulated and written in state variable notation 
as 
. 
X = F (X,P,t). (D-1) 
In the above equation, Xis an N dimensional state vector 7 
Pis an M dimensional parameter vector, and tis the inde-
pendent variable, time. 








- isppecified. (D-2) 
In the above equation, w is a K dimenstonal vector of free 
initial conditions, and x
0 
is an N-K dimensional vector of 
known initial conditions. 
Equation (D-1) has been written as a total differential 
equation, but in actuality it should be a partial differen-
tial equation because the dependent variables, X, are func-
tions of K + M + 1 independent variables, 
212 
21.3 
Hence~ Equation (D-1) becomes 
oX 
ot = F(X, P, t). (D-J) 
If the partial derivative of Equation (D-J) is taken 
with respect to Pi and thE;i order of the partial derivatives 
reversed, the following is obtained 
i = 1, 2, ••• , M. (D-4) 
The notation used in Eqµation (D-4) is 
XP. 




= dP. (D-6) 
1 1 




FX = (D-7) 
If the partial derivative of Equation (D-J) is taken 
with respect to~-, and the order of the partial derivatives 
1 
reversed, the following is qbtained: 
i = 1, 2, ... , K. (D-8) 
The additional notation used in Equation (D-8) is 
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oX 




each of the initial conditions for the state 
variables is independent of the parameter guess. This 
yields, 
i = 1, 2, ... , M. (D-10) 
Since each of the free initial conditions is independ-
ent of the other initial co~ditions, one can conclude that 
0 
0 
x, = 1 -c:-row i, \j/. 
0 1 
i = 1, 2, ... , K. (D-11) 
0 
Equations (D-10) and (D-11) provide the initial condi-
tions necessary for integrating Equations (D-4) and (D-8) 
forward in time from t
0 
to tf if a guess is made for the 
free portion of the initial condition given by Equation 
( D-2) . 
Equations (D-12) and (D-1J) are generated by taking the 
partial derivative of Equations (D-4) and (D-8) with respect 
to P., and then reversing the order of the partial deriva-
J 
tives. Equations (D-14) and (D-15) are formed in a similar 
manner by taking the partial derivative with respect tow .• 
J 
oXP.P. 





oF . X 
oXL 
= FX X P.ijr. 
J l 
N (oFP ax ) 
+ F P . P . + I ox: o P ~ 
J 
1 L=1 J 
(
oFX oXL oFX) 
----+-  a XL a P . a P . . ,I, .. 
' J J •1 
oXijr .P. 
J l = at 
X ' oFX oXL 
p + -- X N ( ) 
W j i I o XL o ijr . P. 






The additional notation used in Equations (D-12) through 
(D-15) is 
oXP. oXijr. 
X l X l = ~ ~ P.P. p .ijr. ::;:: 
J l J J l J 
oXP. oXijr. 
X l X l ijr .P. = ~ ijr .ijr. = ~ J l J J l J 
oFP. 
F l etc. P.P. = ~ 
J l J 
The initial condition for Equations (D-12) through 
(D-15) is the zero vector siµce xijr. (t0 ) and XP. (t0 ) re-
1 l 
main constant regardless of how much the initial condition 
216 
vector and parameter vector change. 
Equations (D-4), (D-8), a~d (D-12) through (D-15) pro-
vide the equations which can be int~grated from time t
0 
to 
tf to provide values for the sensitivt~ies of the state 
vector with respect to the free parameters. 
APPENDIX E 
COMPUTATIONAL ALGORITHM FOR SOLUTION OF TWO-POINT 
BOUNDARY VALUE PROBLEMS 
In this appendix, a brief discussion of an algorithm 
for solving two-point boundary value problems by the method 
of seeking principal planes (TPSEEK) is presented. A list-
ing of the algorithm is presented at the end of this 
appendix. 
The TPSEEK algorithm is based upon the theoretical 
results which were presented in Chapters II and III. 
The main program and subroutines TPSEEK, INPUT, SCAFCT, 
FCT, OUTP, and DRKF are listed at the end of this appendix. 
The subroutines FORTIN, PARDIF, OVAL, and ISTORE are also 
needed; and a description and listing of these subroutines 
has already been provided in Appendix A. The subroutine 
EIGEN is also needed, and it has been described and listed 
in Appendix B. 
A brief description of each of· the subroutines which 
are listed at the end of this appendix will now be 
provided. 
Subroutine TPSEEK calculates the distance to each of 
the principal planes. It is basically the equivalent of the 
SEEK subprogram given in Appendix B f.'or solving algebraic 
217 
minimization problems. 
Subroutine INPUT is used for reading the input data 
from the data cards. 
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Subroutine SCAFCT evaluates the scalar function and the 
partial derivatives of the scalar function. 
Subroutine DRKF is a fixed step size Runga Kutta numer-
ical integration program. 
Subroutine FCT provides the equations for the deriva-
tives of the dynamical equations. 
Subroutine OUTP prints the response of the dynamical 
equations. 
Users Guide for the TPSEEK Algorithm 
The user need only supply the appropriate data cards in 
order to use the TPSEEK algorithm. 
The first data card has FORMAT (515) and contains the 
order of the dynamical system in columns 1 to 5, the number 
of free initial conditions ·in colurrm·s 6 to 10, the number of 
time steps between the print out of the dynamical response 
in columns 11 to :i.5, the number of steps to be used in the 
numerical integration in columns 16 to 20, and a one in 
column 25. 
The second data card has FORMAT (3D15.'7) and contains 
the initial time in columns 1 to 15~ the final time in 
columns 16 to 30 1 and a zero in columns 31 to 45. 
The state model must be set up so that the initial 
conditions of the first N-NF'REE (N .is the order of the 
system? and NFREE is the number o:f unknown initial condi-
tions) state variables are known. 
The third data card has FORMAT (5D15.7) and contains 
the initial conditions for the state vector. 
used for the unknown initial conditions. 
A guess is 
The next N data cards contain the equations for the 
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right-hand of the state model. The state variables must be 
denoted by X(1) through X(N). If the equations involve the 
independent variable, time; it must be denoted by X(N+1). 
The equations must be written in columns 7 through 72. If 
it is necessary to continue an equation on more than one 
data card, a C should be placed in column 6 of every data 
card except the last data card associated with that equa-
tion. Column 6 of the last data card associated with a 
continued equation must be left blank. 
The last data card contains the equation for the per-
formance index, and the notation for writing this equation 
is presented in the previous paragraph. 
The dynamical equations for a two-point boundary value" 
problem presented by Birta and Trushel in IEEE Transactions 
_££ Automatic Control, Vol. AC-12, are presented in Figure 
39. The convergence characteristics of the method of seek-
ing principal planes are also presented in this figure. 
The data cards which are necessary for this example 








x1 = 0.0 
x1 = o.o 
Dynamical Equations 
( 1.0 - xa2) xi - x2 - x 3/2.o 
x1 
-2.0 x1 - x3 + x3 xa - X4: 2 
-2.0 x2 + 2.0 x1 x2 x3 + x3 
Scalar Performance Index 
y = xa + 3 
xa 
4: 
Initial Condition Guess 
x2 = .10 xJ = 0.0 X4: = 0.0 
Converged Initial Condition 
x2 = .10 x3 ~ .081176 
Initial Time= Q.O 
Final Time= 4:.o 
Number of Steps= 4:0 
Converged After: 
10 Evaluations of the performance index 
2 Evaluations of the gradient vector 
7 Evaluations of the matrix of second 
partial derivatives 
Figure 39. Results for the Birta and Trushel Example 
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COL~ 0 1 1 2 2 3 4 6 
NUMBE 5 0 5 0 5 0 5 0 
1st. Data Card q 2 2 Lio 1 
2nd. Data Card O.ODOO li.ODOO O.ODOO 
3rd. Data Card O.ODOO ·~ 10DOC O.ODOO O.ODOO 
lith. Data Card ( 1.0-X(2) **2)*X(1)-X(2)-X(J)/2.0 
5th. Data Card X( 1) 
6th. Data Card -2.0*X(1)-X(J)+X(J)*X(2)**2-X(q) 
7th. Data Card -2.0*X(2)+2.0*X(1)*X(2)*X(J)+X(J) 
8th Data Card X(J)**2+X(q)**2 
Figure Lio. Data Cards Required for the Birta and Trushel 
Example in Chapter III 
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- 1? 34 '> i, 71l 9012 34 5678901234567d CJ012145-b7890f2J4561lf9-Cff2-I4fi>t/f-;o·12Ji+:5&ttf96TH4S67'l 90 
RE.IIL*B t,UM,OEN,MAG - 056 
NXMAX=lO 057 0047 
C DIMENSION X(NXMAXl,G(NXMAXl,X~ESTINXMAXI, 058 
C XllASE(NXMAXl,GXS((NXMAX>0<(NXMAX+lll/21,R(ll,E.(GVALINXMAXI, 059 ·c · - GPRfDHJXMAXl,XBAMIN(NXMAXI -- ---------------- -----------------660 ___ _ 
C ,GXSSINSMAX*INXMAX+lll/21 061 
DIME NS I O.\J X C 1 0) • G ( 10) ,· XB E-5 T (1 o·;--~·xtfA st ( ici"f ;·Gx s·t ss··,- ·;-·-. - -------~~-·--··--·---· o·6 2 
1Rlll,EIGVALl101,Gll?.ED(lOl,XtiArHNl501 063 
7,GXSS(55) - - - --- -- ------ -- --------------- 0 064 
COMMON /GENER/ NSYS,NFREE,NFIXED,NSYSPl 065 
100 FJR,'1AT- ( 8015. 11 ·· - - ------ -------------------- ------66-CM52-
l01 FOR'IAT I' THF ElGENVALUt VECTOR IS' J 067 0053 
102 FORMAT (6H NPOS=, 151 - --- ----------- 068 
103 FORMAT (4HONF=,15,4H NG=,15,5H NGX-=,151 OIJ9 0055 
104 Fl!R'.·11\T 1 1 INOEPtNOENT VECTOR X IS'I - ---------------- 070 
105 FORMAT (3H F=,015.71 071 0057 
106 F:JRMAT T' THE GRAD) ENrVECTOR-TS• ,----··---------------.------. ----·-07roo5B 
107 FORMAT ( 1 GXS(ll,l=l,IJMAX 1 ) -----------------·------i'. ________ _-_.____ 073 
108 Flli<MAT (AH PEKRAT=,015.71 ·074·bo6Q 
109 FORMAT 1 1 Tllf SOLUTION HAS CONVERGED' 075 0061 
110 FllRMAT IBHODIRECT=,D15.71 -- - --- - - 076 006?. 
111 FORMAT (7H FAEST=,D15.71 077 0063 · n-z-- Ftl~.MA T I• -THE VALUE OF x-·ro--A-l<TS··-j)[iflr.P-,TS-;r~----15·,-,----------.----'.078-lJO'(;t; 
ll3FORMATl 1 TllfVALUEOFXAFTERHALVIN_GIS 1 l· - - - ·- 0790065 
114 FURMAT I' THE VALL.ii: OF X AFTER DOUBLING IS'J ·-• - -_ - - Oi:!O DOM 
115 FORMAT 115,015,71 - 081 
116 FORMAT I I HIE FUNCTION VALUE IS AL~EAOY 1.ESS THAN YOOiCPR(DlCTEU' 082 
l MIN I 'WM I I _ _ _ . . 01::13 
117 FflRMAl (3H-1'=,15,AH FiESMIN=,l)f5,7f·-·----- • -- ·. " · - -·oa4·---s---· 
I lB FDK11AT 1 1 GRAD( ENT EVALUATED AT XBAMI_N4 J .. -- - 01::15 
CJ\LL INPUTIX,FESMINI- --- ---------·- --086 
N=NF-REE 0137 
IJMAX=IIN+ll*Nl/2 . 0138 
NF=O _ -- ·. , - - · -.·' -__ -- -- · _ - . ·- - ·os9 0067 
--· N·G=o··---------------------------------------------·---·----------- -------·--·---- · -- -- ' ·• · -~- ·- 090--bOM\ 
NGX=O - , 091 0069 
·-·-·-··-,-· ---,-~· ·- - .. 
3 I= 3 
CALL SCAFCTIX,F,G,GXS,11 
NGX=NGX+l 
.-/RITE (6,1031 Nf,NG,NGX 
·----:-··---iJR· 1 T F ···,·6, l 04) .,. .. -....... ----·--·-····-···--·---~-.--~---
C: 
C 
,JR !TE (6,100) (Xlll,l=l,NI OY7 0073 
w,UTE (6,1051 F 098 007'. 
on l I =l ,N ------ _ -- --- _ -----------------------·------.--------.----- ----· O'l'I 00 75 
XBEST(ll--=XIII 100 0076 
FflEST=F - - · -- . ___ 101. 0077 
wKiTE (6-,1D6r--··---- -----'-------- --- --- - - .-_ -~---102- '008;> 
WRITE 16,11)01 (G(lltl=l,NJ - - 101 0083 
;,RITE 16,1071 - - - -_. --- 104 0088 
WRITE (6,10/JI IGXSIJl,l=l,IJ,11AXI. '105, 
on 5 l=l,N ·- · · -- · · ------·---- --- 106 
5 XBASE(ll=X(II 107 
---FHA SE =-I'·-·------------------------------------------ -·-ro·a--·oo 9?. 
• 









... ___________________ ,, ______ -·-··------ 111 QQ')<; 
DU 7 l=l.IJMAX 112 
7 G XS S l I l = G XS I I I -- --- --- --- - - - ------ ---- ----- - -- - l l 3 .. 
MMM•N 114 
-----·---CA[[--TTGENTGJfS"S-;1r;NM;lf;TI T,,---
Dn 6 I= l , N l 16 0 l O l 
II= II >lo I I+ 11 I/ 2 . . . . - --- -- - 11 7 0·102 
6 EIGVALlll•GXSSIIII lltl NPOS=N - ................ -----·--.. ------·----.. --------------- .--- -- ________ .. _ .. ____ ll9lff05 
DD 8 1-=l,N . 120 0106 
----,F--rT.-0005¥ETGVA[TIT;GT;El"GV41.TnT-GO,O 8 21----
NPOS • N PO S-l 122 01 OEJ ·--s·- CONT I NUE ................. _ ...... - .... --.... --.. ---.. -·--.--------- ...... --------........... -------- ...... - .. -·---·-----.. ----................... -·-- 12 3"0115 
IF IEIGVAllll.LE.0.0001 NPOS=O 12'• - WK I TE I 6, l O l I - ...... - -- .................. __ .. -- -...... .. .. __ ., .. ___________ ,, ___ .... ____ ,, __ . - .. --·--·-- ----··- .. 12 5 -on 7 
WRITE (6,100) IEIGVALlll,l=l,NJ 126 OllA 
··---wRI T tT6-;T02 J"""tii"POS"" r2-,--· 
C 128 
C . IF - NPO S -IS EQUAL TO ZERO -~-A. l.lNEAR--SEARCH-lS .... PERFORMEO--FOR .... ti------ . 129· 
C MlNlMUM IN THE NEGATIVE GiUDIENT OlltECT,ION. 130 C ··- - -··---·- --··--·- --·-·-·-· · ·----·--·-------- --------·---~---------·-------- · 13 l 
IF lNPOS.NE.01 GO TO 52 
.. ----- Ou"'5 3 ""I= r~-N-------
132 
--------'--:..----~-------·-T3 3c--------
53 XdAMINl l l•XII l 13', 
NUM=F 8 ES T-FES MIN ·-·-·· ---------·----··------ .. --·- ------· ·--······-·-·-·-~--·----····--,··-·-·· 1·35-· 
IF INUM.LT.0.0001 GO TO 30 136 
DEN= 0. ODO - ______ ... ________ - -·- .. ____ .-.. --- -- --------,- ·--- --------------------·---- 137 
DO 5 0 I= l , N l 3 i:l 
-··--50--flEN~DEN~Glll*'GTfl --........ ----,------------r39----·· 
DO 51 l=l,N 140 
51 XI I 1 •XI l l- l NUM/DEN I *GI 11 ----- ---- ----- ·-~------- ----- .. - ---- ....... . ....... 141 
GO TO 23 142 
C ------------ .. "--------- ---- ------------ -·-------- - -- - ·11,3 0120 
C DETEKMINE VALUES FOR X TO THE SUCCESSIVE AXIS PLANES. 144 0121 
·c-------------------- -----·--- ·-r,; !JO 1"22 
52 DD 14 K=l,NPUS 146 
DD 9 I= l ; N -- --.. -- --- ·--- ------·-·· ----------------. - ......... --· -- . .. 14 7 0 l 2 5 
GPREDlll=GIII 148 0126 
l)f) 9 J=l ,1~ '149 0127 
IJ=llJ-l)*Jl/2+1 150 
----"·-----·, F"TJ ;"[ T ~- I J "'TS= ITl".;;Tr• ITT2+-J"'---~~"'---------,-------~s1..,..---
9 GPREDI I l=Gi>KEDI I i+GXSI IJ l•I XIJl-XllASEI-JI I 15? 
DO l O I= l, N 
10 Xll)=X(II-GPREDIII/EIGVALIKI 
--- -· - --- ··--·-' ··-·--·-···~- --"'-· ··--- ····- ---·-···--,-~- ---
1 • l 
CALL SCAFCTIX,F,G,GXS,11 ----·---NF=AF+ l _ .... _ .. _______________________ _ 
WRlfE (6,103) NF,NG~NGX 
WRITE (6,112) K 
WRITE (6,1001 lXIIl,l=l,NI 
1lRITE 16,1051 F 
IF IF.GT.FBEST.AND.K.EQ.ll GO TO 41 
----·--·--1 F "TF. GT'~ FEl ES n · GO _TO "60""-- ______ __, _ _,_ .......... ___ _ 
C 
C CALCULATE PERRAT 
"153 0129 
154 0130, 























DELFPR=O.O 167 01'•3 
lhl l 'l l=l,N 16!.l 01 1,4 
,.rJRK=J.O 169 0145 
DO 12. J=l,N . - 170- ·01 1,6 
IJ=((J-ll*Jl/2+1 171 
IF IJ,LT.11 IJ=lil:..11*11/Z+J·-·· ---------------------------------- 172 
12 1,URK=Wl1i<K+GXSIIJl*(X(JI-XOASEIJII 173 
l'l flELFPR=OELFPR+(G(l)+.SO*WURKl•IXCl).:xaASEII))- - ----- - 17't 0148 
PERRAT =(F-FBASEI/DELFPR 175 0149 
... ···wRITE 16,108) P[RRAT ___ -----------------.----- . ·----~---------·in-orso 
IF (OABS(PERRAT-l.OOO).GT •• 1001 GD ra 3 177 
·oo 11 l=L,N ·----- ·------------·---- - l7H 0131 
11 XilEST II )=XI 1 I 179 013d 
FBFST=F .. . ··------· ------------- ------ 180 Ol3'J 
14 CONTINUE 1131 0152 
nu 15 1-;,1,N ---·------------------------------------------·-1s2 0154 
GPK!:Dlll=GIII 183 
011 15 J~l ,N- - .. ·----·.---·-------.----·------·--···--· ··-····------ ---·-·· 184 01·1J6 
IJ=I I J-1 I *J 1/2+1 185 
IF I J .LT. I I. IJ=I i j:.1 >•i )/21-J - ----------------------- --------- - 186 
15 GPRED([l=GPREDlll+GXSIIJ)O(XIJ)-)!6AS1;1Jll 187 
1 =·2······· ·····--· ·--······--···-----------····--·--------------····-----------. • ~-'--------------·1aa·- --
CALL SCAFCTIX,F,G,GXS,ll 189 
- NG=NG+l 




_____ rl~_!_T~ _ _(_6!.! ~~-! !_G_I !h):~~I _____ _ 
CHECK FOR CONVERGENCE. 





195 ... - 19& -
If (OA~S(G(l)).GT.l.00-.8f GO TO 44 ~ .. -.. ---~~----,·---- .. --·----· .. --······---,.-~-----·-· 
1 CJ 7 
198 
45 CUNTINUE co-· ro·- 33 ··---- ·-------·-·--.. --~------------------------
40 IF INPOS.EQ,NI GO TO 3 
UIKECT=O.O 
on 1 6 1 = 1, N 
16 D!REC f=D!i<ECT+G( I I *GPRED( Ii 
<IRITE 16,1101 DIRECT 
IF ·rn I REC T ~-CE: o~or·c1:i-1o-·-3------
NUM=O. O 
DEN=O.O 
OIJ l 7 I= 1, N 
NUM=NU'1+(X( [1-XBASE( II )uz· 
17 OEN=DEN+IGPRED(lll**2 
MAG=O SORT I NUM/DEN ,-----··-------











208 01 70 
209 0171 
210 0172' 





PERFORM A LINEAR SEARCH FOR A MINIMUM IN -THE PREDICTED N.EC-ATIVE 
Gi<ADIENT DlKECTION •. 
216 
217 c..... ·- ·----------- ,, ____ -- --~. --~---·-··- ------.,·-·--·------- 21 a-·----
I= 1 219 
CALL SC AFC f ( X , F , 1; , GX S, I I 220 
226 
80/80 LIST E-9 
000000000llllllllll2222222222333333333344444444445555555555666666666677777777778 
T2l45 s 199012 J4567B9o 12 J4567B 90T2345o7390r23456 7a-g·oT23z.·5u7a9or2 34567rno123'45673 go 
NF=NF+l 
WRITE 16,1031 NF,NG,NGX 
wtU TE I 6, 1041 
221 
WRITE 16,1001 IXlll,l,;l,NI 
----· WR I TE ·16 ,·105 l F. -· -···---- -- ---
222 01 rn 
. 2 2 3 0 l 79 
224 0180 
·225-0181 
226 4 l DO 4 2 I= l , N 
42 X3AMINI I l=XBESTI 11. 
··---------- ------··-·-- ·····j-- --···---------·-" 
IF IF.GT.F8ESTI GO TO 23 
. --·· --·--- ~.-. - ·- ... - ·-··-----·--·----·-····-------·------ -------·-··-·· r. 
C CONTINUE DOUHLING THE DISTANCE UNTIL F CEASES TO OECUME DETTER. 
C ---·--·-···--··--· --- .... ··----·-- ---··-------------------
1 9 DO 2 0 I= l , N 
20 XHEST(IJ=X(I) 
FOEST=F 










2 3 5 0 l !l6 
236 
--·-----··r=·1-···-····· .. ···---------------------------· ·--------------23r··---
CALL SCAFCTIX,f,G,GXS,11 
NF=NF+ l ... .. . .. 
.IRITI: 16,1031 NF,NG,NGX 
.JR (TE I 6, 1141 ... - - ------·- ··----. --------·- ------ ----------· 
WRITE 16,1001 (Xlll,1=1,NI 
·---wR nE--10·;1051·T-·····-------·-----~ 
IF (f,LT.FBESTJ GO TO 19 
OCJ 2 2 I= 1, N 
22 Xlll=X8ESTIII 
F=Ft3EST 
GO TO 3 c·------·---·-··-------··---·---·---·--····------·-
c CDNTINUF HALVING THE DISTANCE UNTIL F BECOMES BETTER. 





·2,, 1 0190 
2 1,2 01 'H 
24r·o192 
2 44 0 J '13 
245 01 CJ4 
246 0195, 





23 DII 24 l=l,N 252 0198 
2 4 X ("] f= XBA MIN ( I ) +·~ 50 ¥ rx f I) :.::x BAM IN ( rr). -·---.-- ·--------······ --·-------·-------- --·-·· 2 53 
I= l 2 54 
----····-·cALC SCAFCT rx-;T;G-,Gxsa,-·------ ·255-----·· 
NF=NF+l ~56 
~.JRJTE (6·;103) .. NF,NG_,NGX --------------- 2'37.0701 
.JIUTE 16,1131 258 0?02 
- ·wRJTE (6,100) (X(l),J=l,N) -------------·-------- "''"---·---··--- -,25<) 0203 
WRITE 16,1051 F 260 0.?0 11 
-------1 F IF ~GT~FBESTT'GO.Tff-23 261-0?05 
on 25 l=l,N 262 0206 
---·-----·- ---··-- -- ·--·---·-·-·----
25 XflEST(ll=X(ll 263 0207 
FBEST=F 264 O.?Otl 
... ---- -···· ----··· ·-
GO TO 3 265 
60 on 61 l=l,N 266 
·- 6T XflAM TN ( I J=XBEST!Tr--·-------- ·-26r·---· 
I =2 268 
CALL SCAFCTIXBAMIN,f,G,GXS,11 269 
NG=NG+l 270 
WRITE 16,1031 NF,NG,NGX ·---··-· ----------- 271 
WR I TE I 6, 11 81 ?.7 2 
--·-·--·1-1R I TE I 6",l 00 r I GIT r;1 =T;Nr·-----------------------273··-· 
DIRECT=O,O 




80/80 LIST E-10 
000000000111111111122222?2222333333l3134444444444~5S55555556666&666667777777777U 
U J4 5 G 7 J'JO 12 34 5i, 7d9012 3456 7d --JO 12 31,567il9012 Jl,~i,70901234 56 7tl 90 l~ ]i,5,j 78'1012 3 {51, 7.'l ')0 
62 lllRECT=D!RECT-tG( I l*GP[{EIJ( I l 
~RJTE (6,1101 DIKFCT 
IF (OIRECT,GT.O.ODO) GO TO 23 
lll1 63 I= l, N 
.. /,3 X ( !f:=XBAM I N(I l. 
GU TD 3 
:rn \~RITE ( 6, 116 l 
CALL EXIT 














.... ········-····· ... ·······--·····--···-·-······----·····- ········--·--·· 2 !:! 1, ·02 ,; ? 
287 0243 
SUBiUllJTINF. INPUTIX,HSMIN) 2tl8 
IMPLICIT INTEGER*211-Nl,REAL*81A-H,O-ll 289 
C . PURl1 0SE . ... . 290 
C RFAD DATA CARDS. 291 
C DAT A (A,rn UNE CONTAINS NSY S; Nf',ff E i NPA1t;·Nwk1 i f·;NsTE P;NoPT ..... ·---· 29 2 .•.. 
C DATA CARU TWO CONTAINS PRMT(ll,PKMTl2l,FESMIN 293 
C (JATA CAIW THREE; CDrHAINS THE INITIAL CONDITION. Gutss ff)!{ 2')'• 
C COMPONENTS l THROUGH NSYS OF Y. ?95 
C DATA CARD FOUR CUNTAIN5 THE INITIAL Gucss·Fu~ THE PARAMETERr;. 296. 
C IF NPAR=O LEAVE THIS DATA CARD our. 297 
C ...... T t1 F. ·sv STEM E Q(JA TI UNS ARE ENTERED ·rn;;-· CMl.[)5-5-·r HROIJGH·N·svs·+-·,;·; ···-c-··29 8 .. . 
C THE EQUATIUN FOK THE INTEGRAN UF THE SCALAR PERFOKMANCE INDEX ?Y9 
C IS fNTERElJ ON TH~ LAST DATA CARD, 300 
C IF NllPT=l EilUAl IDNS AIU' ENHKl:D ON DATA CARDS, IF NOPl=Z E,JU.\TIU'Ofll 
C AKF. El~Tfl{EIJ 01~ DATA CAKUS AND THErn SYMI\OLIC Ffll<M IS PUNCHED, 302 
C IF NOPT=3 F\.lUAl!UNS A!,E ENTERED IN SYMrlOLIC FORM. 303 
DI '1Ui SI UN X l 10) .. .... ... ... . .. . .... ·····················-···············-············-········-· ···--············-···· 304. 
COMMON /GENER/ NSYS,NFKE~,NFIXEO,NSYSPl 305 
Cll,'IMUN /!NFC/ IF(lOl,IFX(l0,10),IFXXSllU,551 301, 
COMMUN /INOU/ NWRITE 307 
·cuMMON /SCIN/ Yl(10),PRMT(5),1G,IGX(l01,IGXXS(55) 308 
100 FORMAT ldD15,7) 309 
10 l F ,.:, RM A T . ( ') fl l 5 , 7 ) .. . . ..... - . -- ... --·-···· ···- ·-·-·-·-·----··-·-- -·- --·-···- 3 1 0 ·-· 
102 FORMAT (1015) 311 
103 FURMAT ( 1 NSYS,NFREE,NWUTE,NSTEP,NOPT'l 312 
104 FfJR;~AT ( 1 PRMf(ll PIV1Tl2l FESMIN'I 313 
106 FUKMAT (':>(l:,,FlO,Sl) 314 
108 t=OP.'1A1 (• INITIAL CONDITION USED•) 315 
l l O F(JK'1A T , .•. IF(',,,.·, 1 l= 1 l ·-·-··· ----···-·-··---·-------··-··-----·-·--··-·31c;· 
Ill FOR,'IAT (' !FX(',21',,'l='l 317 
112 FURM,\T (' !FXXS(',214,'l='l :nd 
l l 3 FU RMA T ( • I G= 1 l 3 19 
114 FOi,MAT (' !GXl 1 ,14,'l=') 320 
1 1 5 F n R i~ A T ( ' I G X X S l 1 , I 4 , ' l = ' l :J 2 1 
. RE AD ( 5, IO 7 l NSYS, N FR [ E, N\./R I TE·;NST E p·;-N:JPT--------·-·-···---··---·-····-··-··3 2 2 ..... 
WRITE (6,103) 323 
wiUH (6,102) NSYS,Nh,E~.Nl,RITE,r,STEP,NOPT 32 1, 
IUAD(5,10ll PRr·H(l),PRMT(2l,FESNIN 32:> 
WRITE (6,104) 326 
wRITF li>,IUOl PRMTl1),f'KMTl2),FE:S'11N 327 
.... !{ [AO l S , l O 1 l l YI ( I l , I =·l , NS Y S l .. ·········-···-····-·--·-------·-·----··--·-··3 2 8--. 
WRITE (6 1 1013) 32'! 
,11u TE «, , 1 o o i I v 1 " > , 1 = 1 , r-i s vs > :no 
228 
80/ 80 LI ST E-11 
000000000llllllllll2222222222333333333344444444445555555555bb666666667777717777U 





----···-· DO l I =l, NF REE .. ·-····. ··- . . ····--·-·--···------·--------· -335·--··· 
ll=Nf!XED+I 336 
3 X(ll=Ylllll ···337 
IF IN!JPT,E0,3l·GO TO 20 338 
·-·-·---·-··---·-··· 
00 7 l = l , NS Y S 3 39 
WRITE 16,llOl I 340 
------- CALL FORTINI IF( I I I-····· ·- ···-···-······-··-----··---··-·-··--------·--34r·-···-
OO 7 K=l ,NSYS 342 
.IR IT E ( 6, I l 11 I , K 343 
CALL PAROlfllf!ll,IFXll,Kl,KI 344 
DO 7 J= l, K ·--- ._ ... -,, ..... ---,---··----····-·····-···. - 345 
JK=l(K-l)*Kl/2+J 346 
---·wR n E ( 6 ," I 12) ... I • JK-····--···-·-··-·-··---·----------------------_1-··3q···-·--
7 CALL PARDIF(IFX(l,Kl,IFXXSll,JKl,Jl 348 
WIUTE (6,113) 349 
CALL fiJRTIN IIGI 350 
DO 8 J=l,NSYS . - 351 
WRITE 16,1141 J 352 
------ C II Lt:· P J\ RD If I I G ; I G XIJ 1,·:ff···-···---·--···--···---------------------35:r-·-·-
Dll 8 l=l,J 354 . 
IJ=llJ-ll*Jl/2+1 355· 
WRITE 16,ll'>I IJ 356 
fl CALL PARDIFIIGX(Jl,IGXXSUJl,11". . .... ············ ····•· .... ,..357"' ... 
IF INOPT.F.0.11 RETURN 350 
---·1=1 ···············--·-·---·-·-······-·······-«--·····----------·--· ---· · -- · ·359· - -·-
CALL !STORE INAME,11 360 
Kl: TURN. . ---··--·-·---·-··. ··-··.-,36 r ··-······· 
20 1=4 362 
C:AI.L ISHJKI: (NAME,ll ........... ..363' 
RETURN .36't 
-----·END ... . . .. ········--··-·····--·---·--··· ··-· ········------------···---·-· "3 55--··-··--
S U BK OUT IN E SCAFCT IX,F,G,GXS,ll.OGI 366 
C. PlJRPOSF ·····- -· ··-· .. ·- ··- . 367 
C SETS UP THE INITIAL CONDITIONS FJR THE DYNAMICAL EQUATIONS. 368 
C EVALUATES THI: SCALAR PERFORMANCE FUNCTION,JTS GRADIENT, ANo·····369 
C ITS MATRIX OF SECOND PARTIAL DERIVITIVES, ' 370 
·----····, MPLICI T-·, NTEGER*2" IF-Nf,REAL*8""( A::.-H;·o=n---· ·n-,--. -
, INTEGER*4 NTOTAL,IHLF 372 
Dl•~rnsrnN X(l01,GllO),GXS(551,Y(2101,0ERYl210l,AUXl2TOl ·'··;173 
l,GX( l01,GXXS(55),B110l ,Zl50l 374 
COl'1MON /GENER/ NSYS,NFREE,NFIXED,NSYSPl ·375--· 
C0'1'-H1N /SCIN/ YlllOl,PkMTl51,IG,IGXl10l,IGXXS1551 376 .. 
·-·--· ··--co MMD N IS CFC: OU"/ .. I LOGIC--'····-·-··--·-···----·-·-···--------· ~ 77--· 
EXTERNAL FCT,DUTP 37ti 
DATA NDIFTO /0/ 379· 
100 FORMAT 1 1 NOIFT0=•,151 380 
ILDGIC~ILOG 381 
IF INFIXEO,EO,O) GO TO 4 382 
--- ··- oo· 1 I =l ;NFIXEO .... -···-··--·-·-------·------· ·303·-.--
I YI I l =YI I I l 3 64 , 
'• OU 2 1=1,NFREE 3135 
229 
so,ao - usr E-12 
000000000llllllllll222?22222233333333334444444444555555555566A666666677777717778 
12 34 56 7d'JO 12 34 56 7 89012 34561€1 9012345678901°2 31.56 78<JOL{3456·n;,o 12"3456T8901'2 34 56 7fl90 
ll=l+NFIXEO 
2 Yi 111 =X ( I I 





(. OETERMINCTfiE VALUE FOR THE·scilLili< ... l>ERFOifMANCCFUlcnoKJ-;-·F-:·---------390 
























..;RITE 16,1001 NDIFTO 394 
CALL DRKF(PRMT,Y,OERY,NTOTAL,IHLF,FCT,OUTP,~UXI 395 
.GO .. TO ·4 o· ... .. . -- . ···-······-·· ·--·---·-----· ·-----·-·-------·--·-·---·3 9 6 ·-·---







DO 21 I =NS YSP l ,NTO J AC ____ ·--·------·-···---------~ -------·---40·7.··-·--· 
Y(l)=O.O 403 




i,,I{ I TE 16, l 00 I ND IF TO . . . - - ----· - ---·---·-·--·-·--,,08 ·----.. 
CALL ORK~(PRMT,Y,DERY,NTOTAL,IHLF,FCT,OUTP,AUX 409 
GO TO 40 . . . . . . - . - ·-. 'd 0 
411 
DETEI{:~ INE THE VALUES FOR THE ELEMENTS OF THE -MATRfX. OF s·ECOND. 1+ 12 
PARTIAL 01:RIVITIVES Of THE SCALAR PERFORMANCE FUNCTION. 
··-. -·· ····-·-·------·-·----~-·----······---·-¥-·---.. --
413 
------·-- 4 l ', ·····--· 
NTOTAL=(l+NFREE+((NFREE+ll*NFREEl/21*NSYS 415 
UO 31 l=NSYSPl,NTOTAL - 416 
v,11~0.o 417 
00 32 l=l,NfREE 418 
ll=NSYS•l+NFIX[D+I 419 
YI 11 I= 1. O .. -·· .- ····- -- ··--·-·-----··· ·-·-····----·------- · ·----------------·420-··--· 
NDIFTO=NUIFTO+NTOTAL 421 
..iKITE (6,1001 NDlfTO 422 
CALL ORKF(PRMT,Y,DERY,NTOTAL,IHLF,FCT,OUTP,AUXl 423 
00 41 .l=l,NSYS - -··---···-·· ·424 
Zlll=Y(ll 425 
··1 F. I I LOG IC. EQ~;; f-GLfT0"42··-------··--·--·---- -----··426--·--· 
F=DVAL(IG,ZI t,21 
-· ..... -- ... ·--····-· , .... 
If (ILOGIC.f.Q.ll RETURN 428 
DO 43 I= l ,NSYS 429 
GX (I) ::::!)VAL ( IGX (I), Z) ··-·--------·---··· - .. ... 43·0·-· 
f)(l 44 l=l,NFREE 1,31 
G ( 11 = O. o - ·-- ..... .. . . - -- -·-··--·- -·------- -----·--- ,, 3 2·--··--
DD 44 J=l,NSYS 433 
. ----····---·-'"·-
J J = I *N SYS t J 414 
44 G(l)=Glll+GX(Jl*Y(JJI 435 
I F I l lflG I C. !: Q. 2 I RE TUI:\ N 4 3 6 
DO 50 J=l,NSYS 437 ·-----··- ·· ou 50 1 = l, J··-·-···-·-·--··-·-····-·-----· .. -·---·----·----------- · --------·---·--··43g-·--·· 
[,J=(IJ-ll*Jl/2+1 439 
SO GXXSI lJl:DVALI lGXXSI IJl,ZI 440 
. i30/i30 LIST 
OOOOOOUOOllllllllll2222222222333333333344444444445555555555666666666677777177770 













00 52 J=l,NFREF 
DO 51 Ll=l,NSYS 
Bllll=O.O 
DO 51 LJ=l,NSYS 
u J= 11 u:.:.1 > *LJ 112+L r··· --·------------------------~ 
IF (LJ.LT.Lll LIJ=IILI-ll*Lll/2+LJ 
LJJ=J,;,NSYSHJ 
51 fHLll=BlLIHGXXS(LlJl*Y(LJJ) 












··c;xs11J1=0.o ·-----------------·-------···4 51 -----









F.N D . -·--- - .. - ----------------------·"4:, 7 ----·· .... 
SUHROUT!Nf FCT(T,Y,DERYI 458 
. ---- ·- - .. .,. -·- -· 
PURPOSF 459 
SUPPLYS THE EQUATIONS FOR THE DYNAMICAL SYSTEM. 460 
IMPLICIT INTEGER*2(1-Nl,REAL*8 (A-H,O-ZI 461 
Ol!1ENSinN Yl210),DERYl2101,Zl501,FX(I0,101,FXXSII0,55), 462 
. I BI IO, 10) .. - -·····------ ···········--------------------------···-------------··463---
COMMON /GENER/ NSYS,NFREE,NFIXED,NSYSPI 1,64 
COMMCHI /INFC/ IFIIO),IFX(l0,10l,IFXXS(l0,55f. t,65 
CllMMDN /SCFCOU/ !LOGIC 466 
DO I 1=1,NSYS 467 
Z(Il=Y(I) 468 
Z ( NS Y SP 1 ) = T . ··-·-----·---n·--· -----~-·----------·--------------·-·----- 4 6 9 
470 
DETERMINE THE VALUES FOR THE DERIVITlVE nF THf.BASIC SYSTEM;· 471 
'• 72 
10 Dfl 11 1=1,NSYS 473 
II 01:RY(ll=DVAL(IF(Il,ZI 474 
- IF I I LOGIC. EQ; 11 RETURN··-··-----····--·--·--------------------- · ---·-·4 75 --·-· 
476 
OETERMINE THE VALUES FOR THE DE~!VITIVES OF .THE FIRST ORDER 477 
INFLUFNCE COEFFICIENTS. 471.l 
20 DO 21 l=l ,NSYS 479 
llfl 21 J=l ,NSYS 480 
21 F XI I , J J = D V fl L ( IF XC I , J 1-; Zr··-··-···--·-·-·· ·-·---·--------··-- · ·------------·-·-·4 BT _____ _ 
01) 2? 1=1,NSYS 482 
Oil 22 J=l,NFkEE 4ll3 
IJ=J*NSYS+I 484 
DERY( IJ)=O,O 435 
on 22 K=l ,NSYS 486 
J K ~ J * IIJ SYS+ K . - . ------------------------------------4 87·-··--
22 fJERY(IJl=DERY(IJl+FXll,Kl*Y(JKl ',B13 
IF I !UJGIC,EQ,2) RETURN "489 
DETERMINE THE D£R1VITIVES FOR THE SECOND ORDER INFLUENCE" 





D1l 25 I=l,NSYS 





80/80 LIST E-14 
00000000011111111112222222222333333333344444444445555555555066&6666667777777777u 
12 345 ~ rn 'JO 1?3456189 o 12 3't5o 1890 123',56189012'345i,7 tf<io 12 3456-7890r23·45,;739012 345& 78 90 
00 25 J=l,K 496 
JK=((K-ll*Kl/2+J 497 
25 FXXSll,JKl=OVALIIFXXSll,JKl,Zl 498 
DO 32 J=l,NFREE 499 
···-·------···---.. - ·----------·--·--·--·-----------------··----uo 30 ll=l,NSYS 500 
OD 30 LJ=l,NSYS 501 
B(Ll,LJl=O.O 502. 
00 30 LK=l,NSYS 503 
JJ=J*NSYS+LK .... 504 
LJLK=((LK-ll*LKl/2+LJ 505 
.. ···-- IF ( LK .LT. LJI .. LJLK=( (LJ·.::r>~LJ l i i+LK---·--······----·--------·--·--·--·-506·-···· 
30 B(Ll,LJl=RILl,LJl+Y(JJl*FXXSILl,LJLKI 507 
00 32 l=l,J . . 508 
DO 32 K=l ,NSYS 509 
1 J = ( ( J-1 ) * J > I 2 + l ····-- ·-·---·-------· -· ·51 0. 
KK=(NFRfE+IJl*NSYS+K 511 
DE ,l Y ( KK l = 0. 0. . .............. ·-·-···. ·-··-·--·---·· --------··---·-·51 i---· 
DO 32 L=l,NSYS 513 
LL:::·( NF REE:+ ( l J-1) *.J i'l 2+ 1) *N SYS+L ·-·-·------.--·-···--·------ - 514 
LLL=l*NSYS+L 515 
32 OEt{Y(KKl=DERY(KKl+fXIK,L.l•YILLi"+IHK,Ll•YILLL.l 516. 
RF TURN 517 
ENO. . ............ --··-···--·····------·········--------···--------···------·---··---··s1a --
SU!lRllUT I NE OUTP(T,Y,DERY,IHLF,NTOTAL,PRMTI 519 
C PURPOSE . . . . . . ...... ··-·-···· 520 
C WRITE THE SYSTEM RESPONSE AFTER EVERY NWRITE STEPS OF NUMERICAL 521 
C INTEG/1.ATIDN. NUMERICALLY INTEGRATE THE INTEGRAL EQU°ATIONS DY 'i2?. 




· 1 MPL IC IT ·1 N TE GE K* 2 l 1-N I, REAL* s·· rA::+r;-o~·zr-··- ··------··--524·----
I NT EGE K*4 IHLF,NTUTAL 525 
01/'IENSION Vl210l ,DERY(210!,PRMT(5l ·---··-····· 526 
COM'10,\I /Gc:NER/ NSYS,NFREE,NFIXED,NSYSPl 527 
COMMON /INUU/ N>iRITE .. 52B 
CO~MUN /SCFCOU/ !LOGIC 529 
· 100. f URMA T l l HO, U 15 ~ 7 f .. , ...................... ---------------------------·53 o·----
10 l FORMAT (d015.7) 531 
GU TO !l0,20,301,ILOGIC 532 
10 NftlT=l 533 -- -·-····----·--.-·--· 
GO TO 35 534 
20 NINT= l+"ffREE 535 
GO Tll 35 ...................... ---------·-··-·--·-· ·-·53[;--····· 
30 NINT=l+NFREE+(!NFREE+ll*NFRfEl/2 537 
---·-- ·-···--. 
, 5 I F ( T • F (J • f' :, M T I l l I GO TO 4 l 5 3 8 
IF IT.GT.PkMT(2J-PRMT(3)/2.0l GO TO 41 539 
IF !ILOGJC.GT.ll RETUKN 51,0 
IF INCOllNT.EO.NW/1.ITEl GO TO 41 541 
NCOUl-,J I =NC(llJNT+ r . . . ····· ------.·--·------ -------------------- s4r·-· 
RETURN 543 
KESET NCDUNT AND WRITE OUT THE VALUE5 AT THIS TJME, 
41 NCOUIH = l 
. rJR I TE ( 1;, I 00 l .. T 









tl0/80 LIST E-15 
000000000llllllllll222222222233333333334444444444555555555566666666667777777777P 
12345G7890l2l4567R9012345670901234567a90123456789012345678~01234567S90l234567890 
I l = I l'/\JSYS 


































































SUBRUUTlNE ORKF (PRMT,~,DERY,NDIM,IHLF,FCT,OUTP,AUXf 
ORKGSOOl 
DRKGS003 






TO SULVE A SYSTEM OF FIRST ORDER- ORDINARY DIFFERENTIAL 
E:QUllllUNS WITH .GIVEN INITIIIL VALUES. 
DRKGS009 
- us-AGE ...... ------···-·-···--- ·----·· -----~----------- . --- -DRKGS(flO 
CALL ORKF IPKMT,T,DERY,NOIM,IHLF,FCT,OUTP,AUXI 
PIIRAMETERS fCT ANO OUTP REQUIRE AN EXTERNAL STATEMENT. DRKGS•)l2 
lJRKGS013 
UESCRIPTlON OF PARAMETERS -,DRKGS014 
PRMT - DOUBLE PRECISION INPUT ANlJ OUTPUT VECTOR WITH DRKGSOlS 
Dl'1i:NSION.GREIITER THIil'{ [M EOUAL- rn·s-.--·wRl(H··-·-·-··-------llRKGSOll, 
SPECIFIES THE PARAMETERS OF THE INTERVAL ANO OF ORKGS017 
ACCURACY /IND WHICH SERVES FDR COMMUNICATION DETWEENORKGS01B 
OUTPUT SUBROUTINE (FURNISHED BY THE USER) /IND DKKGS019 
SUtrnOUT !NE ORKGs.· EXCEPT PRMT (5 l THE COi>!PO:~r::ns - URKGS020 
ARE NOT DESTROYED i3Y SUDKOUTINE DRKGS ANO THEY ARE lJRKGS021 
----------··-PRM TI l) _;. L l)W ER trnurw OF THE I NTE IW AC n NPuJf·;··-----·--·----·---------oR KG so 2? 
PRMT{Z)- UPPER !3UUND OF TrlE INTERVAL I INPUT), ORKGS0?3 
PRMTl3!- INITIAL INCREMENT JF TrlE INDl:PENDENT VARIAoLE Dl~KGS02t, 
I INPUT), ORKGS025 
PRMTl4)- DUMMY PARAMETER WHICH NEED NUT llf SPE(IFIE!J SINCE 
IT IS NOT USED IN THIS SUBROUTINE. IT IS LEFT 
----------- ·-----·-- - ov ER FROM DRKG s. s EC H EMAR Ks··-G IVEN--il"f: rnw--·-·--------- -------·-- ..... 
PRMT(5)- NO INPUT PARAMETER. SUBROUTINE D~KGS INITIALll[S ORKGS03? 
PHMTl:>l=O. IF THI-: USER WANTS TU HR:~INATE llRKGSIJ,3 
SUBIHlUllNE ORKGS Af ANY OUTPUT POHH, HE Hi\S TO Ol(KGSrJV, 
CHANGE PKMT(5) TO N8N-lERO BY MEANS OF SUORUUTINF DRKGS015 
OUTP. FURTHER COMPONENTS OF VECTOR PRMT AR[ oqKGSD16 
.. FEASIKU' IF ITS 01'-IENSIUN IS llE:FINED.Gfi.'E-ATt:R __________ DRK(;Sr)37 
TH/\i-.J 5, HO,.EVER SUO,WUTINE DRKGS DOE:S NOT Rf.QUIRE !JRKGS03G 
ANO CHANGE THEM, NEVEMTHELESS TH~Y MAY BE ·usEFUL OKKGS03g 
FOK HANDING RESULT VALUES TO THE MAIN PMOGKAM OkKGS040 
!CALLING OHKF ) WrllCH ARE OBT/IIN~D llY SPECIAL 
MANIPULATIONS WITH OUTPUT DATA IN SUBROUTINE OUTP. ORKGS042 





IDESTROY[DI. L,\TEKON Y IS THE RESULTING VECTOK Of lJP.KGSOt, 1, 
DEPENDENT VARIABLES CU4PUTED AT INTERMEDIATE DkKGS045 
POINTS X. DHKGS04h 
- DERY IS TH~ VECTOR OF 
DERIVATIVES, ',1HICH 131:LONG TO FUNCTION VALUES Y AT llRK(;SrJ50 
INT ER MED I II TE PO 11\JT s· X .----·----------------------------------------·-·----·or.KG so 51 
- AN INPUT VALUE, WHICH SPECIFIES THE NUMO[R UF flRKGSO'i;:> 
l:QUIIT ll1"S IN TliE: SYS f[;1. .lJRKC,S053 
- DUM"IY P/IKAMETER 1.HIC!i Nl:EO NUT flE SPECIFIED SINCt 
IT IS NU! USED IN TillS SUflRUUTINE. IT IS LEfT 
OVER FJO"I DRKGS. SEE REMARKS GIVEN BELOW 
THE !-.JAM I: uF AN EXT E f{N 11(." S UBROUTl N CUSEIY:-,Hrs-------···oRKG so·r. r 
SUflROUflNE COMPUTES THE RIGHT HAI-.JO S!OE:S DERY OF DRKGS067 
THF SYSTEM TO GIVEN VALUES X /INDY. ITS Pll~AM~TER ORKGS061 
2J4 
80/ilO LIST E-17 
000000000l!llllllll2272222?223333l333314444444444555555555566666666667777777777U 
1214'> '> 7,190 l 2V,56789012 3't5G 7 ;iqo 12 3't'.i6 7 i!9012 34 56 7 iiCJO 12 34 56 7890l2J/,5flS9012 345673 90 
C LIST MUST UE X,Y,OERY. SUBROUTl~E Fer SHOULD DRKGS064 
C NOT DESTKOY X ANDY. DRKGS065 
C OUTP - THE NAME OF AN EXTERNAL OUTPUT SUBROUTINE USED. DRKGS066 
C ITS PA,{AMETER LIST MUST Bf X,Y,DERY,1'1LF,Nlll~1,l'KMT.UKKGS067 
c- -·-· ----- ---------. --- ------· 1'.0NE OF THE SE PARA:4ET ER S IE XC EP r,·· IF' NEC E SSAi'< Y,- ,---- DRKG S06t1 
C f'RMT(5), ••• ) SHOULD BE CHANGED 13Y 
C SUBKDUTINt OUTP. If PRMT(51 IS CHANGED TO N0t~-Z[RO,DRKGS070 
C SUBROUTINE DRKGS 15 TERMINATED. DRKGS071 
C AUX OOUULE PRECISION AUXILIARY VECTOR STOKAGE WITH 
C NDIM Rows. 
C - .. ------ ------ .. ------------ ··------ -----·--------·--DR KG SO 71, 
C REt1ARKS DRKG5075 
IF DRKGS076 C THE PKUCEDURE TERMINATES AND RETURNS TO CALLING PROGRAM,-
C Ill SUBROUTINE OUTP HAS CHANGED PRMTl51 TO NON-ZERO. 
C 121 INITIAL lr.CKEMENT IS EQUAL TOO OR HAS >iROf,G. SIGN Di<KGSOBO 
C 131 THE WHOLE INTEGRATION INTERVAL IS WOi'<KED THROUGH, DRKGS082 




























THIS PROGRAM IS A REVISION OF THf SSP PROGRA~ ORKGS. IT 
USF.S .~ FIXED STi:P SIZE FOR ALL STEPS EXCEPTll~G PERHAPS THE 
LAST 5TEP WHICH will BE AUJUSTED TO HIT THE DESIRED 
FINAL TIME EXACTLY. THE CALL STATEMENTS HAVE ALL REEN LEFT 
~ITH THE SAME PARAMETERS AS IN ORKGS. 
-----· --- ..... -. .. .. ------------------ .... ----·----··-------------------------------··--·-----oR KG SO 84 
SUillUIUTitlF.S AND FUNCTION SU8PROGRA:~S REUUIKED DRKGSOtlS 
THE EXTERNAL suqR(JUTINES FCTIX,Y,DERYI AND DRKGS086 
OUTP(X,Y,DERY,IHLf,NDIM,PkMTI MUST BE FUKNISH~O BY THE USER.DRKGS087 
ORKGS088 
METHOD DRKGS0a9 
EVALUATION IS 'DONE BY MFANS"JF FOURTff-OROER---R'UNGE-.;.KOTT;c-----DRKGS090 
FORMULAE IN Hif MCIDIFICATlllN DUE TO GILL. 
Tfl r;i:T flJLL FLl:X lfl!LITY IN OUTPUT, AN OUTPUT SUBROUIINE .. DkKGS099 
MUST BE FU~NISH~P OY THE USER. DRKGSlOO 
FOR KEFEKENCE, SE[ DRKGSIOI 
RALSTON/W!Lf, MATHEMATICAL METHODS FOR DIGITAL COMPUTERS, DRKGS102 
iH L fY, . NEW YOR i</LONDON ~ 1960, ·pp~ 11 o;;:120~----------------------------nRKGSI 03 
DRKGS!Q/, 
DRKGSl06 
DRl<GS l 08 
DRKGS109 
n I MFNS ION YI 11 , DERY ( l J; AUX! 11, A 14 I ,Bl 4T~ Cf4T, PRMTITJ'---·-----------·----·--







If (HO(XENO-Xll 40,40,2 
~ETHllU 
DRKGSll~ 
fJRKGS I 16 




'DRKGS 12 l 
DRKGS123 
DP,KGS l 2t+ PREPIIRIIT [CJ;,S 1-!lK RUNGE-KUT TA 
2 At l l i. 'i DO 
/1{2)=.2923~32188134524800 
fl(11=l.707l067UllH6547500 




80/80 LIST E-18 















I\ I 1) =;> .00 
I\( ?l = l .CJO 
L\ ( 3 l = 1. DO 
P,(4)=2.00 
CI 1 l =. 5110 
C(?)=.?928932leHl34574HOO 
C ( 3 l = 1 • 7 O 7 I or, 7tl I 186 ', '• 7 50 0 
C('+l=.'>DO 
f'clfl'ArUITIUhiS llf FIRST f-\UNGE.:.·KuTTA STEP·-···--------
llll :J I =l, '~f)IM 
3 AUX.( I) =O. DO 




DRI\G S 1 31 
l)RKGS132 








Ol{KC, S l 49 
DkKGS150 
STA''l.l Uf A 1HJNGl:-KUTTA STEP'"·---------·------ - ------"·---------·--------------------------- ·---··011KGS151 
4 I F( I X + H- X [ ~lD l * H l 7 , 6 , 5 DR KG S 1 5? 
5 H= xurn-x Di{KGS 1 ·s, 
6 I Ee-JD= 1 OKKGS 1 54 
DRKGS l r,•; 
RECO~OING UF INITIAL VALUES OF THIS STEP DRKGS1~6 
·1 CALL (jlJJP ( x·,y ,UERY,-IRf'.C, ND1M~ PR"ITI ·- -------------------------------------·--oRKGSl 'i7 
IF {PRMT(5l.NE.0.00l GO Tll 40 
START OF IN~ERMOST RUNGE-K0TT~LOOP 
J=l 
ro·A:J=A(JI 
IJJ=B ( J) 
CJ=CI.Jl 




DRKGS 1 r,1, 
- DRKGS165 
DRKGS I !,i, 
Lll\KC:,167 
DRKGS ! lid 
DRKGSl69 Rl=H*DFRY{ I l 
R2=AJ*(Rl-BJ*AUX(l)l 
Y l I l =Y ( I l +!l2 - -----·--·--------- · ---------------------------------------------- ----- DR KG S l 7 l 
I< ?.=I( 2 +R2 +f( 2 
11 AUXlll=i\UX(ll+R2-CJ*Rl 
01{KGS17?. 
Ql(Kt";S l 7 1, 
llRKG:, 1 7S 
DRKGS1 71., 
IF( J-ttl 12, 15, 15 
12 J=.J+l 
lf(J-)113,14,13 
---13 X=X+.'>DO•>H- ------ ----------------------------- . ------------ ------------··o R KG S l 7 7 
14 CALL rCT(X,Y,DtRY) 
GD TU l O 
ENO OF INNERMOST RUNGE-KUTTA LOUP 





---··30 IF { I E"JD l ·4 ;4;"4) -- -----------------------------------------------------------------------
41 CALL OUTPIX,Y,DERY,IHLF,NDIM,PRMTl 
40 l<E TURN IJRKGS262 
DRKGS2£,3 
APPENDIX F 
COMPUTATIONAL ALGORITHM FOR PARAMETER IDENTIFICATION 
OF DYNAMICAL SYSTEMS 
In this appendix a brief discussion of an algorithm for 
identif'ying the parameters of a dynamical system by the 
method of seeking principal planes (PRSEEK) is presented. A 
listing of the algorithm is presented at the end of this 
appendix. 
The PRSEEK algorithm is based upon the theoretical 
results which were presented in Chapters II and IV. 
The Main program and subroutines TPSEEK, INPUT, 
SCAFACT, FCT, and OUTP are listed at the end of this 
appendix. The subroutines FORTIN, PARDIF, DYAL~ and ISTORE 
are also needed, and a description and listing of these sub-
routines has already been provided in Appendix A. The sub-
routine EIGEN is also needed, and it has been described and 
listed in Appendix B. The subroutine DRKF is also needed 
and it has been described and listed in Appendix E. 
A brief description of each of the subroutines which 
are listed at the end of this appendix will now be provided. 
Subroutine PRSEEK calculates the distance to each of 
the principal planes. It is basically the equivalent of the 
SEEK subprogram given in Appendix B for solvin,g algebraic 
236 
minimization problems. 
Subroutine INPUT is used for reaQing the input data 
from the data cards. 
Subroutine SCAFCT evaluates the scalar function and 
the partial derivatives of the scalar function. 
237 
Subroutine FCT provides the equations for the deriva-
tives of the dynamical equations. 
Subroutine OUTP prints the response of the dynamical 
equations. 
Users Guide for the PRSEEK Algorithm 
The user need only supply the appropriate data cards in 
order to use the PRSEEK algorithm. 
The first data card ~as FORMAT (515) and contains the 
order of the dynamical system in columns 1 to 5, the number 
of free initial conditions in columns 6 to 10, the number of 
free parameters in columns 11 to 15, the number of time 
steps between the print out of the dynamical response in 
columns 16 to 20, and the numper of steps to be used in the 
numerical integration in columns 11 to 25. 
The second d.ata card has FORMAT ( JD15. 7) and contains 
the initial time in columns 1 to t5, the final time in 
columns 16 to JO, and an estimate for the minimum of the 
performance index in columns 31 to 45. 
The state model must be set up so that the initial 
conditions of the first N-NFREE (N is the order of the sys-
tem, and NFREE is the number o{ unknown initial conditions) 
state variables are known. 
The third data card has FO:RMAT (5015.7) and contains 
the initial conditions for the state vector. A guess is 
used for the unknown initial conditions. 
238 
The fourth data card has FQRMAT (5015.7) and contains 
a guess for the values of the parameters which are to be 
adjusted. 
The next N data cards contail;l the equations for the 
right-hand side of the state model. The state variables 
must be denoted by X(1) through X(N). The parameters are 
denoted by X(N+1) through X(N+NPAR). (NPAR is the number of 
parameters free to be adjusted.) The independent variable, 
time, is denoted by X(N+NPA~+~). The equations must be 
written in columns 7 through 72. If it is necessary to 
continue an equation on more than one data card, a C should 
be placed in column 6 of every data card except t~e last 
data card associated with that equation. Column 6 of the 
last data card associated with a continued equation must be 
left blank. 
The last data card contains the equation for the 
integrand of the performance index, and the notation for 
writing this equation is presented in the previous 
paragraph. 
The dynamical equations c;lnd cqnvergeqce characteristics 
for the spool valve system identi;fieat;ion problem which was 
presented in Chapter IV are given in F~gure 41. 
The data cards which are necessary for working this 
239 
example are presented in Figure q2. 
Dynamical Equatipns 
. 



















Number of Time Steps= 20 
Initial Timer 0.0 
Final Time= 5.0 
Time 
Number of Free Initial Conq~tions = None 
Initial Condition Vector 
Initial Parameter Guess 
Converged Parameter Vector 
pi= .86122 
Converged After: 
21 Evaluations of the performance index 
3 Evaluations of gradient vector 
15 Evaluations of matrix of second partial 
derivatives 





1st. Data Card 
2nd. Data Card 
Jrd. Data Card 
4th. Data Card 
5th. Data Card 
6th. Data Card 
0 1 1 2 2 3 4 
5 0 5 0 .5 0 5 
2 0 2 2 20 






7th. Data Card (X(i)-1.0)**2 
Figure 42. Data Cards Required for the Spool Valve 
Example in Chapter IV 
80/80 LIST F-5 
00000000011111111112222222222331333333144444444445555555555666666666677177777778 
1?3456719012345678Q0123456789012345679901234567890123456789012345678901234567990 
CALL PRSEEK 001 
CALL EXIT 002 
HID 003 
SURROUTINE PMSEEK 004 
C .. -· PURPO Sf: ... ·······-· . -···--·-··--·· -···-· ····-------- ··--·-······--- 00 5··. 
C DETERMINE THE BEST VALUES FOR THE PARAMETERS AND THE FREE 006 
C INITIAL CONDITIONS BY THE METHOD OF SEEKING AXES PLANES. 007 
C 008 
C THIS PROGRAM WAS WRITTEN AND PROGRA~ED BY.DENNIS UNRUH AT THE 009 
C DEPARTMENT Of MECHANICAL AND AEROSPACE ENGINEERING, OKLAHOMA STATEOIO 
C UNIVERSITY, STILLWATER, OKLAHOMA •. JULY 1969 .. ------···-·············-···· on-··· 
C 012 
C DELFPR - THE PREDICTED DIFFERENCE BETWEEN THE VALUE OFF AT 013 0023 
C THE AXIS PLiNE AND FAT THE UASE POINT. 014 0024 
C DEN - SEE NUM/DEN. ,ltS 0043 
C DIRECT - IF THIS NUMBER IS PllSITIVE, THEN THE PREDICTfll :)16 0038 
c· .. GRADIENT.OIRECTION AND.ACTUAL GRADIENT DIRECTION. ARE.WITHIN 017 0039 
C 90 DEGR~ES OF EACH OTHER. OIH 0040 
C EIGVAL - EIGENVALUE VECTUK OF GX. 019 ocr37 
C F - FUNCTION BEING MINIMIZED. F=F(X) 020 0015 
C FHASf - VALUE OFF AT BASE POINT 021 0027 
C FREST - VALUE OFF AT BEST POINT. 022 0028 
c-··--·FE SM I W .:..·--·Esn MAT ED Mt NI MUM FOR Tiff. SCALAR-FUNCT rnN·;·-----·-------·023 ··--···· 
C G - GRADIENT VECTOR UF FUNCTION F. fOR EXAMPLE G(2l=PARTIAL F/024 0016 
C PARTIAL X(2). .. 025 0017 
C GMAG MAGNITUDE OF GRADIENT AFTER NPOS STEPS TO AXIS PLA~ES. 026 
C GPRED - PREDICTED VALUE OF GRADIENT AT AXIS PLAIN~ 027 0022 
C GX - MATRIX UF SECOND PARTIALS OFF, I.E. GX12,3J=PARTIAL G(2J028 0018 
c·····-· ·-· I PART IAL·x ( 31;· . -·. . -····-- ····-· ··---·--··-·---···-------··-·-··-·029 ·on 19 
C GXS - VECTUR WHICH CONTAINS GX IN SCIENTIFIC SU~ROUTINE PACKAGE030 0015 
C SYMMETRIC STORAGE MODE.. 031 0036 
C N THE NUMBER OF INDEPENDENT VARIABLES. 032 
C NF NUMBER OF TIMES F HAS ~EEN CALCULATED.· 033 
C NG NUMBER OF TIMES THE GRADIENT VECTOR HAS BEEN CA~CULAT[D. 034 
C .NGX - NUMAER OF.TIMES-MATRIX GX IIAS flF.EN-CALCU[ATED-;···-······-····-·-··035 
C NPDS - NUMBER OF POSITIVE EIGENVALUES. 036 0029 
C NUM/OFN - THIS IS THE MAGNITUDE USED ON STEP NPOS+l PROVIDED 037 0012 
C NPUS SUCCESSFUL STEPS TU THE AXIS PLAINS HAVE DEEN MADE. THIS 038 O'H.i 
C IS USED llNLY IF t<NEG IS NOT HRD. 039 003 1, 
C NX~AX - MAXIMUM NUMBER OF INDEPENDENT VARIA~LES. 040 0044 
c···- ..... - Pl:kR .n·:... . RATIO BFTWE rn· rn1:· PREDICTED TUNCTI ON-CHANGr-ANtr··THl:·---·o 41 ·oo 25 
C ACTUAL FUNCTION CrlANGE, 042 0026 
C R - nuMMY VARIA~LE NEEDED FUR CALL STATEMENT OF EIGEN- 043 0045 
C W~RK - WORKING VARIABLE. 044 0046 
C X - INOEPENO~NT VARIABLE VECTOR. 045 0012 
C Xl3A'11N - flASE PDINT FROM WHICH A MINIMUM IS BEING SOUGIH BY A 0 1,6 
c·····- .... -·L l'JEAR ·sEARCH lN° THE- PRl:DICTED NF.GATIVF. .GRADIENr·nrnECTl°ON;-···--··047 ···- .. 
C XRASE - THE VALUE OF THE !NDEPE~DENT VARIABLE VECTOR AT THE .04B 0013 
C BASE POINT. 049 0014 
C XREST - THE VALUE OF THE INDEPF.NOENT VAklAHLE AT THE POINT 050 0020 
C WHU-tE THE CALCULATl::D VALUE OF F WAS SMALLEST. 051 0021 
C XNPOS - HIE: VALUE OF THE INOEPENOENT VARIABLE AFTER NPOS 0~2 00'.l 
·c . SUCCESSFUL STEPS TO THC AXIS PLA I Ns·:····--··--·-··-·---------····--·--··-·053 00'•7. 










il.EAL*fl NUM,uEN,MflG. O'>o 
NXMAX=lO 057 0047 
l)!:1ENS!ON XINXMAX) ,GINXMAX) ,xBEST(NX.'\,\X), osa 
X '3 AS [ I ,·, X -~AX ) , G XS I I N X MAX'~ ( \IX M fl X + l ) ) I 2 ) , Is ( l ) , E I G VAL N X :,\AX ) :J 5 9 
1;PRED! "X-'\/1X )·, XKA,'11 i~( NXMAX ! .. .. . ... ..... • .... •.. ..060 
,GXSStNSMAX*(NXMAX+l)l/21 061 
lJ!Ml:NS!Or~ X!lO),G(lO!,XllEST!lO),XllASc(lO),GXS!55l, 062 
!R.(!l,l:lGV~L(lO!,GPRED{lOl,XBA.'l!N(50l 063 
2,r.XSS(55l 06'• 
co~~(]~ /GE~lR/ NSYS,NFREE,NPAR,NFPNP,NFIXELJ,NSPNP,NSYSPl 065 
iClOHJR'•\AT(d[)l"•.7) ...... .. ... . ......................................... 0(,h .. 0052 
101 FuRM,H (' Thf l!GENVALUE VECTUR ls• l 067 Ol)'J3 
102 FDR~J\T (6H ~POS=,15) 068 
103 hJl{H,\f {4HONl'=,l5,',H NG=,15,51i NGX=,!5) 069 00 5'> 
!04 F111,:,\AT ( 1 !NUEP[NDENT VECTOR X IS') 070 
105 Fu~MAT {3H F=,D15.7! 071 0051 
.... 101, FiJ,H1AT { 1 TH[: Gl,AD!ENT ·vECTO,l. JS') 
107 flJf>.M;\T (' GXS(ll,l=l,lJMAX'l 
---.. _ .. ___ .. _,, ___ .. _ ·--·-·--............. o fz .. o ,J ·5 o 
073 
10.9 FIJR.'i,\ I { 13rl PEK~.AT= ,015. 7) 
lO'l Ffl,l,'·IAT { 1 THE SOLUT l rJ,, HAS CONVERG[O') 
110 FIJl,'1(,T (~HOll!RECT=,015.7) 
111 HlKMJ\T [7H Fl\EST=,015,7) 
0 71, 00 /,0 
0 75 00 Al 
071> 0062 
. 112 FUKMAT {' THE VALUE.OF X 
111 FlJRMAT {' THE VALUE Or X 
l l', FIJR;~A f (• TIIE VALUt: OF X 
115 FIJR'IJ\T (l'>,015,7) 
077 0,11,3 
To ·,.;x I 5""' P CA 1 N • ,"15'";·,·-·-·Ts 1T"""""""-"""""""""""""""""""O 7 tJ 00 t,4 
AFTER HflLVlt-JG IS 1 ) 079 0065 




116 FllR'IJ\T (' THE FUNCTION VALUEIS.ALREJ\DY Ltss THANYOu'K PR~O!CTCO OS2 
P11NP1UM 1 ) 083 
l l 1· Hl R,'1,; l DH. I,=, 15, il H "FE SM IN= ,-D 15~·7y·· - ·----..... ,.. ... --·----·--··-- ---·---- ......... 0 84. 
l l fl FI JI( ,i ,H { ' G f'. A LH I'M T EVA LU AT E O AT X HAM l '., 1 I O fl', 
CALL INPUT { X, FES,'11N) 
N="-JFP:~p 




3 l = 1 
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AP. l H ! A , 1 0 3 ) r, F , NG, NG X O '15 0 0 B 5 
,,iµ, 1 Tl: ( 1,, 1o41 · ............................................. ., __ ........ -·----·-· .. ·-·-·---·-............. 096 ·oo 12 
,IRIH (f,,100) (X(ll,!=1,Nl Qg7 0073 
i,in r E I!,, 10'> > F ociti oo 74 
[)I.) l I= 1, !J 
XflEST(ll=X(l) 
flHSf=r 
wR l T[ I 6,106) 
;.;1uTE 16,lOOl 








·1 o,, 00(<8 
105 
JlJ 5 l =l, M l 0(, 
5 X tl t. S E ( I J = X ( l l l O 7 
t'i.lfl SE= F 
................ ""' ................................................. ______ ,, ____ ... __ , _________ ,, _____ ...... 108. 0092 · 
DETERMINE EIG~NVALUES OF GX ANO TH~ NUMBER NPOS. 




T2T4 .. 56Tff90T2TIT6789UTT37t"'.5o7ff9012 3456 fff9UTZR,n-8110T2345 .. 6 189012 3456 7891J17T!t5rn90 
·c ···---------------··---------------------. TlT ... 0095 
00 7 l=l,IJMAX 112 




DO 6 l=l ,N 116 0101 
II= I ! >e< I I+ I l I 12 -- -- . --- -------- --- .-------· 11 rll 102 
6 EIGVALI I l=GXSSI I I I .. 118 
-------~---·- ----------. NNEG=N ------ , -Tl':1-0104 
~POS=N 120 0105 ---------oo--s--r=-r;N____ rllTOo 
IF ll.OD05*EIGVALIIl.GT.EIGVALClll GO TO B 122 
.. NPOS=NPOS-1-. ·--· ----------------- ·,---------~---123-·0100 
8 CONTINUE 124 0115 
IF IEIGVALI rr~u;o~ooor;NPOS=O____ · 125 ..... 
WRITE 16,1011 126 0117 
----·wR IT f:Tl>;TOOrTETG\IAITn-;r=T,Nl r2r·orra· 
WRITE 16, 1021 NPOS . 128 
'C"" ---·-··--.-----··---------------------. --------- ~-- . --· .. ----·-- · -·129··---·' ·-
c IF NPOS IS EOUAL TO ZERO, A LINEAR SEARCH lS PERFORMED FOR A 130 c- MINIMUM IN THE NEGJITIVF-GRADrEN,OrRECTTON-;-----,...l.._--...:..---i'--~------:--·-·131-·----
C 132 
------·TF-rn Pos-;NF;-a-1-i:;n,a-·s-r- 1.Jr--
Do 53 I=l,N 134 
. ----. 5 3 X!3AM IN I I l=X I 11·--------------;;------------------·---· ·----·--· . · --- . · .. · .. -··-i 3 5 · 
NUM=FBEST-·FESMIN . · 136 
IF-INUM.LT.o ... ODOI GOT030 ___ ·-------.... - ...... ·. --- --· ---137 
DEN=0.000 138 
·-----··1m··50-r=1-;w- "'39-.. -
5o OEN=DEN+Glll*GIII 140 ·oo sl I=l~N--·----------. -------- · -- .... -- -· · .. · · - -·-···--·-141 
51 XIIl=Xlll-lNUM/OENl*Glll .. .. .. .. 142 
GO TO ·23 ....................... -------- .. ---------------- .. ·- --- .. - .. --------- .. --· .. ·----------· 143 
C 144 0120 
.. ·r.---- ---nF.TFRMTNF-VA[UFS··-FoR"""TT01ffrsiJC'CcS51 YE AX t S Pl Al NS • 1··4'5"" OT2T 
C .. .. .. .. .... .. . ... .. 146 0122 
·52 DO 14 ·K=T;NPOS ---------------·--·------------ · ·------ .. -~------· ... ·--· ... 14r 
.. g~R~D:~~~~lll ____ ---------------·· .. ------ .. -~ . -- -~- --- -~~~-- gg~ 
DO 9 J=l,N 150 0127 
-·-------TJ=TTJ=lT¥JT72+, .. ! 51 
IF IJ.LT.11 IJ=lll-ll*ll/2+J .... 152 
9 GPREO I I I =GPREO ( I l+GXSI TJ) •rxr;i1.;;;xB .. A'SE (Jr~-------··,-~--'--"-.. --· -.. · -:- ·153 
DO 10 1=1,N . . . . .. , l54 0129 
l O XI I l =Xi 11-GPREOI I l /EIGVAUKr ·------·-----·--·------·--- ---·---------·--·------- -~· 155 0130 
!=l 156 
----- --··- nu--s CAFCTnr,Fi·G,"GX S-,T,... -s7---
N F =NF+ l 158 
~RITE. C 6, 103 )- NF·, NG ~-NGX _____ -·- _____ _._ ___________________ ....,. ---.-~----· ·--,---~- . --- 15·9 . 0132 
IIIUTE (6,1121 K . · l-60 0133 
WRITE 16, 1001 IX 11 l d='l, Nr···- -------.. -----·- · .. --- ---· .. -· --- .. -----··161 0134 
WRITE 16, 1051 F , .. 162 0135 
· ......... __ IF_ IF ·;·r,r;"Fn EST;-A Ntr.K-;FW.-11'-CO-T Gr--· 
!F IF,GT.FBESTI GU TO 60 164 




T2-3456-78 90r234-567B-90ft34-ir67a90T.:r345'b'f!fcf(iTtV.5b78-<:H)T214S--6Tif9-0TB4 56Tif9llT2 3456'78 g(j 
C CALCULATE PERRAT _______ ------------------ -------- ------- ·-------------------- ------- ·166- 0141 
C 16 7 0142 DELf:PR=o.·Q ··---------··---------- --·----·--·------- .. ·--- ... -,,··--·--------·--·------···--·- ib8 0(43 
DO l 3 I= l , N l 6 ,'J O l 44 
>IORK=O.O noOP+·s 
DO 12 J= l , N l 7 l O l 46 
--------··1 J= ( ( J-1) *Jf/i"+1 ____ ------------------------------------- 172-
IF (·J.LT.11 IJ=lll-ll*ll/2+J 173 
12 >IORK=>IORK+GXSI IJl*IXI J 1-XBASEI JI I - ----------------------174 
13 DELFPR=DELFPR+IGIIJ+.50*WORKl*IXIII-XBASEll)I 175 0148 
----;,1= ifRAr-,. 1 F:.-FaA"sErT01:n·i>R _ _ 
1 
r,ti·_,op;,r 
_______ >IRITE u, ,l08) _ PERRAT --- '_ ------ ---- --- _________ j ________ ' __________ 177 0150 
IF (UABSIPERRAT-1.0DOJ.GT •• lDOI GO TO 3 - 17ti 
l)I) 11 l=l,N 11'/ 0137 
11 X~ESTlll=XII) ---- -----·--·urn·ol3B 
FBEST=F 181 0139 
----i:,.--c1JNrTifut n~r-o 1·sz-
Do 15 l=l ,T~ .. 183 0154'. GPREbi·t ,;·GCIT--------------------------· -------· 104· - ··i
1 DO 15 J=l ,N 185 0156 
I J= irs:.-i I *JI/ 2+-i--·------------- 186 
IF IJ.LT.11 IJ=lll-ll*ll/2+J 187 
--:--rs---·Gf>"iH~onT;; Gi>R EbTlTgKS1TJT•Tx·m~1US EI J l I 1ra--· 
1=2 189 
CALL SCAFCTIX,F,G,GXS, 11 - . . - - - 190 .. 
NG=NG+l 191 
WRITE 16,103) NF,NG,NGX - . 192 0159 
-··---~: l ~-~l-t-;-f -~~-I---rnTn-;-r=-1~ 1-:}-g.}!} 
C 195 
C CHECK FOR CONVERGENCE. . _196 
C 197 
DO 45 l=l,N . . . - . ---1911° 
IF IDARSIGIIII.GT.l.OD-81 GO TO 46 199 
-·--4-.,--·rnur1Nu1:· 2,m---
Go TO 33 201 
-- ·4·t;---1F- (N POS ~E O ~NI - c;o" Ti:f j---- ---- ---------------------- 20 2 · 
DIKECT=O .O 203 0164' 
DO 16 ____ 1 = l, N -- -- -- -- ---- - ---------------------------------- - -2011 0165 
16 DIRECT=DIRECT+GI 11 *GPREOI I I 205 0166 
---.iR-, rrn;;i·rnr1ffR1:tT ooorn 
IF IDIRECT.LE.O.OI GO TO 3 _ 207 0160 
------NUM=O.O -· . - .. - . 208 0169 
OEN=O.O 209 0170 
-·Do 1t 1=1,N·-- - ------------------------------- ---.------- 210 0111 
NUM=NUM+IXII)-XBASEllll'**2 211 0172 
-·-r,1)E N =DEN fTGPREDTT)'Ti ~--2 2T2oTT3" 
MAG=DSQR T INUM/DENI 213 
DO ·18 l=l,N- . - .. · 214 0174 
18 Xlll=Xlll-MAG*GPREDIII 215 C --- ------ ---- ----- ------ ------ --------------- -----------------------------------------------------·216·--------
C PERFORM A LINEAR SEARCH FOR A MINIMUM IN THE PREDICTED NEGATIVE 217 
-i:-----G-RADTEiiiT-IJTRECHO • n------ -
C 219 
-,= 1· ---------------_---------------------------- ----------------------------- 220·----· 
246 
· ·· ------·-· --·--·-- -·-·- --90100·-us.------------··--··-··-··---·---- · 
F-9 
000000000llllllllll2222222222333333333344444444445555555555666666666677777777778 
· -r21·t,rn,7 !J90Tl3"1i557ff9Ul"2 3-Z.S678"90T2"37+5o7!T9UTZT~67ll9UT2"31t5o78"9UTZ31i557B9um4-5 o7ff'10-
CALL SCAFCTIX,F,G,GXS, 11 ·· . . 221 
NF=NF+l 222 
WRITE (6, 1031 NF,NG,NG)( . ... ---------------· 223 o.na 
WRITE 16, 1041 224 0179 
---wit 1·r~T6·;-ro-01-rxrn-;-1=r.R 2·roTau· 
WRITE 16, 1051 F 226 0181 
1,r Do-4.:Ci=f;N- 22r--·--
42 XBAMINlll=XREST(II 228 
-----· -1F····, F~GT~FBESTI--Go·-rn-2r------- .,---------229·-0102 
C 230 
·c---i;oNTTNIJl:--ooUBUN<>THE DISIA"NCcONI IL F CEASES ID B~COME ae.11 ER. 21·i---
c 232 
-- 19 ·oo·-20-·1=1,N____________________ ·--------- 21:i ·0183 ·. 
20 XBESTIJl=Xlll 234 0184 
. ---- FBEST=F---·--···------------------ -235 0185. 
DO 2 l I= l , N 2 J 6 0186 ' 
··--21-xTIT=XIHiR rn·n-n-i--;-cr-.1xrrr=x1rA1ITN I I I I -2 JT--
1 = l 238 
CALL SCAFCTIX,F,G,GXS,l) ---:239·· 
NF=NF+l 240 
WR !TE: ( 6, l 03 l NF ,NG, NGX ·-----·-·--·-·241 ·ors'l 
WRITE 16,1141 242 0.190 
-------wRn1:-15-;-ro·or-ncn 1, I= t, N · -4"1-0T9r 
WRITE 16, 1051 F 244 0192 
--· - ··1 F I F,L L F 8 ES n-·Go·-y o··lg-·----··-· -·--··· ·-·--··-----------·----------·---·· 2 4 5 0 l 93 
DO 2 2 I = l , N 2 4 6 0 l 91, 1 
22· XI I l=XBEST(ff ---·-·····------- -----·-·--· -·----------- -·---·· .. ---···· 247 01 '15 
F=FREST 248 0196. 
··---·Go·io·r------- -;ii;g·---:--·; 
C 250 
·c--,·--coNT I NUE-HA[V ING 'Ti-IE' 0 I sfliNCe-urnrr'.'"f'-·a1;co11cs-seTTER~-----------··- 2 51 ··· 
C . . 252 
··-· 23 DD 24 l=l~N -----------······-··---------.. ··-·--·---·--··---------------- ·-·-····-·····-··--···-········ 253 0198 
24 Xll)cXBAMINlll+.500IX(U-XBAHINIIII 254 ··-··-p,1·-------.,--------·--- 25s--· 
CALL SCA~CTIX,F,G,GXS,J.j 256 
. NF= NF+ 1-··· .. -- ....... -·-· .. -----·-·--·-·· ---·-··-·-·-------·-·----·-·-·---·--·----··-·----·-···--·-·- ·2 5 7 .. . 
WRJ l'E 16,103) NF,NG,NGX 258 0201 
WR I TE- 16 ,l 13 r· ........... --·-·-···------···----·····--· ·---,--.-----···· 259 0202 
WRITE 16,1001 IXlll,J=l,NI 260 0203 
·-----wRnE'·-n.--.nr5,~ &1-020Lt 
IF CF.GT.FDESTI GO TO 23 . . 262 0205. 
DO 2 5 ···1= 1, N ... ····-·-··--·-·---- ----··----··---··-··-·-·--------- . - · ------------·-·--···- 263 0206 · 
25 XllEST 111 =X(J I 264 0207 
.... .... F BEST= F .. . . --···- ····-···· ··----·-------··---··-······------------------------------------·- --"---·------·· 2 6 5 0 2 08 1 
GO TO 3 266 
· -·oo-Da- 6 r-r-= I,"N- z5r--· 
61 XllAMINI I l=XDESTI 11 268 
I = 2 ... . ·-- ······---- ··- ·-···-··-·····---···-·····-----·-··----·--··-·------------------ 26 ~ .. 
CALL SCAFCTIXBAMIN,F,G,GXS,IJ 270 
.. -NG= NG+ l .. . .. -- .. ..... _: .... . ·---······-·-···-··-·- -·----- ··-········-··· .·-·-·-------------------·-·---- -----··· 27 l . 
WRITE i6,l031 NF,NG,NGX 272 
···---·-·wRTTF.-r6,rra1 n·--
wR IT E l6d001 (GI I 1.I=l,NI 274 
DI REC T=O.o ... -- -·------····-- ... ---·-------·-·--·--·.-·--···-··-·-··----··----- -----··-··275 




0062 l=l,N 276 
62 D!RfCT=OIRECT+Glll*GPREDIII 277 
. WRITE (6,110)- DiRE.c(· ---·- .. ---------·-·------ 278 
IF IDIRECT.GT.0.0001 GO TO 23 279 
- DD 63-1=1,N -- 280 ___ _ 
t.3 X(ll=XBAMINIII 281 ... GO TO -3 - - ---------------------- -------------------------------------------------------- 282 
30 WRITE (6,116) 283 --CALL --E X I T - ------- ------ -------------------- -----------------------------------------------. - 2 8 4 
33 WRITE 16,1091 285 
CAL L EX I T 2"iH,-----(f2-4T 
RETURN 287 0242 ---EN[) .... -------------------- ... - -- - ----------------- ------------- ------------------------------- 288 0243 
SUBROUTINE INPUTIX,FESMINI 289 
-- ---(MPL le If I NiEGER~iff.:.:Nf~ REAT*BTA=H;·cr=:n·-------------------------------- 290 
C PURPOSE 291 
C ------RE A(f-DAT A __ CARDS.---- ·-·21i;,---
C DATA CARO ONE CONTAINS NSYS,NFREE,NPAR,NWRJTE,NSTEP 293 
C DA TA- CARD ··a,o CON TA I NS- PRMTl 1T;PRMTf2);"FESMTN ___ -__________________________ .... 294 
C: DATA CAkD THkEE C.ONTAINS THE INITIAL CONOIT[ON GUESS FOR 295 
( COMPONENTS 1 THROUGH Nsvs· oi=·v:--------------------------------------------296 
C DAfA CARO fOUR CONTAINS THE INITIAL ~Ul;SS FOR THE PARAMETERS. 297 c·--------- I F-tfPAi(=6'TEAVE-nfls··-c;AtA"-C"AIHl(iiTt. - 29A __ _ 
C THE SYSTEM fQUA TIONS ARE ENTERED ON CARDS 5 Tt-iROUGH NSYS+4. 299 
C -----·-·. THE EOUATiON FOR Tlil:-INTEGl{Jir,j OF-tHE ___ SC"ACAiCPE°RFORMANCt-fNDEX 300 
C IS ENTERED ON THE LAST DATA CARD, . 301 
DI MENS ID N XI 1 0 f - --- --- ------- ---- ------------------------------ --------- --- ---------- 3 0 2 
COMMON /GcNER/ NSYS,NFREf,NPAR,NfPNP,NFIXED,NSPNP,NSYSPl 303 
----·cDMMtiN··nNi=--cr·n=1·rot;-rn:1n--;-1·0T;TFx1rs·rro--;-5"5"l o-z.·--
coMMo N /INOU/ IG,IGX( 10), IGXXS( 55) ,NWRITE 30':i 
- COMMON /SC:IN/YlliOl,PRMTi51 - - ---------------·-·306 
COMMON /IOFCSC/ Pl51 307 ·-· -coo·· ,=·a RM-Ar , a·o is. 1 i -·- --·-- ·· - ------------·--·---·-,.·---·-------------------·--·--·---·-·--- ·- ·· 300 
101 FORMAT 15Dl5.71 309 
-·-162-FORMAT·-rronr·-------- ~ro---.--
103 FORMAT ( 1 NSYS,NFREF,NPAR,NWRITE,NSTEP'I 311 
104--FORMAT ( • ---PRMT I 1 I -- --P~MT!2 ,--- ------fl:S-MfNq-------------------312 
106 FOkMAT (5115,FJ0.511 - 313 
.. ioa FORMAT ,. INITIAL CONDITIDN"USED 1T ____ ~----------------------------------·······314 
109 FORMAT I I PARAMETER VECTOR' I 315 
--rro-1=0Rf,fA t-r,-n-=1 •·;v;;•-r=·q T~ 
111 FORMAT 1 1 lfXl',214,'1., 1 1 317 
- ·11·2 · -FciRMA-T ··, • - i r-xxs·t 1 ; 214, ···>- = ,-,------ ·---·------------·-··--------~----··---------·--· ·31 a 
113FDRMAT( 1 1G= 1 1 319 
114 FORMAT,(' IGXl',14,'1= 1 1 - - ------- -- --320- -
115 FDRMAT (' IGXXSl',14,'1= 1 1 321 
----,aD-1 ,,-;To :,1-NsYS--;-fffR Ef7fW,fR--;-NWRTil:,lfSTE'P- 2z--·· 
WRITE (6,103) 323 
WR I TE 16,102 I NS YS ,NFREE, NPAR, NWRI T £:-~-NS TEP --------·324···-
READ I 5, 1011 PRMTl11,PRMTl21,FESMIN 325 - ·wR I TE I 6,104 I - -- ---- - - - - --- ---------------------- -3-26 ____ _ 
WRITE (6,100) PRMT(ll,PRMTl21,FESM[N 327 
----RE"AUT5-;T,'.fn·-rv ITrr;-r=r.NSYS ·zs--· 
WRITE (6,108) 329 
WRITE (6,100) (YI( 11;1=l,NSYsr·---------------- 3)(1 ___ _ 
248 
···· · · ·· ··· -------------- - · ao1ao·T1 sr·-----·--------- ·-···- ---------------
. F-11 
000~00000llllllllll222222222233333333334444444444555555555~666666666677777777778 
-·12 3 4-'>67 a 9 0·173 4"'>6781' ClT2 37i5'678·g OT2.T4 '.H,7B9-0T2 3"4"55Tff90T2"T'i567!f91l'1,!T45 67B9-CJTZT4-S-578·gc, 
IF INPAR.E0.01 Go·ro 2 -------------·-····------------- 331-····· 
READ (5,101) IPlll,l=l,NPAR) 332 
WRITE 16, 1091 -·. - .. ---- ..... -------------- ····--·--------·· ·333 -- ---
WRITE 16,IOll IPlllol=l,NPARI 334 
·----;;-NFPNP=NF'REE+NPAR ::1·s--
NF IXEu=NSYS-NFREE 336 
NSPr-JP=NSYS+NPAR .. ... -- ··------·----- 337 
NSYSPl=NSYS+l 338 
RNS T t P=NS TEP. ··--····---··-··---·----·-··-·-·-·---- . --------·-·-··---------·-·339 ___ _ 
PRMTl3l=IPRMTl21-PRMTllll/RNSTEP 340 
---·-TF-!NFR EE-;·Eo·;;o r·Go-rn-4 ~n--
DO 3 1=1,NFHH 342 
I T = N Fl XE D + I - -- .... ------·--·------------------ ----·----·------·····--·· . ·----------- ·-··-- --- 3 4 3 -- -··. 
3 Xlll=Yllll) 344 
-·4 IF .. INPAR.EQ,01.GO ·ro-6·----------------·--------------------------- 345 --
DO 5 l=l ,NPAR 346 
---·-r1=NFREn1--· · 1n--
5 Xllll=Plll 348 
.. 6 OD . 7 1 ·:: l ,·NS Y s· ------------·--··---·----·-- -·--------------------- -------··------------- 3 4 9 ------· 
WRITE 16,1101 1 350 
CAu ··FORT 1 N 11 f nn--·----------------------------------.. ---·---------35 r··--
DO 7 K=l,NSPNP 352 
·--·--·wRTTF .. T67lTl 1·-r;·~ 53--· 
CALL l'ARD1FIIFl1l,1FXll,K ,Kl 3~4 
·---·-·oo r·J=l,K --------·-355---
JK=IIK-ll*Kl/2+J 356 - ·-· - - 1m I TE··16, 1121 T, JK ________________ ·---------------------------·--·--·-··--·--·351··-··--
7 CALL PARDIFIIFXll,Kl,IFXXSll,JKl,JI 358 
-----~RnE-r6-;Tni----. ,g--
CALL FORTIN IIG) 360 
.. DO 8 ·J=l ,NSYS . 361 
WRITE 16,1141 J 362 
·tALL PAR01Fl1G,IGXTJ),j)·-------- - ---------··-------·---------· 363 
DO 8 I= l , J 3 64 
---T:i=rn;;..·r,~JT12+1--·-- ~5.,--
WRITE 16,1151 IJ 366 
-··· ·a· CAL l PARDI Fl I GX I J l ;r GX XSTI JT,TT ----··---------------·----------·-· ·-· 36 7 
RETURN 368 
END. ------·- .. ·-------·---· --------.. ····---------------·----·---------··--·--·-------.. -··-- 369 
SUBROUTINE FCTIT,Y,DERYI 370 
r-----puRPO SE 
C SUPPLYS THE EQUATIONS FOR THE DYNAMICAL SYSTEM. 372 
.... IMPLICIT. INTEGER*2fl :.NI~ REA(•a "'( A=-ir;o-::z ,---------------------------·- ·3 73 
OIMfNS ION YI 2101 ,DERYI 210) ,Z( 501,FXI 10,101 ,FXXSI 10,551, 374 
.. 18110,10),CllOl ···- ·--·---------····- -·-· --··· ·------- -- . - 375 
COMMON /GENER/ NSYS,NFREE,NPAR,NFPNP,NFIXED,NSPNP,NSYSPl 376 
___ .. __ COMMON. Ir NFCTaF rrnr;TFX nu,IOT,TFXXST lO, 55 I 377--
COMMON /SCFCOU/ !LOGIC . 37~ 
COMMON II OFCscr·p I 51 - --- --- -- ·--------·---------------··-·-· ... 379 
DO l·l=l,NSYS 300 
l ( I ) = Y ( I > . ·-----·---- -~-·-·--·-·------··--------~-- ----·--·-···-·----'-------------------.. -- .... 3 8 l 
IF INPAR.EO.OI GO TO 3 382 
--·---00-·2·-T="l "";'NP.AR ".-:ts"3--· 
ll=NSYS+I , 3H4 






l I 11 I =T 
---·-----~----··---·--·-···---·-··---- 3 86 ·-
38 7 C ···--·-- ··-· --· ·---·----···. 38!!° 
C DETERMINF THE VALUES FOR THE OERIVITIVE Of THE BASIC SYSfEM. 389 
C -------···-·--------------·--·---·-··- ----~390-· 
10 00 11 l=l,NSYS 391 
11 OERYl!J~DVALllflll,ZI .. . ----------------·392 
IF ([LOGIC.EQ,ll RETURN i93 ("" ....... .. . - . ... . .. ·- ....... ----------········· . -·-·---·-···-----·······---------···----········--·· --·-· 394 
C DETERMINE THE VALUES FOR THE DERIVITIVES OF THE FIRSf ORDER 395 
·c-----iNFLUENCCCOEFFICIENtS.------ --··396 -· 
20 DO 21 i=l,NSYS 
DO 2 i j = 1 , NS Y S . ---·-·----------- ---------··- ------·-·------------· ------------·--·-.-----
2 l FXll,Jl=LlVAlllfXll,JJ,ZI 
Dll 22 l~l ,NSYS . . , . 






·-····--··1 J=,-J *:--JS Y S + ( ......• -- ·- -- ----·------------------4oz---· 
Dl: RY I IJl=0,0 403 on ·2 2 ·· K = 1 , N s v s · ·---·-- ------------- --·-···--·----------------···----·----------------------·--··-.. ----------- 4 o 4 
JK=J*NSYS+K 405 2i DERY ( I JI ~DERY ( I J l +FxTr;~·;-,ciyfjj(f""" ----------··------·-·-···------·--····-··---···----. 406 
IF INPAR,EQ,01 GO TO 24 
---·-00-·23- J:Y, .. NPA1c···· 
DO 2::l I =l ,NSYS 40'1 I j = I N f REE+ J f*N SYS +·r··------------···- ··--·-···-·-···--------·····----------·-···---· -------·---·----·-···-· 4 l 0 
ll=NSYS+J 411 
. ··23 DERY I I J l =DER Y(I J l +DVALTI FX (1,·11 J; l I - .-····--- ------------ . -----· ------- - 412 . 
24 IF I ILOGIC,EQ,21 RETURN 413 ·c ·--·- .. --··-----------·-·------- ·p.---
c DE TERM HJE THE Dl:fll '{_!!_!VE ~--!'~~---!_~~~-~~-1:l-~--~~_!)-~~-___!~_l'-~_l!-~~~---- ------ 415 
C CDEFf I C.l ENT,5', 416 
C 41 7 
. ---·-------··----------·-----------~-·------·-··· --·--·--·-·---··--·---------·---00 ·25 .l;.l,NSYS -,tl8. 
DO 25 K=l,NSPNP 419 
DO .25 J=l ,K 4"2o--· 
JK=((K-ll*Kl/2+J 471 
25 FXXS(J,JK)=DI/AL(IFXXSll,JK!,Zl . 422 
DO 32 J=l,NFPNP 423 Dfl 30 -LI= l ~-N'S VS... -----------------·------------------ .. ·- · -··-·---·------- ,.24·· 
DO 30 LJ=l,NSYS 425 
----B( LI tl.Jl=O.O -2~~-
IF (J,LE,NFREEI GO TO 26 427 
-.JJ_;;NSYS+.J-NFREE ·--·-·····------------------- ----------------- 428 
LJJJ=IIJJ-ll*JJl/2+LJ 429 
·o(lJ,LJl=fXXSILl,LJJJ) . . 430··· 
26 CONT I NUF. 431 
··---Drr:rn .. [K=1,NSYs--· Z.T2--· 
JJ=J*NSYS+LK 433 
(JLK_;;(((K.:.ll~LK)/2+LJ . -~34 
IF tlK,lT,LJI LJLK=IILJ-ll*LJl/2+LK . 435 
·30 131Ll,LJl=f:llll,LJl+YIJJl*fXXS(Ll,LJLRI----- . . 436 
DO 32 l=l,J 437 
.--1rTJ::CE:NFREE'--:0R-;·r:u:-tfflfET:T'"'!;D1crTI 4·111-· 
DO 31 K=l ,NSYS 439 





-·12 T45 6 7 iT9 0 l Z'T4567 8 90T21·z.5·6189 Ol2T~5 61i3.90T7llt.,QTB.'rOT2 3·4·557g-gorz3 7+567 if'mT2V,%71Prn · 
l I =NS vs+ ·1-.NfR EE --·-· ·--------·-- -·. - ----- 44· 1 
IIJJ=l(JJ-ll*JJl/2+11 442 
C (KI= F XX S ( K, 11 J J ·1 -···-·--· ···-···- ··-··· ... --- . ·--. 44 3 
DO 31 Ll=l,NSYS 444 
---LTf:;Tni=Tr•rrrrnr,---· 1-·4...,--·· 
IF (LI.GT.Ill Lll=IILl-ll*Lll/2+11 446 
Tl J=J*NSYS +LI ---·--------··· ------------------------- -- - ------- ---- --- .. 44 7 
31 C(Kl=C(Kl+FXXS(K,Llll*Y(LIJI 448 
33 -CUNT INUE -·· ·---·-·------··--------------·--··--··--·-·-----··------· -······ 449·· 
on 32 K,;,l,NSYS 450 
-------rJ=i( TJ;:;Tp•-Jl7t+- liTI--
K K =INF PN P+ I JI *NS Y S +K 452 
---·-·ornv·rKK r=o~o - - ·-·----· ---------·--·--··---·-··-·-- -·--·---···--·--·-·-·-- 453 ·· ·· 
IF (J.GT.NFREE.AND.l.GT.NFREEl DERY(KK)=CIKI 454 
DO 32 [= l, NSYS - --- --------- -------------------·- - ···-·---···-····-····--· ·455 ·-- -·· 
LL=(NFPNP+((J-ll*Jl/2+1l*NSYS+L 456 
·----r[I=T*NSYS+C____ 457--
32 DERY(KKl=OERY(KKl+FXIK,Ll*YILLl+BIK,Ll*YILLLI 458 
RE TURN -------~·---···-·------·--------------·---~--------------------------·-·----·· ·· 459 ··---· 
END 460 
SUBIWUT I NE SCAFCT-fx,F-;·G~-GXS~ILOG_)_______________ 461 
C PURPOSE 462 
r----·-·s ETs-up·-rnE·-··1 N ITrArcONOHTCJNSrUl<THcllYl'rAJ.ITc-Al.~01iTIUNS7 ____ lt63-
c EVALUATES THE SCALAR PERFORMANCE FUNCTION,.TS GRADIENT, ANO 464 
C ·····-·-- ITS MATKIX OF SECUNO-'PARTIAC-OERIVITIVES~------··----·· -··455 
IMPLICIT INTEGER*2 11-Nl,REAL*B IA-H,0-21 466 
I NTEGER*4-·-NTOT AL; rHLF-·--------·-----·-- -·-·-· ---·--- -·-·- ---·-------··- ·- -··· ---· -·--·---·· ------- 46 7 
DIMENSION Xll01,Gll01,GXSl55!,Yl2101,DERYl2101,AUXl210l 468 
----cnMMON ___ lGENERTN-s··;,s-;-NFREc,NPAR-;·NFPN~Sl>l'W,NSYSP --459-·-· 
COMMON/SCOU/ GRALl211 470 
··---·-cuMMON /SCIN/ YI I 10) ,PRMTl5) .. . . - . 471 
COMMUN /SCFCOU/ !LOGIC 472 
. -COMMON / I OFCsc/·-·p ( 5 r- -----------·--- ------·~------·~---------·------- .. ·- ·4 73··· 
EXTERNAL FCT,OUTP 474 
-----·onA-·NolFTO-TOi' liTS--
100 FORMAT I' NDIFT0=',151 476 
-- ---- I LOGIC= I LOG ·-··-------·--- - -- -- --- -------, - --· - - - 4 77 --
1 F INFIXED.FQ.01 GO TO 4 47tl 
00 -1 I =l ,NF I XEO ·-· ....... ----·--------·~-----------·--·-·---·--------- ·- 4 7g 
l Yl!l=YIIII 480 
---4-··1 F-fNF RF E-; rn·;·oT-Go,·o liST-
00 2 l=l ,NFREI' 482 
11 = !+NF I XEO - .. ·-· ·-····---··· ··-- -··---···-- -·-----·----·- . ----·-·------··--·-·--· 4tl 3 
2 Yllll=XIII 484 
3 IF I NPAR .EQ.01 GO TO 6-·---·--·----·-·· ---·--. -···--·--··-- -·-·-··-· 485 
DO 5 !=l ,NPAR 486 
------··1T=NFREF+1·-- -4·97.,---· 
5 Plll=Xllll 488 
6 GO TO (10,20,301, ·1LOGIC - ··-------·--··--------··-····-·- 489 
C 




WRITE (6,1001 NDIFTO 
490 






---------·--·- ----~--·------ - -· · ao,ao-L I s·r------------ ·--
F-14 
000000000llllllllll222222222233333333334444444444555555555566666666667777777777R 
- 12 Vt56 78 'JO 1234 56789012 3456 769012 345671390123456789012 34 56 78901TT45"6r!f1fOT2_H_%,-tP'rO-
· CALL DRKF f PRMT .v, oER Y ;Nr 6TAL, lHi..F, l=t1; oi.JTi>; AUxr-· --------------------- 496 
F=GRALlll 497 RF.TURN -------- - -- --- --------- -- -- -- ----------. 498 
C 499 
-c---ciET Eff1:f 1Hcnrcv,,rncroii.--rnrc;A.-4""DTrn,crrTHl:S-C"ACA1CPTRF1rkl-fi~Hc1:--5"o·o-· 
C FUNCTIO/\J, G. 501 C: - --- - --- -- - .. - ------- ··-·· ------------------------------------------------- 502 
70 NTOTAL=INFPNP+ll*NSYS 503 
·- ---·-·----··-··------- --------·----------·--------·---- ----·-·--··-
DO 21 I=NSYSPl,NTOTAL 504 
21 Y( I l=!J.O 505 
-----·1 F I NF REE. Eo;-or-Go-·ro- 23________ --s·o~-
oo 22 ls=l,NFREE 507 
I I =NS Y S" I +NF IX EDi- l -------------- ---------------------- -------------- --- -- 508 -
22 Yllll=l.O 509 
- NOIFTO-=NDIF-TO+NTOTAC- ----------------------------------·--- .. -------·- . ·510 
WRITE (h,1001 NOlFTO 511 
---23-CALL -[jfii<F (PRMl, v;rlERY~-Nf"cll"-A[";nm=·;·;:cr;--oTfTl>--;Auxl 512 
f1LJ 2 4 I= l , NF I' NI' 51 3 
24 G(l)=GRALCJ+l) ----·-------·- -·--------~----------------- 514 
RETURN 515 ---.. --··--·------- ---··· ----------·-------·------~ -------··-- ··---··-- ··-
(. 516 
C DETERMINE THE VALUES FOR TliE ELEMENTS OF THE MATRIX OF SECOND SL 7 
c--· PART I AC"DER lVI TI VEs-·oF···rncsCA[AR-"?E"R:FORWAlfCT-FCfNCTIWr: ----srn··-· 
C 519 
30 N TCJT Al= ( l +Nf PN P+ I I NF PNi>iH*Ni=PNP I /21 *NSYS ---------- -- ----- - ----- ---




1 F (NFREE.EU.01 GO TO 33 523 
-------··ntJ" 32 l=i;NFREE ------------ 524-··-
l l=NSYS*l+NFIXED+I 525 
3 2 Y ( I I I = l , 0 - - -- -- -------- ------------ -- . --------------------·--- - . 5 2 & 
NfJIFTll=NDIFTO+NTOTAL 527 
WR I TE ( 6, l 00 I ND IF TO -- ----- ------------------- -- - - ---- -------- ------ ---- ----- -- 52 8 
33 CALL DRKF(PRMT,Y,DERY,NTOTAL,IHLF,FCT,OUTP,AUXI 529 
------·F=G".AL 111···-··· ------ --------------- ---~-------··530-· 
DO 34 J=l ,NFPNP 531 
G ( j I =GRAL ( J+ l I ----. --- --------- -- -- ------------------------- -- -------,- --- 5 32 
Ofl 3,, 1=1,J 533 
I J=( I J-1 I *Jl/2'1-I -- --- ------------- -------------------------------------------------- .. 534·· 
ll=NFPNP+l+IJ 535 
--·-34 ·cxs( I Jl=GRALI 11 r-·------------ --sn--· 
RETURN 537 
·- ···-. - --~--··----- ----·--- ··--·------~·------··-----··---~--
END 538 
SUHROUTINE OUTPIT,Y,DERY,IHLF,NTOTAL,PRMTI 539 
C PURPOSE ------- ------- ----- ------- ----------- ------------ .. 540· 
C WRITE THF SYSTEM RESPONSE AFTER EVERY NWRJTE STEPS OF NUMERICAL 541 
C - -- I NT [GRAT I ON; .. NLiMERI CA(CY-TNTEGllUE1HrTNTFG"i<ITTQUi\TfONs-B"Y-·-54r--·-
C: USING T~E TRAPAZDID RULE. 543 
I t1 PL IC IT IN TE Gt: R *2 ( 1-N j, REAL* 8 --·,A=H; 0-z) ------·-··---------· - --··--·~-··--··· ·544 
INTEdE~*4 IHLF,NTOTAL 545 
DI MENS ION Y( 2101 ,DERY( 2101, ZI 50l ~-GRAN(21 r;·GRANPR l21T;·------·-·c---- 546- -
LGX(lOl.GXXS(551,1HlOl,PRMT(5l 547 
--- ------- - C fM MON· 1 GENER 1 · NS v-s·; NFR EF;N PA"R-;-"N"F"Pl'J"P";-l'ffTX En-;-1,J"S."Pl'.f P,NSYS Pl r,i;-a-·---
c u~~ UN/SC OU/ GRAL(211 _ 549 
C!lM!~[),\J / I NUU/ I G, I GX( I 01 ; I GXX S ( 55 )~ NWR°I"TE ------------- ------------------ ----- 550 
252 




COMMON / $Cf tour !LOGIC .... ·---·-·----------········-------------------------·-5·51 ···-······· 
COMMON /IOFCSC/ P151 552 
·100 FORMAT IHt0,015.71 . . . - ·- ··--··---553 
101 FORMAT I 8Dl 5. 7 l 554 
--rn?.-FCJR MAl ·p·-rni,,f:jTl:G1fA[--VECTORT s-s--·· 
DO 1 l=l ,NSYS 55b 
Z( I r=v, I,.---- ------ --- ---------- ---------------------557 
If INPAR.EQ.01 GO TO 3 558 
--····-·· ·oo. 2 l=l ,NPAR - - - - - ---------------·-·······--·559·-·· 
11 =NSYS+I 560 
··--2--zrrr>=Prn or-0 
3 11 =NSYS+NPAK+l 562 -- ·-····-·· z , 1 1 , = r--- ·· ·· ·--------- -- · -----···· ------------------------------------- ·- ·56 3 ·-----
c 564 
C ...... SET UP .. THE'VA[UE-FOR -me TNTEGR-,u~-nF-.RE--sc.u-,rn-prnfORMANCE ___________ 565 __ _ 
C FUNCTION. 566 
------GR'li.NTlT=DVif[lTG7Zl ~--. 
NINT=l 568 
[ F .. I I LOG IC; 1:o;TJ"Go-ro-3-0·----- ·--- .-------·-·-····-··569·--·· 
C 570 
C .. SET (JP-THE VALOFs"FoK-THC-INf EGRAl'COF-THC'G'RADTEN10FTHCSCAIAR-·-571-·-·· 
C PERFOKMANCE FUNCTION. 572 
,-----------------· 3-·· 
DO 1 0 I = l , NS Y S 5 7 4 
To GX( 1 l=DVALI IGXlll,Zl . . 575 
NINT=NFPNP+l 576 
DO 11··1=2,NINT···-------· ------- ------------------ ·- · --· -·-577·---
GRAN( I l=O,O 578 
·---·-no-rr·J:-r·;Nsvs- -s-79-·-·· 
JJ=(l-ll*NSYS+J 580 ···rr GRAN ( I ):GqANI I l+GX ( J l*Y( JJ l -- - - . -- -----------···-·591 ---·· 
IF ( IUJGIC.EQ,21 GU TO 30 582 C ··· ··--··--·--------····---------------------------------··---·-·-·-------· ··· 58 3 ···· · 
C SET UP THE VALUES FOR THE INTEGRAN OF THE MATRIX Of SECOND 584 
. c--·--p AR1TA C DER lVTHVEs-oi=-Tflf-s-C"ArAR-FUffi:TI ON. 5 B'S--" .. 
C 586 
···-····-·Do 20 .J=l ;NSYS ____ ··------ -· - - . - . -·· --- --------·---·-·-··597 ..... 
DO 20 l=l,J 588 ·- rJ=, tJ-11 *J 112· +·1 ·-············-------------- - -- --·------ -----------------··sa9· · · 
20 GXXSIIJ)=OVALIIGXXS(IJl,Zl 590 
·--·-·oo-· 2 2··-s= 1--;·NF PNP en--.... 
on 21 Ll=l,NSYS 592 
.B (LI i =O ~O . -·-·-- ··- ·------ ··-··-- ----··-·-·-- --------·-· -·---- 593 .... 
DD 21 LJ=l ,NSYS 594 
. LI J= I ( LJ-1 l *LJ l/ 2+L I··-·· --------------··--··-------------------------·-·-·-···595 
IF (LJ~LT.LII LIJ=(ILl-ll*lll/2+LJ 596 
···--·-rJJ='J*NSYS·+L·J 97-... 
21 B(Lll=fHLl)+GXXS(LIJl*YCLJJI 598 -· on 2 2 1: 1 ·~ -J --·- ···----·---·---·-----·-·---·---~-------------------- 599 -
IJ=((J-ll*Jl/2+1 600 
I I= 1 +NFPNPd J ---a-- - . . . ------------ ---·-----·--·-----··--· 601 .. 
GRAN( I I l=O.O 602 
···-·--·00··2rx::-r-;l,1s-vs ···6"or-·· 
KK=I*NSYS~K 604 
KKK= ( NF PN P + I J J *NS Y S+ I:< --· -··------ -----· -------- --- ------ -·. 60 5··- --
253 
000000000llllllllll2222222222i33333]33344444444445555555555666666&66677777777779 
I;, 34 '>i;1 ti 901·23456.78901134':,67 ii•ioT2345b769Clfg4,6"7ii9(ff2345b7if<HiT2:ri;·~-1i11l'itff231;yn 1Fio· 
22 GRAN( I I )=GRAN( lll+Y(Ki<.)*BIKl+GXIKl*YIKKKi 
NINT=l+NFPNP+IINFPNP+ll*NFPNP)/2 
30 IF (T.EQ.PRMTlll I GO TO 36 ......... --·- ··---





GRAL I l I =GK AL ( I I+. 50* I GRAN I 1 I +GRAN PR n n• n:TPR) ·-----~bro--·-
34 GRANPR(l)=GKANIII 
TPR=T -· ... ---···----·-·--
IF IT.EO.PRMTl21) GO TO 41 
IF < NCOUNr".EQ~NWR-I TEf-·-Go TO 41. ··- -·------.. -------·-----~----------·---·------·--------·--·· 
NCOUNT=NCOUNT+l -----------· ----------·--·-R[ TURN 
~6 DO 37 l=l,NINT 
GRAL ( 11=0.0. 
37 GRANPKlll=GRAN(I) 





WRITE 16,100) T 
- 00 4 ·z i; 1 , N INT - -·----·----- -----
J J = I l -11 *NS Y S + l 
· ··- - ·-- ·11 = 1 * N·sv s··-·-------
42 WRITE 16,101) IYIJl,J=JJ,111 
. ·wRITE 16,l02i ··············-····· ···---·--· ... ---·-·-------··-···---- .. ------· .. 
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